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Abstrat
This thesis addresses the problem of building a video-based tra monitoring system.
We employ lustering, traking and three-dimensional reonstrution of moving ob-
jets over a long image sequene. We present an algorithm that robustly reovers the
motion and reonstruts three-dimensional shapes from a sequene of video images,
Magaia et al [91℄.
The problem of reovering three-dimensional information from two-dimensional
projetions is an important onsideration in many elds, suh as omputer vision,
automation, tra and the entertainment industry. Struture-from-Motion aims to
reover the three-dimensional struture of a moving objet from a series of two-
dimensional projetions. The solution to the problem is obtained by employing
non-linear approahes/models, for example an extension or generalization of the
Kalman lter. Over the past twenty years, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF ) has
beome established as the best algorithm to solve non-linear estimation problems,
Bar-Shalom et al [7℄, van der Merwe [146℄. As a result, most reent traking and
estimation algorithms are based on non-linear Kalman lters.
The inreasing demand for performane, robustness and low ost of surveillane
systems is one of the main reasons why researhers need to reover motion robustly.
Therefore, in this study we have applied a robust algorithm based on Robust Optial
Flow (ROF ) and the Unsented Kalman Filter (UKF ) to trak and estimate the
struture and motion of moving objets respetively. In order to reover the stru-
ture of an objet we need to provide our system with as many features as possible.
There are many traking algorithms available, suh as Kanade-Luas-Tomasi algo-
rithm (KLT ), Corner Traker and Robust Optial Flow. Comparing KLT and ROF
we found that the ROF algorithm gave more aurate results, thanks to its ability to
trak features robustly. Hene ROF does not loose feature during traking proess.
In our experiments we use the Harris orner detetor, Harris and Stephens [57℄, to
provide ROF with as many features as possible.
Given a sequene of video frames, we rst extrat the bakground and then trak
some features inluding those inside and outside of the boundaries of the moving
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objet. Next we apply the UKF to reover the three-dimensional struture of the
objet. We assume that we are reonstruting a rigid objet under perspetive pro-
jetion. Sine we only know the projetion, we initialize the system with zero, but
this results in the algorithm onverging slowly or diverging. Therefore, we have ael-
erated the onvergene of the system by onsidering the initialization of the system
with the two-dimensional projetion for x and y oordinates while z is maintained as
zero or using the minimal information about a at objet. The Unsented Kalman
Filter onverges about eighty frames.
The separation of objets was made possible by using the k-means lustering
algorithm. First we tested the algorithm using syntheti data and then we applied
it to real data. The algorithm was tested on twelve sequenes taken in four dierent
plaes under dierent weather onditions. We inluded a ase where the amera
was subjet to small vibration. The system behaved perfetly and it was able to
reover the shapes of objets even when the lustering algorithm failed. Full three-
dimensional reonstrution ould be ahieved using less than eighty frames only.
Opsomming
Hierdie proefskrif word daarop toegespits om 'n video-gebasseerde verkeer moni-
teringsisteem daar te stel deur gebruik te maak van bondeling, opsporing en drie
dimensionele rekonstruksie van bewegende voorwerpe oor 'n groot aantal beelde.
Ons ontwikkel 'n algoritme wat die beweging en rekonstruksie van drie dimensionele
vorms uit 'n reeks videobeelde onttrek, Magaia et al [91℄.
Die verkryging van drie dimensionele inligting vanuit twee dimensionele projek-
sies is 'n probleem wat in verskeie velde voorkom, soos byvoorbeeld rekenaar visie,
outomatisasie, die verkeer, sowel as die vermaaklikheidsindustrie. Die basis agter
Stuktuur-uit-Beweging is die verkryging van 'n drie dimensionele struktuur van 'n
bewegende voorwerp vanuit die voorwerp se twee dimensionele projeksies. 'n Oploss-
ing tot die probleem word verkry deur gebruik te maak van nie-lineêre benader-
ings/modelle, soos byvoorbeeld 'n uitbreiding of veralgemening van die Kalman Filter
(KF ). Die Extended Kalman Filters (EKF ) het oor die laaste twintig jaar bekend-
heid verwerf as die beste algoritme om nie-lineêre benaderingsprobleme op te los,
Bar-Shalom et al [7℄, van der Merwe [146℄. As gevolg hiervan word meeste van die
onlangse opsporing- en benaderingsalgoritmes gebasseer op nie-lineêre Kalman Fil-
ters.
Die toenemende aanvraag in vertoning, robuustheid en lae onkoste van toesig
sisteme is van die hoof redes waarom navorsers beweging so robuust as moontlik
wil verkry. Daarom het ons in hierdie studie 'n robuuste algoritme, gebasseer op
Robust Optial Flow (ROF ) en die Unsented Kalman Filter (UKF ), toegepas om
respektiewelik die opsporing en benadering van die struktuur en beweging van voor-
werpe te bepaal. Vir die verkryging van 'n struktuur van 'n voorwerp moet ons
sisteem met soveel as moontlik eienskappe voorsien word. Daar bestaan baie op-
sporingsalgoritmes soos byvoorbeeld Kanade-Luas-Tomasi (KLT), Corner-Traker
en Robust Optial Flow. Deur KLT en ROF te vergelyk, is daar gevind dat die ROF
algoritme meer akkurate resultate lewer, danksy die algoritme se robuuste opsporing-
seienskappe. ROF verloor dus nie eienskappe gedurende die opsporingsproses nie.
In ons eksperimente het ons gebruik gemaak van die Harris hoek waarneming, Harris
en Stephens [57℄, om ROF met so veel as moontlik eienskappe te voorsien.
iii
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Die eerste taak, gegee 'n reeks van opeenvolgende videobeelde, is om die agter-
grond te onttrek. Dit word gevolg deur die opsporing van sekere eienskappe, inslui-
tend eienskappe binne en buite die grense van die bewegende voorwerp. Volgende
word die UKF toegepas om die drie dimensionele struktuur van die voorwerp te
verkry. Ons aanvaar dat ons die rekonstruksie van 'n rigiede voorwerp onder per-
spektiewe projeksie doen. Aangesien slegs die projeksie bekend is, inisialiseer ons die
sisteem met die waarde nul, maar dit kan óf lei tot 'n stadige konvergensie, óf di-
vergensie van die algoritme. Gevolglik word die sisteem se konvergensie versnel deur
die sisteem te inisialiseer met twee dimensionele projeksies van x en y koördinate,
terwyl z as nul gevestig word, of deur die minimum inligting van 'n nie-starre voor-
werp te gebruik. Die Unsented Kalman Filter konvergeer na ongeveer tagtig beelde.
Die verdeling van die voorwerpe was moontlik gemaak deur die k-means lustering
algoritme te gebruik. Die algoritmes is eers getoets op kunsmatige data, waarna dit
toegepas is op werklike, realistiese data. Die algoritme was getoets op twaalf reekse
van beelde wat in vier verskillende plekke onder verskillende weersomstandighede
geneem is. 'n Geval waar die kamera aan vibrasie blootgestel was, was ook ingesluit.
Die sisteem het perfek gewerk en kon vorms van voorwerpe verkry, selfs al het die
bondelingsalgoritme gevaal. 'n Volledige drie dimensionele rekonstruksie kon verkry
word deur minder as tagtig beelde te gebruik.
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Notation
Note: Exeptions to the following notations will be speied where they our.
Notation Desription
a Salar value
a Column vetor
aT The transpose of a.
A Matrix A
F (.) or H(.) Funtion F (.) or H(.)
a(τk) The value of a at time τk.
an Refers to the n
th omponent of a.
xi|i−1 The predited state mean of expeted value of xi, given the
observations y1, . . . ,yi−1
{a}n a sequene of objets
i, j, k n-dimensional basis vetors or index
ℜn×n n-dimensional spae
a(τk+1|τk) The a priori value of a at time τk+1, based on its value up to
time τk.
x(τk) The a priori value of x at time τk
aˆ an estimate instead of the true value of a
a+ bi A omplex number. a and b are real salars, with i the imag-
inary unit.
a+ bi+ cj+ dk A quaternion representation of numbers. a, b, c, d are real
salars, and i, j, k are generalisations of (−1) 12 or i2 = j2 =
k2 = −1.
(Zx, Zy) Image plane projetion
Sro Shape of rigid objet
xx
Glossary
CCS - Camera Coordinate System - A system used to desribe an objet using the
amera loation.
CCTV - Closed Ciruit Cameras - A amera system used to monitor objets in a
determined area, suh as road monitoring.
DOF - Dense Optial Flow - estimation of the ow at eah pixel in the image.
EKF - Extended Kalman Filter - The rst version of Kalman Filter (ordinary
Kalman Filter) was initially applied to linear problems only but with develop-
ment of ITC tehnologies, non-linear and omplex problems have hallenged
the researhers. In the Extended Kalman Filter, the state distribution is ap-
proximated analytially by Gaussian Random Variables using a rst order
linearization of non-linear systems. New eorts suh as Dual EKF have found
better ways to approximate this transformation. The Dual EKF forms the ba-
sis of a seond-order approximation with superior performane to that of the
ordinary EKF (see setion 3.3.1 or Bar-Shalom et al [7℄ for more detail).
ITC - Information Tehnology and Communiation - Information Tehnology (IT)
or Information Tehnology and Communiation (ITC) is the tehnology re-
quired for information proessing. This inludes the use of omputers and
software to onvert, store, protet, proess, transmit, and retrieve information
from any soure.
ITS - Intelligent Transport Systems - Vehile Safety and Control Systems whih
inlude advaned information proessing using omputers, tehnologies and
management strategies in an integrated manner to improve the safety, apaity
and eieny of transportation systems.
KF - Kalman Filter - A probabilisti state estimation/ontrol reursive feedbak l-
ter, whih uses Gaussian Distributions to desribe the estimate of some hidden
state.
KLT - Kanade-Luas-Tomasi Algorithm - This feature traker is a texture based
algorithm rst proposed by Luas and Kanade and later on generalized by
Tomasi and Kanade [140℄, Birheld [14℄.
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GLOSSARY xxii
MMSE - Minimum Mean Square Error - A method used to alulate the minimum
mean square error whih is the smallest value of mean square error.
MSE - Mean Square Error - A method used to alulate the mean square error.
This is a riterion for an estimator: the hoie is the one that minimizes the
sum of squared errors due to bias and due to variane.
OCS - Objet Coordinate System - A system used to desribe an objet in referene
to its loation in spae.
RMS - Root Mean Square - A method used to alulate the root mean square.
RMS is a statistial measure of the magnitude of a varying quantity. It an be
alulated for a series of disrete values or for a ontinuously varying funtion.
RMS is the square root of the mean of the squares of the values.
ROF - Robust Optial Flow - Computer Vision and Image Understanding Problem
of nding robustly a 2D veloity eld whih desribes the apparent motion in
the image sequene. The ROF was intensively studied by Blak [17℄.
SfM - Struture from Motion - A problem in Computer Vision. Input data onsists
of two-dimensional features of an objet, whih are traked in a sequene of
images. The desired output data is the saled three-dimensional loations of
the features, as well as the saled three-dimensional translation and rotation
of the objet.
SRUKF - Square Root Unsented Kalman Filter - A Kalman Filter developed by
van der Merwe and Wan in [146℄ whih implements the UKF to alulate the
Cholesky Fatorization at one during the initialization proess.
UKF - Unsented Kalman Filter - A Kalman Filter whih implements the UT to
transform the ovariane matrix during the propagation and observation stages.
This makes it a better approximation tehnique ompared to EKF and ordinary
KF. The UKF and EKF diers mainly in the way in whih Gaussian Random
Variables are alulated. GRV are represented for propagating through system
dynamis, Haykin [60℄, Wan and van der Merwe [154℄, Nelson [104℄ and Wan
et al [156℄ or Setion 3.3.2 of this Thesis.
UT - Unsented Transform - Developed by Julier et al [72℄, whih attempts to apply
a non-linear funtion to a Gaussian Distribution in a more aurate way by
omputing the Jaobian Matries expliitly than the Extended Kalman Filter
(see Subsetion 3.3.2.1 of this Thesis for more information).
Chapter 1
Introdution
The world is haraterized by dynami three-dimensional proesses, Shaogang et al
[128℄, Maybek [96℄, Bogdanov et al [23℄ and Wan and Bogdanov [152℄. The ultimate
aim of omputer vision is to make it mimi the human brain's proessing apaity,
Ward and Heeman [157℄, Shalkwyk et al [124℄, Heeman and Damnati [61℄, Shmid
and Barnard [125℄, Barfoof and D'Eleuterio [8℄ and Hosom and Cole [64℄. A biologi-
al system uses various ways of reognizing 3D information and the struture of the
objets. For example, the proess of reonstruting 3D information by the human
vision system is mainly based on stereo vision, Jebara et al [68℄, Samaras et al [121℄
and Luas and Kanade [86℄. Stereo vision is the proess of onstruting a 3D model
of a sene through proessing two simultaneous 2D images of this sene. The 3D
struture is obtained using the disparity between the two images produed by the
two eyes, Erikson [46℄ and Jahne [67℄. This tehnique an be applied in omputer
vision using multiple ameras.
Let us now imagine the use of a single amera. For example, given a video
sequene obtained from a single amera, the goal is to reover 3D struture of the
objet and its motion. Note that reovering 3D struture usually requires motion,
Wei and Hirzinger [158℄, Stewart and Langer [135℄, Samaras et al [121℄. In this thesis
we explain how one an use a single video amera (image sequene) to obtain 3D
information. This problem is known as the Struture-from-Motion (SfM ) problem.
1.1 Vision for South Afria's Tra System
The inrease in tra density and urban growth demands new ways of monitoring,
management, ontrol and optimization of tra ow and aquisition of enough infor-
mation for long-term planning of transport infrastruture, SADT [120℄, Wetteland
and Lundebye [161℄, Papenfus [107℄ and Yiu et al [165℄.
The National Department of Transport is a government institution responsible
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for dening road safety poliies. Its 20-year strategy, dened in the White Paper
of 1996, provides the guidelines on what role the dierent transport setors should
play in order to deliver a seamless transport system, Wetteland and Lundebye [161℄.
South Afria's road transport system is omposed of three major parts: the roads,
the road users and the vehicles. The behavior of road users is inuened by or
linked to soial, eonomi and tehnologial issues. Road aidents ontinue to take
the lives of travelers worldwide, partiularly in South Afria. Tra ongestion is
another serious and inreasing problem in South Afria. The strategies for ongestion
relief generally fall in two lasses: supply and demand strategies. Supply strategies
are those that inlude the development of new infrastrutures or the expansion of
existing ones, so that the demand is better satised and/or the existing tra system
is improved. Demand strategies aim to redue or minimize the travel demand.
The Third Afrian Road Safety Congress (with the theme Finaning of Road
Safety Ations) was held in Pretoria, South Afria, April 14-17, 1997. The ongress
raised major problems onerning publi safety, partiularly on South Afria's roads,
Wetteland and Lundebye [161℄. The South Afrian government took the responsibil-
ity of dening the orret safety poliies. As a result, in 1999, South Afria published
its Action Agenda : By 2020, transport in South Afria will meet the needs of
freight and passenger ustomers for aessible, aordable, safe, frequent, high qual-
ity, reliable, eient and seamless transport operations and infrastruture. It will do
so in a onstantly upgrading, innovative, exible and eonomially and environmen-
tally sustainable manner. The South Afrian Department of Transport is presently
engaged in ativities geared towards the ahievement of this Ation Agenda goal by
importing and developing transport tehnologies, SADT [120℄.
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are designed to make more eient use
of existing road apaity by managing and ontrolling tra ow with real-time
tra information. ITS inlude Advaned Tra Management Systems (ATMS),
Advaned Traveler Information Systems (ATIS ), and Automated Vehile Control
Systems (AVCS ). The suessful implementation of ITS will depend not only on
high-quality real-time information (transport networks), but also on qualied man-
power, Wetteland and Lundebye [161℄, and Papenfus [107℄. Therefore, there is a
need to develop national tra surveillane systems. The National Department of
Transport's White Paper of 1996 makes it lear that the use of utting-edge tehnol-
ogy is to be promoted: As part of the overall long-term vision for the South Afrian
transport system, transport infrastruture will · · · inorporate tehnologial advanes
whih promote and enhane the role of transport in the eonomy and development,
SADT [120℄. South Afria is therefore interested in developing a tra monitoring
system.
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The South Afrian Tra Counting Network began in 1984 with a pilot study on
the 600 km route N3 between Johannesburg and Durban, SANRAL [123℄. In 1985,
the National Transport Commission expanded the Tra Counting Network to other
ounting stations. Aording to SANRAL [123℄ The tra information is generally
gathered by means of the Tra Event Logger (TEL). The TEL reeives signals from
indutive loops installed beneath the road surfae. The TEL reords · · · , speed (to the
nearest km/h), length (to the nearest tenth of meter), the hassis height (low, medium,
high) and the lane number. The speed of eah vehile · · · is alulated of time the
seond loop is oupied. Where tra ounting station are equipped with loops only,
the vehile lassiation is deduted from the vehile length and the hassis height.
This allows a distintion to be made among ve types of vehiles, · · · long truks
(usually a truk-trator plus a semi-trailer and full trailer ombination).. These
systems provide statistial information about tra, i.e. vehile ounting, volume
and density. In 2004, the Counting Network onsisted of 796 ounting stations where
381 are permanent and 415 seondary.
1.2 Problem Statement
The tra surveillane in South Afria is mainly based on TEL, whih falls when
there is a higher tra volume due to ongestion.
This study aims to develop a video-based tra monitoring system whih (i) an
be used in higher tra volume and (ii) potentially detets inidents by verifying
the ongestion or stopped objets on the lane.
1.3 Pratial Problems in Intelligent Transportation Sys-
tems (ITS)
Intelligent Transportation Systems integrate hardware and software tehnologies to
address and alleviate transportation ongestion problems. As a result, tra an
be direted to other routes, thereby providing faster and more eient routes for
travelers. Optimizing the existing highway system is done through implementation
of the Automated Tra Surveillane and Control System (ATSCS), whih requires
a lot of eort and reates several hallenges. The robustness of AVCS also depends
on outdoor weather onditions, vehiles' shadows, partial or full olusion and system
alibration.
3
1.4 Review of Road Monitoring Systems
In general, tra surveillane provides the information needed for all of the other
appliations, inluding road monitoring systems, De Papenfus [107℄, van Niekerk
[148℄, De Moor [44℄, Coifman and Beymer [35℄. Most metropolitan areas use loop
detetors and losed iruit television (CCTV ) for tra surveillane. The remain-
der use other methods of surveillane, suh as radar, lasers, or video image proessing.
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Figure 1.1: (a) A feature-based approah detets and traks prominent features. (b) A
model-based approah mathes features to the vehile model.
Road tra monitoring researh an be divided in two main groups:
 Model-based road tra monitoring and
 Feature-based road tra monitoring.
In the model-based approah, wireframe models are used to represent the geometry
of the tra sene, Lou and Tan [85℄. The feature-based approah relies on motion
detetion to segment moving regions, Sethell [127℄ and Inigo [66℄. In general, the
idea is to identify a number of features of the objet that an be traked over a long
sequene of video frames. These features should be seleted in suh a way that the
objet an be reonstruted from them. There are dierent ways of seleting and
traking features; a partiularly useful one is referred to in Kanade et al [14℄, as well
as Luas and Kanade [86℄, Toshihiko and Kanade [142℄ and Truo and Verri [144℄.
1.4.1 Model-based Road Tra Monitoring
The aim of the model-based approah is to derive an objet's 3D pose by map-
ping the image data to orresponding model desriptions, Lou and Tan [85℄. It uses
vehile geometry to loate vehiles in an image frame and trak them over onse-
utive frames. The proess is mainly based on updating the bakground, whih is
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onstantly updated to aommodate hanging weather onditions and lighting. The
model-based models enounter diulties when there is ongestion and olusion,
Badenas and Filiberto [6℄, Rittsher et al [117℄.
3D-based approahes uses knowledge of 3D geometry to segment image regions
orresponding to a variety of image region types, i.e. vehile surfaes, Ferryman et al
[49℄ and Lou and Tan [85℄. For instane, Ferryman et al [49℄ uses features for both
the bakground and vehiles, as a global eigenspae representation. The general dis-
advantage of 3D models lies in the detailed geometri vehile models, and the fat
that they an be omputationally omplex.
An important example is the Koller System developed at the University of Karl-
sruhe, Koller et al [81℄. In the rst step, the Koller's System identies lusters of
oherently moving image features. Then the axis orientation of eah luster is dened
as the initial values for the vehile's position. The next step is to use a 3D polyhedral
model (see Figure 1.1b) of the vehile projeted into the image. Koller has proposed
the 3D generi vehile models whih are parameterized by twelve length parameters.
The motion of the vehile is assoiated with the model motion. Koller et al [81℄ and
Koller et al [80℄ give more information about this.
It is important to point out that in this thesis model-based systems are not
investigated.
1.4.2 Feature-based Road Tra Monitoring
Feature-based motion detetion nds and traks prominent features from one frame
to other, Birheld [15℄. The features are identied in the rst few frames. The
seond step is to nd whih features orrespond to eah other in subsequent frames.
This proedure is known as mathing features in onseutive frames. The detetion
and traking of prominent features is ruial in order to reover the 3D information,
as explained in the next hapters.
The feature-based systems whih trak only objet features that are orretly
identied are not omputationally expensive by modern standards, but their ost
depends on the number of features to be traked. In addition, the features may
disappear in long video sequenes due to olusion or lighting transitions.
The motion detetion an be ahieved either by frame dierening, Milan et al
[98℄, or feature-based motion detetion, Robert et al [119℄ and Harris and Stephens
[57℄.
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Next some road tra monitoring systems developed or under development are
reviewed.
1.4.3 Some Researh on Road Tra Monitoring Systems
Beause of its omplexity, road tra monitoring has reeived a great deal of at-
tention from several researhers, Coifman and Dhoorjaty [36℄, Coifman and Ergueta,
[37℄, Coifman and Beymer [35℄ and Coifman and Yang [38℄. 3D traking models, ASV
[3℄, region-based traking models, Paragio and Dirihe [108℄ and Hager and Belhmeur
[54℄, and ontour-based traking models, Yilmar and Shah [164℄, are some examples
where researhers apply dierent strategies to solve tra monitoring problems.
1.4.3.1 University of Tokyo
In 1973, the University of Tokyo built a system, alled sample point, to detet the
presene of a vehile in the sene, Takaba [136℄. By positioning a sample point in
eah lane of tra it is possible to perform a vehile ount. When a vehile passes,
the sample point gets oluded and the system detets the presene of a vehile. The
system an determine the speed of the vehile by plaing two sample points a known
distane apart in eah lane and measuring the time delay between the triggering of
the rst and the seond sample point in the lane. More ontributions in this area
ome from other researhers inluding Matsubara et al [95℄ and Dailey et al [43℄.
1.4.3.2 University of Manhester
Early in the 1980's, researhers at the University of Manhester, the University of
Sheeld and the Institute of Siene and Tehnology (UK) developed a joint projet
designed to use omputer vision for road tra monitoring. The aim of the system
was to ount the vehiles traveling along a bi-diretional highway. The system uses
a frame dierening method to extrat moving objets. The bakground image is
omputed by taking a photo of the site without moving objets. The dierene
between the inoming image and the bakground results in moving objets whih
are ounted manually. The rst experiments with this system were not impressive,
Indigo [66℄. Yet, later experimental results have shown the system to be usable.
1.4.3.3 University of Bristol
The Advaned Computing Researh Center uses motion detetion based on frame
dierening. In the 1990s researhers at the University of Bristol developed a system
apable of traking vehiles through omplex sites, multiple lane vehile ounting and
speed alulation, Ali and Dagless [1℄, Cruz et al [41℄ and Yu et al [165℄. The seg-
mented regions of motion are traked from one frame to another, enabling the vehile
path and speed to be monitored. The bakground is updated using programmable
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hardware. The prototype vision system uses traking based on orrespondene be-
tween visual features in the sene. The amera motion is omputed using either the
Kalman lter or partile lter in onjuntion with a Monte Carlo sequential method.
The system is exible and omputationally eient to solve nonlinear problems,
Pupilli and Calway [115℄.
Presently, researh is foused on further extensions of the approah, partiularly
in the areas of feature initialization, robust simultaneous loalization and mapping
(SLAM), guided traking using 3D vehile models, and the generation of super-
resolution imagery from a roving amera, Calway and Mayol-Cuevas [28℄.
1.4.3.4 University College London
Hoose [63℄ has developed a tra monitoring system alled IMPACTS whih oper-
ates at the marosopi level. It provides a quantitative desription of the spatial
distribution of moving and stationary objets in the sene. The initial results using
this system were presented in 1992 by Kelly [76℄. The system splits up the image
into a number of ells approximately the width of a lane and the length of a ar.
The ell an then be lassied as either no objet, a stationary objet or a moving
objet. The lustering is done by looking at ells with a similar harateristi. Then
the objet detetion is ahieved by looking for a large number of strong edges within
the ell. The system was tested using data obtained during summer and winter from
a amera mounted ten meters above the road. The resulting ell lassiation or-
retness were between 88.2 to 99.5 perent depending on the weather, lighting and
other tra onditions, Kelly [76℄.
1.4.3.5 University of California, Berkeley
The researhers at the University of California developed a system whih is able to
both detet and trak multiple vehiles using shape information for vehile lassia-
tion, Koller et al [82℄, [79℄ and Malik et al [92℄. The system, whose results were rst
presented in 1994, employs both feature and shape trakers, Beymer et al [12℄. The
bakground is removed by frame dierening and updated using the Kalman lter.
The initial features are obtained by using ontour- or snake-based algorithms. Again,
the Kalman lter is used to trak the shape and the position of the ontours of an
objet over onseutive frames. Another innovation is that olusion is deteted by
depth ordering the regions of eah ontour, Koller et al [78℄.
1.4.3.6 California Institute of Tehnology
The researhers at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of California Institute of Teh-
nology developed the Wide Area Detetion System (WADS) whih is able to detet,
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ount and measure the speed of moving vehiles. The vehile speed is omputed us-
ing three lines plaed at known intervals along the road (see MPC-Combi in setion
1.5 for a similar system setup). The system's development began in the 1980s and
now has an error rate of less than four perent ompared to human observation on
vehile ounting, but it has an error rate of less than two perent ompared to radar
units under lear sunny onditions. This system (WADS) is not video-based as the
system desribed in our study.
1.4.3.7 Urban Transit Institute - North Carolina Agriultural and Teh-
nial State University
The Urban Transit Institute developed A Fiber Opti Intersetion Tra Control
System Based on a Competitive Cumulative Momentum Model, Yu et al [165℄. The
study foused on the feasibility of replaing the existing in-ground indution loops
with above-ground tra detetion systems.
The in-ground loops at intersetions are mainly based on indution loops em-
bedded in pavements at intersetion approahes. The system is ativated by the
magneti eld reated by a vehile passing over them. The systems have a short
range and mainly perform vehile ounting.
This system is designed as a stand-alone, zone-tra ontrol system. The system
onsists of two ber opti strips, one at a designated distane from the tra light
or intersetion, and the other very lose to the tra light. The former is used to
monitor vehiles entering the detetion zone, and the latter those exiting the zone.
Thus the total number of vehiles in the detetion zone an be used as an indiation
of tra ongestion.
1.4.4 Commerial Systems
There are several ommerial surveillane systems available. Surveillane tra sys-
tems are used for both ommerial purposes and sienti researh, Samuel and
Popoli [122℄, Cilliers [32℄, Pitman and Tenne [112℄, Coifman [34℄, Koller et al [78℄,
[82℄ and Malik et al [92℄.
Nihan et al [106℄, Tierney et al [138℄ and De Moor [44℄ reported that ommerial
Video Image Proessing Systems (VIPS ) have problems with tra ongestion, high
ow, olusion and amera vibration.
Most ommerial tra monitoring systems are tripwire systems, Lorio [84℄ and
Nihan et al [106℄ (see also Setion 1.5 in this Thesis for detail). Some of these systems
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use laser to detet the presene of a moving objet and onsequently ompute its
speed (see Setion 1.5 for more information). The Combi-based system measures the
speed of vehiles using three ables plaed aross the road giving some disadvantages
ompared to the laser system (see Setion 1.5 for more details).
1.4.4.1 Autosope
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Figure 1.2: (a) Autosope Solo Pro - a video tra detetion system and (b) MeadiaRoad
System - allowing fully automati surveillane.
Autosope is a ommerial system developed at the University of Minnesota in
1984 and supported by both the Minnesota Department of Transport and the Federal
Highway Administration of the United States of Ameria. Presently, the system is
used in ities worldwide, Mihalopoulos [97℄ . This system onsists of one or more
Autosope onneted to ameras. The Autosope output is fed to a superomputer,
enabling the ontrol of the tra, Mihalopoulos [97℄. Autosope an be used in tra
management of highways, vehile detetion, inident detetion for tunnel safety and
video surveillane for safety and seurity. The autosope tehnology provides tra
deision makers and managers with the tools to redue roadway ongestion and
improve roadway planning. It is a real-time detetion appliation improving highway
speed data for tra ontrol enters and Internet information systems. The details
of algorithms are not available but they appear to be based on either bakground
subtration or frame dierening.
1.4.4.2 The Camera and Computer Aided Tra Sensor
The Camera and Computer Aided Tra Sensor (CCATS ) is another ommerial
system developed through o-operation between the Belgium Government, Delvonis
Control Company and the University of Leuven, Hoose [62℄. The Image Sensing
System (ISS ) provides vehile detetion for a variety of tra appliations suh as
urban ontrol, highways, tunnels and bridges using the following guiding priniples:
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higher performane, reliability, user-friendly system and ost eetiveness. Vehiles
are deteted by frame dierening tehniques using a threshold to ope with variation
in lighting, shadows and noise. This system is mainly video-based.
1.4.4.3 Citilog
Citilog is another ommerial system that uses video detetion, automati inident
detetion and tra data olletion, for whih the details of algorithms are not
available. The video detetion uses image proessing algorithms to extrat impor-
tant information from a standard sequene of video images. The automati inident
detetion and tra data olletion are integrated in a single system alled Meadi-
aRoad whih aims to do the following, Citilog [33℄:
 automati ow detetion,
 speed alulation,
 vehile lassiation,
 tra ongestion detetion,
 travel time alulation,
 detetion of stopped vehiles,
 detetion of vehiles going the wrong way,
 vehile headway,
 detetion of pedestrians, and
 detetion of other objets than vehiles on the road
1.5 Current South Afrian Road Monitoring and Law
Enforement System
There are plaes in South Afria, suh as airports, where monitoring systems are
learly applied. Road monitoring systems are major fator in deision making [107℄.
The Tra Event Logger is the most used system for tra monitoring in South
Afria [123℄. There are four systems urrently being used by South Afrian traf-
 authorities for law enforement, namely MPC-Combi, Digi-Cam, Pro-Laser and
Multi-Combi. All of these systems have advantages and disadvantages, mostly re-
lated to ost and operation.
The MPC-Combi is a mobile ombination system. It uses wet lm, and has to be
set up in a dierent loation eah time. The system is very heavy to arry and the
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setup takes about thirty minutes. This system is potentially hazardous for oials
during the setup period, sine it involves laying ables aross the road aording to
spei measurements. There must be three parallel ables aross the road, 1.55
meters apart. The measurements have to be heked regularly. The system's opera-
tion also depends on weather onditions  it annot be used in wet onditions. The
ables are also aeted by drivers' behavior. For instane, braking over the ables
an disturb the position of the ables making it impossible to alulate the speed
aurately. In order to identify the ar, the system takes photos (mostly of the bak
of the ar) and after the session the lm has to be developed and printed. This
system an only be used for monitoring one lane. If the oial wants to monitor the
opposite diretion the system must be set up again.
The seond type of system is the Multi-Combi (xed-site system), whih works
in the same way as an MPC-Combi but it an monitor ars in more than one lane.
This system is operated by a private ompany whih downloads the data on a daily
basis. The system is ereted in an infrastruture (shown in Figure 1.3) and muniipal
tra oers have to re-alibrate it every day. Another advantage of this system is
that it is proteted by a metal box whih is water and bullet proof. The images are
stored on a hardrive installed inside the system box.
Figure 1.3: The xed-site System is ereted in an infrastruture - the metal box is water and
bullet proof.
The third type is the Pro-Laser system, whih works with laser beams and a
video amera. This system uses normal time-over-distane measurements to al-
ulate speed. It is easy to operate ompared to the ones mentioned above. The
laser system is used to alulate the speed of the vehile while the amera takes
photos. The photos are used to reover the vehile ID and they are proessed by a
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private ompany. After proessing they are stored on CD and returned to the Tra
Department authorities. At this stage they are read-only (proteted against editing).
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Figure 1.4: Laser System (a) Digi-Cam System, (b) Calibration zero veloity and () Photo
and statistial information inluding ar ID
The Digi-Cam is the easiest system to set up (about ve minutes) and operate.
It uses a laser beam, a video amera and a PDA, as shown in Figure 1.4. This
system is water proof, so it an be used in inlement weather onditions. Its biggest
disadvantage is that the system must be re-alibrated every hour. This proess is
no automati, but only takes 2 to 3 minutes. Another disadvantage of this system
is that it has no automati fous. So the oer has to hoose the fous and it is set
up to apture a vehile at no less than 100 meters. Most of the above systems are
imported and ost between R350 000 and R600 000, Magaia and Fourie [89℄. The
maintenane of the hardware and software is done by a South Afrian ompany.
1.6 Our Approah
In this thesis we use algorithms for objet lustering, traking and 3D reonstrution
to develop a pratial video-based tra monitoring system. The system should
provide information about the tra, suh as how fast ars are moving (speed) and
ar density (ounting). Our approah allows for
 noise modeling,
 orret feature mathing between dierent frames, and
 the use of a single amera to obtain orret 3D information for system alibra-
tion and speed alulation.
The thesis disusses problems related to
 bakground extration,
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 feature seletion,
 feature traking,
 3D reonstrution, and
 system alibration and speed omputation.
The solution of a 3D reonstrution problem poses several questions, inluding:
1. What information does one need from the sensor in order to reover the 3D
struture and motion?
2. How to extrat that information (traking problem)?
3. Whih is the best model to represent this information?
4. Whih is the best algorithm to reover the struture?
The above questions are hard to answer. The diulty of the rst question lies in the
number of output images needed to obtain the 3D reonstrution. For example, in
order to reover the 3D information using data obtained from Robust Optial Flow,
eighty frames are needed. The seond question is diult beause features must
be identied, seleted and traked over the entire sequene. But feature seletion
an be a diult proedure. We need to balane the auray of the model with
the ost of working with the model. Given any mathematial model, the omputer
approximates the solution, whih an be omputationally expensive. Obviously, the
answer to the last question depends heavily on the preision of the reonstrution.
The worse the state estimate, the less information is available (see Jahne [67℄ and
Slaro and Pentland [126℄ for more detail). The omputational omplexity of the
problem depends on the spei mathematial models and statistial methods used,
Forsyth et al [50℄, Bouthemy and Lalande [24℄, Alireza and David [2℄, Penio [109℄,
Kambhatla [74℄, Hampel et al [55℄, Huber [65℄, Barnett and Lewis [9℄ and Vempela
and Blum [149℄.
The reasonably realisti perspetive projetion model leads to a nonlinear prob-
lem with all the assoiated ompliations (see for example, Azarbayejani and Pent-
land [5℄, Azarbayejani [4℄, Soatto and Perona [131℄ or Toshihiko and Kanade [142℄).
The simpler orthographi model assumes an innite foal length and is therefore only
appropriate for situations where the objet is far from the image plane (thereby ap-
proximating an innite foal length). On the other hand it leads to a linear problem
that is reasonably straightforward to solve using the singular value deomposition
(SVD) (f. Muller et al [103℄, Costeira [40℄, Brano and Costeira [25℄ and Tomasi and
Kanade [140℄, [141℄). In our experiments, the orthographi model was not suitable
for real data omputation beause it does not model observation and proess noise
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and assumes objets far away from the amera.
We have developed and tested an algorithm whih uses the Kanade-Luas-Tomasi
feature traker, Harris Corner Detetor and various optial ow traking methods
(Blak [17℄, Zhao [167℄, Barron et al [10℄, Yu and Dyer [166℄) and a nonlinear Kalman
lter extension, alled the Unsented Kalman Filter (UKF ), to solve the 3D re-
onstrution problem. We examine dierent lustering algorithms to separate the
objets. Speially, we nd that the k-means algorithm performs well (see Muller
[101℄ for more information).
1.7 Comparison of Our System with Others
The main dierenes between our system and those disussed earlier are (i) that ours
is not a model-based approah and (ii) ours uses of Struture-from-Motion (SfM)
approah, Magaia et al [91℄. We employ the Unsented Kalman Filter for 3D reon-
strution. The applied model reovers both the shape and speed of the objet. The
system alibration onsists of determining the sale fator whih is applied to get the
real dimensions of the shape and speed of the objet. Any error in the reonstrution
will lead to inorret system output, partiularly for speed and vehile dimension.
Another important dierene between our system and others desribed above is
that we use dense optial ow as a feature traker. The only diulty in using dense
optial ow is that it is omputationally expensive. The more features we have to
trak the more omputer memory is needed.
1.8 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 is an introdution to Shape-from-Motion (SfM )in a simple setting. It
explains in detail the 3D reonstrution of rigid objets using the singular value
deomposition and disusses why it fails to solve some real-world problems. The
numerial results are presented in Setion 2.3.
Chapter 3 disusses the Kalman lter. In this thesis, the Kalman lter is used
as the 3D reonstrution algorithm. Setion 3.3.2 disusses in detail the nonlinear
Kalman lter whih we use for nonlinear approximations, the Unsented Kalman
Filter (UKF ). We also present the UKF algorithm. Some experimental results are
presented in this hapter as well.
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Chapter 4 explains in detail the dense optial ow algorithms. It explores the
robustness of the method and explains why it an be used to trak the features. We
give optial ow algorithms.
Chapter 5 disusses the SfM problem using a Kalman lter approah. The rst
setion introdues the problem of extrating 3D amera oordinate system given
only a sequene of 2D projetions. In the seond setion, we disuss the struture
and motion models as Kalman lter problems. In the last setion of this hapter we
give the initialization model.
Chapter 6 disusses the other aspets needed to build a tra monitoring sys-
tem. We give some requirements, and disuss two methods for bakground removal,
namely histogram modeling of bakground and frame-by-frame dierene. We dis-
uss the lustering tehniques used for an objet's separation following the 3D re-
onstrution of the shape and motion of rigid objets and the speed omputation.
We then desribe traking rigid objets using robust optial ow. System alibration
and some experimental results are also disussed in this hapter.
Chapter 7 disusses the major results obtained in our experiments, starting
with syntheti data and progressing to real data.
Conlusions and reommendations are given in Chapter 8.
Appendix A is dediated to general mathematial bakground suh as singular
value deomposition, important denitions used in this thesis and a brief desription
of the quaternion.
Appendix B provides detailed desriptions of the equipment used and software
diretories.
Appendix C gives details of how the user an run the demonstration programs
either to reprodue some of the results ontained in this thesis or to proess his/her
own data. It also explains how to use most of the programs, inluding where to make
some ruial hanges to the settings. This hapter is helpful to anyone who would
like to test this system or proess other data.
We also provide a CD and a DVD ontaining the ode and some data used in
this thesis.
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1.9 Our Contribution
Our ontributions to the eld of surveillane systems lie in (i) the redution of the
number of frames required to obtain the 3D information (This system onverges
after 80 frames.), (ii) the fat that even if the lustering algorithm fails to orretly
lassify an objet it is still able to reover its shape, (iii) the use of dense optial
ow enabling us to trak a larger number of features, (iv) the employment of the
Unsented Kalman Filter enabling us to aurately reover the speed of that objet,
(v) the system alibration is ahieved by determining the 3D sale fator and (vi)
the fat that our system infers the objet struture diretly from the video sequene,
and does not t a model to the data. Model tting an be added as a post-proessing
stage using the reovered 3D data.
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Chapter 2
The Singular Value Deomposition
and 3D Reonstrution
In Computer Vision, the SfM problem has been used to determine the motion of the
amera or objet independently from the struture of the sene, Peter et al [111℄,
Slaro and Pentland [126℄, Kingsbury and Margarey [77℄ and Shaogang et al [128℄.
In this thesis we investigate the problem of reovering the 3D struture of an objet
from a video sequene of a rigid objet.
It is well known that 3D objets an be reonstruted from stereo pairs of 2D
images. For example, the human 3D vision system relies heavily on the presene of
two eyes. 3D information is also present in a sequene of images, suh as a video lm
or, indeed, human vision with one eye losed. Imagine that a person moves about
and that we apture views of objets from dierent angles. These views ertainly
ontain 3D information. Again, if we only have aess to a single 2D image proje-
tion, we an rarely reover its struture.
Researhers were able to solve some problems of missing or oluded information
using other soures, suh as the light soure interating with objet surfaes. The
reader is advised to onsult Wei and Hirzinger [158℄, Samaras et al [121℄, Brooks et
al [26℄ and Stewart and Langer [135℄ for more information.
In this hapter, the fatorization method is disussed. By assuming an ortho-
graphi amera model, the SfM problem an be redued to a matrix fatorization
problem. This an be solved using the singular value deomposition (SVD), one of
the most important matrix fatorizations in linear algebra.
We desribe and implement the method rst introdued by Kanade and Tomasi
[75℄ for a single rigid objet and then modied by Poelman and Kanade [113℄. In
1994, Kanade and Morita extended this algorithm to the so-alled sequential fa-
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torization method, Toshihito and Kanade [142℄. Finally, in 1995 the fatorization
method was generalized to multiple objets, Costeira [40℄. The simplest ase in whih
we an apply the fatorization method is where we have a single objet (as in Figure
2.4). In the ase of multiple objets the situation is ompliated due to the fat that
it is not known a priori whih features belong to what objet, Costeira [40℄. But
this an be resolved as disussed in Subsetion 2.2.2.
In this hapter we desribe the orthographi amera model. We desribe how the
SfM problem an be solved in Setion 2.2. A number of pratial experiments are
presented in Setion 2.3. For a short desription of the types of noise used in the
experiments see Appendix A.
2.1 Orthographi Camera Model
The 3D reonstrution of moving objets are ompliated beause 3D objets require
a large number of feature points for their reonstrution. In addition, they an also
ontain large areas that an appear and disappear due to olusion, making it di-
ult to trak. The problem we have to solve is an inverse onefrom the projetions
on the video lm we need to reonstrut the original objet. For this we need to know
how the projetion was reated in the rst plae; i.e., we need to have a model of the
amera. A reasonable model is the so-alled pinhole amera with its perspetive pro-
jetion; see, for example, Hartley and Zisserman [58℄. Although it is possible to do
a reonstrution using this amera model, the problem beomes nonlinear, requiring
advaned tehniques suh as the Kalman lter or one of its nonlinear extensions dis-
ussed later in this Thesis (also see Azarbayejani and Pentland [5℄, Strom et al [134℄).
Kanade and oworkers [139℄, [140℄, [141℄, [142℄ developed a useful simpliation
algorithm. Consider objets far from the amera or a foal length that approahes
innity. In that ase, to a good approximation, the objet is projeted onto the lm
parallel to the Z-axis, whih is the optial axis, as shown in Figure 2.1. This is
known as an orthographi projetion.
2.2 The 3D Reonstrution of Objets
The above simple amera model allows one to solve the problem using linear meth-
ods, in essene, by using a matrix fatorization, Tomasi and Kanade [141℄, Magaia
and Herbst [90℄. Assume that only one objet is observed and, importantly, that the
objet is a rigid body. The importane of the rigid body assumption lies in the fat
that the only movements that rigid bodies an perform are translations and rotations.
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Figure 2.1: Camera and objet in dierent oordinate systems.
Translations are easily desribed by means of a 3D translation vetor. Rotations,
on the other hand, an be desribed by rotation matries. Noting that an arbitrary
rotation of an objet in 3D has three degrees of freedomit rotates through an angle
of rotation (one degree of freedom) around its normalized axis of rotation (another
two degrees of freedom)one looks for 3× 3 matries with three degrees of freedom.
Sine 3× 3 real, orthonormal matries R, dened by RRT = I = RTR, have exatly
three degrees of freedom, they are perfet andidates. Sine det(R) = ±1 in general,
there is some ambiguity. A rotation matrix is one with det(R) = 1the negative
sign involves a reetion as well as a rotation. In general one has to be able to on-
strut the rotation matrix given an axis and angle of rotation or, onversely given a
rotation matrix, nd the axis and angle of rotation. There is a beautiful result due
to Rodrigues (see, for example, Faugeras [48℄) that enables one to do this quite easily.
Sine we are dealing with a rigid objet, a referene frame (x, y, z) xed to the
objet is desribed in terms of n feature points (from here on referred to just as
features)
ps =
 xsys
zs
 , s = 1, . . . , n. (2.1)
The shape matrix, desribing the shape of the objet in the objet oordinate system,
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is therefore written as
S =
[
p1 p2 . . . pn
]
. (2.2)
The features are really all that is known about the objet, and for a full reonstrution
some kind of interpolation or subdivision is required. In the ase of a wire-frame
ube as in Figure 2.1, the eight vertexes are natural features, allowing a perfet
reonstrution. We now allow the objet to rotate; in subsetion 2.2.1.2 translation
is handled similarly, using homogeneous oordinates. The features of a rigid body do
not hange relative to a oordinate system xed to the objet. Now, imagine that the
objet rotates with respet to another oordinate system xed to the amera. Eah
feature is projeted onto the lm plane of the amera, and as the objet rotates, the
features are projeted onto slightly dierent positions in onseutive frames of the
video sequene. The information about the 3D struture of the objet is ontained
in the osets of the features in the dierent frames. Consider one of the features,
ps, of the objet, represented in the objet oordinates xed to the objet as given
by (2.1). If the rotation of the objet oordinate system with respet to that of the
amera at the time of the tth video frame is given by the rotation matrix
Rt =
 i
T
t
jTt
kTt
 , (2.3)
where i
T
t
jTt
kTt
 =
 ixt iyt iztjxt jyt jzt
kxt kyt kzt
 .
Consider the rst frame. The transformation to the amera oordinate system is
given by R1. So eah point ps is transformed as
pc1s = R1ps. (2.4)
Similarly, for eah time t we write
pcts = Rtps. (2.5)
We will exploit the fat that rotation matries are orthonormal, i.e., RTt Rt = I. This
means that the rows (and olumns) are orthogonal and normalized. In partiular,
iTt it = 1 = j
T
t jt = k
T
t kt,
iTt jt = 0 = i
T
t kt = j
T
t kt. (2.6)
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This gives six relationships between the nine elements of the rotation matrix Rt,
leaving three degrees of freedom. These three degrees of freedom are exatly what
is needed to desribe the angle and normalized axes of rotation. Sine our simple
amera projets objets onto the lm by translation parallel to the Z-axis of the
amera oordinate system, a point pcts = [xts, yts, zts]
T
in amera oordinates projets
onto pts = [xts, yts]
T
on the lm. This an be written as
pts = HZp
c
ts = HZRtps, (2.7)
where HZ is the orthographi projetion matrix
HZ =
[
1 0 0
0 1 0
]
. (2.8)
If we do this for all n features, we measure the following features in frame t
Wt =
[
xt1 xt2 · · · xtn
yt1 yt2 · · · ytn
]
= HZRtS, (2.9)
with S given by (2.2). If we write
Mt = HzRt =
[
ixt iyt izt
jxt jyt jzt
]
, (2.10)
equation (2.9) beomes
Wt =MtS. (2.11)
All that remains to be done is to ollet all the observations over f frames into a
single observation matrix W :
W =

W1
W2
.
.
.
Wf
 =

x11 x12 · · · x1n
y11 y12 · · · y1n
.
.
.
.
.
.
xf1 xf2 · · · xfn
yf1 yf2 · · · yfn

. (2.12)
From the expression for a single frame (2.11) we obtain
W =MS, (2.13)
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where M is the motion matrix assembled from (2.10)
M =

M1
.
.
.
Mf
 =

ix1 iy1 iz1
jx1 jy1 jz1
ix2 iy2 iz2
jx2 jy2 jz2
.
.
.
ixf iyf izf
jxf jyf jzf

. (2.14)
Thus, given the observation matrix W , the mathematial problem is to nd M
and S; i.e., the problem is redued to fatorizing the observation matrix into motion
and shape matries.
Let us take another look at the strutures of the motion and shape matries, M
and S. Note that their maximum rank is 3. This means that the maximum rank
of the observation matrix W should also be 3. In pratie, however, W is obtained
by traking features over a number of frames, introduing all kinds of traking and
measurement errors, with the result that the atual rank of the 2f × n matrix W
may be higher than 3. We should therefore try to extrat the best possible rank-3
approximation of W . This is where SVD is partiularly eetive. It is possible for
S to have rank 1, 2, or 3, where 3 indiates a full 3D objet. Rank 2 orresponds
to a planar objet, rank 1 to a line. For instane, for a planar objet we an always
hoose the objet oordinate systems suh that the plane of the objet is given by
z = 0. The motion matrix M an have rank 2 or 3. Rank 3 indiates a full 3D
rotation, and rank 2 desribes a rotation around the Z-axis. Sine a rotation around
the Z-axis presents only one side of the objet to the lm, the 3D objet is pereived
as a planar objet. All this information is enoded in the rank of the observation
matrix W . That rank may not be exat, primarily due to measurement errors. One
needs a strategy to determine the eetive rank of W ; and the key element is SVD.
2.2.1 Reonstrution of a Single Objet
As mentioned above, we investigate an approah that is based on an orthographi
amera model. In pratie, this means that all information about the depth is lost,
i.e. it is not possible to reover the distane of the objet from the image plane (f.
Fukunaga [51℄, Gonzalez and Wood [53℄, Yiu [29℄ and Kanade an Tomasi [75℄). In the
next subsetion we desribe the reonstrution onsidering an objet subjet to ro-
tation only. The ombination of translation and rotation is onsidered in Subsetion
2.2.1.2.
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2.2.1.1 Pure Rotation
In setion 2.2 we showed that we need to fatorize the observation matrix W into a
2f × 3 motion matrix M and a 3×n shape matrix S. For this purpose, we alulate
the full SVD of the observation (measurement) matrix
W = UΣV T . (2.15)
Note that the deomposition of matrix W is sensitive to noise, espeially when the
motion between subsequent frames is small, Jebara et al [68℄. Luong et al [87℄ and
Luong and Faugeras [88℄ investigate dierent methods as well as their stability.
As pointed out at the end of the previous setion, the rank of W is in general
higher than 3. Thus we hoose the 3 largest singular values σ1 through σ1 and form
the rank-3 approximation of W
W˜ = U+Σ+V
T
+ , (2.16)
where
Σ+ = diag (σ1, σ2, σ3) (2.17)
and U+ and V+ onsist of the rst 3 olumns of U and V , respetively. The expression
(2.16) for W˜ is therefore the best rank-3 approximation of W in the sense of (A.11).
Thus, we an write
W˜ = M˜ S˜, (2.18)
where
M˜ = U+Σ
1
2
+ and S˜ = Σ
1
2
+V
T
+ . (2.19)
Although W˜ is written in the orret form, M˜ and S˜ are not yet the desired motion
and shape matries. Note that the fatorization is not unique. Indeed, let A be any
invertible 3× 3 matrix; then
W˜ =
(
M˜A
)(
A−1S˜
)
(2.20)
is another possible fatorization. We now exploit the freedom provided by A to get
the motion matrix M in the orret form; i.e., one hooses A in suh a way that
M = M˜A (2.21)
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has all the properties of the motion matrix. Reall that the motion matrixM onsists
of orthogonal rows in the sense of (2.6). Setting Q = AAT , the orthonormality
equations (2.6) are written with the help of equations (2.10), (2.19) and (2.21) as
m˜
T
2t−1Qm˜2t−1 = 1 = m˜
T
2tQm˜2t,
m˜
T
2t−1Qm˜2t = 0, t = 1, . . . , f, (2.22)
where m˜
T
k is the kth row of M˜ . Sine Q is a symmetri 3×3 matrix it has 6 unknown
entries that an be determined in a least squares sense from the 3f equations (2.22).
One Q is alulated, another fatorization is required to obtain A. This problem
is also undetermined. Indeed, A has 9 unknown entries, and we only know the
6 elements of Q. So, 3 elements of A remain undetermined. The reason for this
is that we are free to hoose the objet's oordinate systemsine we do not yet
allow translation, we are free to hoose its rotational orientation. Thus, through
fatorization of Q we nd A only up to an arbitrary rotation. More preisely, if
Q = A˜A˜T , then Q = (A˜R)(A˜R)T is another fatorization for any rotation matrix
R. Any 3 × 3 rotation matrix has preisely 3 arbitrary elements; these are the 3
undetermined elements of A. We therefore have a hoie, and one possibility is to
require the objet to be oriented as in the rst frame. Sine Q is symmetri it an be
diagonalized with an orthonormal matrix UQ (see, e.g., Golub and van Loan [52℄),
Q = UQΛQU
T
Q ,
where one again notes that the eigenvalues of Q = AAT are all nonnegative. If
A˜ = UQΛ
1
2
Q, then A = A˜R
T
for any 3 × 3 rotation matrix R (the transpose of R is
used for onveniene). Choosing A suh that the objet is oriented as in the rst
frame, R follows from
w1 = HZRA˜
−1S˜, (2.23)
where w1 denotes the rst two rows of the observation matrix (2.12). Looking more
arefully at (2.23) we note that it onsists of six linear equations (the left-hand side
is a 2×3 matrix) in six unknowns (HZR selets the rst two rows of the 3×3 matrix
R). Sine A˜ and S˜ are known, we an solve the resulting 6 × 6 linear system. For
a rotation matrix this then determines the last row uniquely. The nal step is to
alulate the motion and shape matries from
M = M˜A˜RT and S = RA˜−1S˜. (2.24)
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2.2.1.2 Rotation and Translation
For simpliity we have assumed up to now that we are dealing with pure rotations.
Now we inorporate translations into the model. The ideas as well as muh of the
formalism are the same as for pure rotations if we use the homogeneous oordinates.
If the translation between frame t−1 and frame t is ct, then the observation is given
by
wt = HZ (RtS + ct) . (2.25)
In homogeneous oordinates eah feature point is written as
ps =

xs
ys
zs
1
 , (2.26)
resulting in a homogeneous shape matrix of the form
1
S =

x1 x2 xn
y1 y2 · · · yn
z1 z2 zn
1 1 1
 . (2.27)
The advantage of homogeneous oordinates is that the translation an now be
inorporated into the motion matrix as
M =

ix1 iy1 iz1 cx1
jx1 jy1 jz1 cy1
.
.
.
.
.
.
ixf iyf izf cxf
jxf jyf jzf cyf

:= [Mr c], (2.28)
with the result that the observation matrix is again written as a produt W =MS.
We now proeed along the same lines as with pure rotation, and again the SVD of
W is alulated. In this ase the maximum rank of W in the non-degenerate ase is
4, Magaia and Herbst [90℄. Aordingly, we extrat the best rank-4 approximation
of W and fatorize W into M˜ and S˜. The alulation of A requires a bit more are.
For W of rank 4, A is 4× 4 and an be partitioned as
1
Consult Hartley and Zisserman [58℄ for an exellent aount of the appliations of projetive
geometry to omputer vision.
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A =
[
Ar ac
]
, (2.29)
where Ar is a 4×3 matrix related to rotation and ac is a vetor related to translation.
More speially, M˜Ar =Mr, where Mr is the rotational part of the motion matrix
in (2.28). Thus Ar is again obtained from the onstraints (2.22), but now with Q =
ArA
T
r . In order to determine ac we note that we are free to hoose the translational
orientation of the objet's oordinate system. Sine the entroid of the features maps
to the entroid of the observations under an orthographi projetion, the entroid of
the observations is
w =

1
n
∑n
s=1Xs1
1
n
∑n
s=1 Ys1
.
.
.
1
n
∑n
s=1Xsf
1
n
∑n
s=1 Ysf

. (2.30)
If
p =
1
n
n∑
s=1
ps (2.31)
is the entroid of the features, then
w = M˜
[
Ar ac
] [ p
1
]
. (2.32)
The simplest hoie for the origin of the objet oordinate system is p = 0. Conse-
quently,
w = M˜ac. (2.33)
This over-onstrained problem for ac is again solved with the least squares method.
We now summarize the algorithm, inorporating both rotation and translation.
2.2.1.3 Algorithm for a Single Objet
1. Selet n features on the objet and trak their images on the lm over f frames.
2. Assemble the x and y oordinates of the features on the f frames into a single
2f × n observation matrix W .
3. Compute the SVD of W = UΣV T .
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4. Determine the eetive rank of W from the magnitudes of the singular values.
Theoretially, for non degenerate motion rank(W ) = 4, thus we use the best
rank-4 approximation of W , namely, W˜ = U+Σ+V
T
+ , when we keep only the
nal 4 singular values.
5. Construt M˜ = U+Σ
1
2
+ and S˜ = Σ
1
2
+V
T
+ .
6. Calulate the symmetri matrix Q as the least squares solution of (2.22).
7. Diagonalize Q, i.e., Q = UQΛQU
T
Q .
8. Set A˜ = UQΛ
1
2
Q as dened in (2.29).
9. Calulate rotation matrix R and translation vetor ac as desribed in Setion
2.2.1.2.
10. Compute M = M˜A˜RT and S = RA˜−1S˜.
2.2.2 Reonstrution of Multiple Objets
In previous subsetions, we disussed the reonstrution of a single objet. Now,
we onsider the possibility of reonstruting multiple objets, moving independently
(see Figure 2.14). The measurement matrix W ontains information about all the
moving objets and the main problem is to identify the dierent objets, where we
do not even known the number of objets. One we have grouped the features into
their orresponding objets, the struture of W beomes,
W =

O1
O2 0
.
.
.
Ok
.
.
.
0 ON

, (2.34)
where Ok represent the kth objet and N is the number of objets. One W has
been sorted into this form, eah sub-matrix an be fatorized as desribed above for
the ase of a single objet. The main diulty is therefore to develop a suitable
sorting algorithm.
Costeira developed an eient, robust proedure and the reader is referred to
[40℄ for the details. He noted that, if the objets experiene dierent rotations
and translations, their elements (features) will show a dierent energy as dened in
equation (2.35) below. The energy will be non-zero if the features belong to the same
objet and zero if they belong to dierent objets. From the fatorization of W , we
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get W = UΣV T . Next, we dene a new matrix Q∗ = V V T and all it the shape
interation matrix. He showed that this matrix has the following properties. Eah
element of Q∗ij is given by
Q∗ij =
{
mi
T
(
A−1Σ1/2V T
)
mj if mi and mj belong to the same objet k
0 if mi and mj belong to dierent objets,
(2.35)
where A is a semi positive-denite-symmetri matrix and mi, mj are olumns of V .
The funtion Fij = (Q
∗
ij)
2
, indiating the link (i, j), is alled the energy funtion and
it is used to identify dierent objets.
2.2.2.1 Fatorization of Multiple Objets
Consider a simple ase in whih we have two objets. Then the observation matrix
W = [O1|O2] . (2.36)
Applying the idea from the ase of a single objet we an deompose W in two
big matries (a shape and a motion matrix). Then the observation (measurement)
matrix W will onsist of two shape bloks (S) and two motion bloks (M) eah with
dierent dimensions. Eah observation (measurement) matrix of an objet an be
fatorized as
Wk = UkΣkV
T
k =MkSk (2.37)
where k indiates the objet in referene. Changing notation (2.36) an now be
rewritten as
W ∗ = [M1|M2]
[
S1 0
0 S2
]
. (2.38)
The main diulty at this stage is to reover the shape spae V ∗ obtained by the
singular value deomposition of non-anonial W ∗.
Reall (2.35), the resulting shape interation matrix is omputationally unique
and eah feature pair is assoiated with the appropriate objet. This equation is
used to sort the features into orresponding objets. We refer this proess to a
blok-diagonalizing of W ∗. Consult Costeira [40℄ for more information about the
proedure.
Numerial illustration: We onsider two verties of a ube traked over 6 frames
and we inorporate both rotation and translation omponents. Reall Setion 2.2.1.2,
the rank of W ∗ is 8 orresponding to the two objets moving independently. For the
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rst objet, we onsider an angle of rotation ϕ0 and a translation vetor t0 and
we rotate and translate 6 times. For the last objet we hange both rotation and
translation slightly. The observation (measurement) matrix of the form 2F × n is
W ∗ =

1.0853 −1.0853 1.1664 −1.1664
1.5939 −0.5939 1.6834 −0.6834
2.1113 −0.0939 2.2019 −0.1986
2.6373 0.4149 2.7219 0.2878
3.1719 0.9323 3.2431 0.7758
3.7151 1.4584 3.7653 1.2650
0.9961 −0.9961 0.9842 −0.9842
1.9945 0.0055 1.0778 −0.8778
2.9892 1.0037 1.1623 −0.7795
3.9800 1.9983 1.2375 −0.6891
4.9668 2.9892 1.3035 −0.6069
5.9494 3.9762 1.3602 −0.5329

, (2.39)
where F = 6 is the number of frames and n = 4 is the number of features (vertie
oordinates).
Realling (2.16), the deomposition of matrix W ∗ using the singular value de-
omposition gives
V ∗ =

−0.0781 0.2835 −0.4574 0.4752
−0.1364 0.2927 −0.2674 0.3460
−0.1955 0.3009 −0.0764 0.2169
−0.2554 0.3079 0.1156 0.0878
−0.3160 0.3137 0.3085 −0.0412
−0.3775 0.3183 0.5023 −0.1701
−0.0686 0.2485 −0.4028 −0.5455
−0.1570 0.1049 −0.3186 −0.3970
−0.2448 −0.0398 −0.2373 −0.2483
−0.3321 −0.1854 −0.1590 −0.0993
−0.4187 −0.3320 −0.0838 0.0500
−0.5046 −0.4796 −0.0115 0.1996

, (2.40)
Σ∗ =

13.7337 0 0 0
0 4.8026 0 0
0 0 3.1462 0
0 0 0 0.0863
 (2.41)
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and
U∗ =

−0.8235 −0.1048 −0.2537 −0.4965
−0.3544 −0.6626 0.4062 0.5201
−0.4410 0.7364 0.2279 0.4597
0.0419 0.0881 0.8478 −0.5213
 . (2.42)
The shape interation matrix Q∗, in whih only the rst three digits are presented,
is given by
Q
∗
=
2
6666666666666666666664
0.522 0.380 0.239 0.096 −0.047 −0.191 0.000 0.000 −0.002 −0.001 0.000 0.004
0.380 0.296 0.210 0.124 0.038 −0.049 0.001 0.000 0.0007 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.239 0.210 0.182 0.153 0.124 0.094 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 −0.002
0.096 0.124 0.153 0.181 0.209 0.238 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 −0.003
−0.047 0.038 0.124 0.209 0.295 0.381 −0.002 0.000 0.002 0.002 0.000 −0.003
−0.191 −0.049 0.094 0.238 0.381 0.525 −0.005 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.002 −0.002
0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 −0.002 −0.005 0.526 0.382 0.238 0.095 −0.047 −0.189
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.382 0.295 0.209 0.123 0.038 −0.047
−0.002 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.238 0.209 0.180 0.151 0.123 0.096
−0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.003 0.095 0.123 0.151 0.180 0.209 0.239
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 −0.047 0.038 0.123 0.209 0.295 0.381
0.004 0.000 −0.002 −0.003 −0.003 −0.002 −0.189 −0.047 0.096 0.239 0.381 0.525
3
7777777777777777777775
.
(2.43)
Note that the size of the shape interation matrix Q∗ should follow from the size of
V ∗. Beause of numerial approximation, it is seen that in matrix Q∗ there are still
some small entries that should be zero, i.e. in the rst line and olumn nine it is
observed that the value is −0.002. It is possible to see from (2.43) that there are
four bloks of six entries involved. The top left orner and the right bottom have
signiane entries and others are zeros. Eah blok with non-zero entries in (2.43)
orresponds to one objet and eah non-zero entry orresponds to a feature in the
measurement matrix W ∗. The measurement matrix W ∗ is of the form
W ∗ =
[
O1 0
0 O2
]
. (2.44)
That means the objets' bloks are loated in the diagonal, see (2.45). Using (2.35)
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we get the sorted W ∗ of the form
W ∗ =

3.1719 −1.0853 0 0
1.0853 −0.5939 0 0
2.1113 −0.0939 0 0
2.6373 0.4149 0 0
1.5939 0.9323 0 0
3.7151 1.4584 0 0
4.9668 −0.9961 0 0
0.9961 0.0055 0 0
2.9892 1.0037 0 0
3.9800 1.9983 0 0
1.9945 2.9892 0 0
5.9494 3.9762 0 0
0 0 3.2431 −1.1664
0 0 1.6834 −0.6834
0 0 2.2019 −0.1986
0 0 2.7219 0.2878
0 0 1.1664 0.7758
0 0 3.7653 1.2650
0 0 0.9842 −0.9842
0 0 1.3035 −0.8778
0 0 1.1623 −0.7795
0 0 1.2375 −0.6891
0 0 1.0778 −0.6069
0 0 1.3602 −0.5329

(2.45)
Then we apply the algorithm for a single objet to eah blok matrix.
2.2.2.2 Algorithm for Multiple Objets
Given the measurement matrix W
1. Determine the number of objets⇔ the number of bloks using equation (2.35),
2. Blok-diagonalize W by grouping/sorting the features orresponding to the
same objet,
3. Apply the algorithm for a single objet to eah blok.
The experimental results of this subsetion are presented in Setion 2.3.
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2.3 Experimental Results
In this setion, the results of various experiments are disussed. These experiments
inlude:
 Synthetially generated input, ranging from pure translation in all three axes,
to pure rotation around all three axes, to various ombinations of translation
and rotation.
 A synthetially generated video sequene, proessed with feature traking soft-
ware, and fed into the algorithm.
Unless otherwise indiated, we abbreviate Observation Noise Variane by (ONV ).
Next we present the results obtained when running the algorithm on pure syntheti
data, syntheti data with Gaussian white noise
2
and on quasi-real data
3
. This will
reveal whether or not the algorithm is sensitive to noise.
2.3.1 Proedures
First we reate some mathematial objets, i.e. a ube, line (parabola), open enve-
lope, vehile model. Only six types of vehiles were onsidered: Hathbak, Sedan,
Station Wagon, Mini-Van, Pik-Up and Long Truk. In the rst experiment, we
trak eight features of a ube over fty frames by rotating these features. Sine
translation was not inluded, the rank of the measurement matrix is three as was
desribed in Setion 2.2.1. In this ase, the measurement matrix W has 16 × 50
entries, i.e. the eight verties of the ube were traked over hundred frames. The
observation matrix is displayed graphially in Figure 2.2b where the movement of
the 8 verties over 50 frames is summarized. The reonstrution is shown in Figure
2.2. Clearly, this reonstrution is perfet (ompare with Figure 2.2a). Note that
the ube is in its original orientation. Next we run the same experiment but this time
we inlude the translation. Figure 2.3 shows the original, the observation and the
3D reonstrution. Figure 2.4 shows the observed features and the reonstrution of
a ube. Next, we test our algorithm using as many features as possible. In Figure
2.12a we plot the initial image (laboratory data) and the reonstrution is shown in
Figure 2.12b. The features were mathematially traked by applying the rotation
and translation matries 50 times over all axes. Sine there is no traking error the
3D reonstrution of the fae is perfet (see Figure 2.12b). Next, we introdue some
2
Gaussian white noise is a good pdf approximation of many real-world situations and generates
mathematially tratable models.
3
We dene the quasi-real data as the data obtained from objets reated by POVRAY (Per-
sistene of Vision Ray-traer) and traked by a feature traker. Visit www.povray.org/ for more
information.
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noise into the observations and run the same experiments. The results shown in
Figures 2.5 to 2.7 are testimony of the sensitivity of the algorithm to the noise. The
algorithm is applied to dierent objet types, suh as objets' shapes. The results
are illustrated in Figures 2.8 to 2.11. Again gure 2.10 shows that the algorithm
is sensitive to the noise. We also tested the algorithm using quasi-real data. We
generate a data ube using POVRAY with a realisti amera model. Then we apply
the KLT traker over that sequene. The results are shown in gure 5.8.
We have also applied the algorithm to the ase of multiple objets moving in-
dependently. We onsider three dierent objets moving simultaneously and inde-
pendently in the viewing area. We reate mathematial objets (ube, parabola and
open envelope) and then we trak their features (verties) over 100 frames. The
measurement matrix W has n × 100 entries. Figure 2.14 shows the reonstrution
of the shape of the three objets separately. The sorted measurement matrix of the
three objets is graphially displayed in Figure 2.13b. Although the referene fea-
tures belonging to the three objets are presented in olor for onveniene, the reader
should keep in mind that it is one of the major tasks to lassify the referene features
into their respetive objets, using for instane the algorithm desribed by Costeira
[40℄. The reonstrution of the shapes of the three objets is shown in Figure 2.13.
Although not physially feasible, note that the proedure does not enounter any
diulties if the three objets fall on top of eah other.
2.3.2 Results
This subsetion presents the results obtained in the experiments as desribed in pre-
vious setions. Again we refer to ONV as objet's noise variane.
As the observation's noise variane (ONV ) inreased, the system beomes less
stable. At about 20 perent of the data size, it is not able to reover the shape of
the ube orretly (see gures 2.7).
Now the algorithm is applied to the vehile shapes and some Gaussian white
noise is added until no we longer obtain an aeptable reonstrution.
2.4 Disussion
The fatorization method works orretly when the features are orretly traked un-
der orthographi projetion. We have tested the ability of the system to reover the
three-dimensional information using various syntheti sequenes. The experiments
onsisted of rotating objets over some of or all the axes and building the measure-
ment matrix W . We have also onsidered a ase where the objets were both rotated
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Figure 2.2: Struture reovering of the ube under rotation without noise; (a) Original, (b)
Observation and () 3D reonstrution
and translated. The system was able to reover both shape and motion (see Figures
2.2 and 2.3). The algorithm was tested using dierent objet models (ube, ar and
truk). Next the experiment is done with some white noise added to the data. Next
we found that the algorithm is sensitive to noise, partiularly when the observations
noise variane is over twenty perent of the objet's size (see Figure 2.7).
It is important to note that there is no error orretion in this approah. Conse-
quently, small initial errors an ompound quikly over long sequenes. Also, noise
in the measurements of the feature positions an have a signiant impat on the
nal results. Therefore, the use of models with error orretion are muh more ro-
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Figure 2.3: Struture reovering of the ube under rotation and translation without noise; (a)
Original, (b) Observation and () 3D reonstrution
bust, as is shown in Chapters 3 and 5. So, the SVD algorithm is used as a baseline
to ompare with other systems.
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Figure 2.4: SVD - experiment with syntheti data; (a) Observation and (b) Shape
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Figure 2.5: Struture reovering of the ube under rotation with ten perent of ONV: (a)
Original, (b) Observation and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 2.6: Struture reovering of the ube under rotation and translation with ten perent of
ONV; (a) Original, (b) Observation and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 2.7: Stru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overing of the ube under rotation with gradual inreasing the level of
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) Twenty per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Figure 2.8: SVD - Hathbak (4.4 × 1.6 × 1.4) without noise: (a) Original, (b) Observations
and (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Figure 2.9: SVD - Hathbak (4.4× 1.6× 1.4m3) with ONV= 0.0001: (a) Original, (b)
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Figure 2.10: SVD - Hat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Figure 2.11: SVD - Sedan (4.4 × 1.6× 1.4m3) with ONV= 0.00001; (a) Original, (b)
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Figure 2.14: SVD - Three obje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) Open
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Chapter 3
The Kalman Filter
3.1 Introdution
The Kalman lter (KF) is onsidered one of the greatest disoveries in the history
of statistial estimation theory, Simon and Andrews [99℄, Maybek [96℄. In 1958,
Kalman applied the notion of state variables to the Wiener lter problem, e.g. that
of optimal estimation of noisy signal, and the problem of noise-free optimal regula-
tor problem. This led to the disovery of a new lter known as the Kalman lter,
Kalman [73℄. The rst appliations of this lter appeared two years later at Ames
Researher Center where it was used to estimate and ontrol the trajetory of the
Apollo spae raft.
The Kalman lter is a reursive lter whih estimates the state of a dynami
system from a series of noisy measurements and dynami models. Let us rst dene
what we mean by ltering. Filtering is the proess of estimating the internal state
of a dynami system, given a set of observations in the presene of noise. Kalman
lters are optimal in a mean-square sense, therefore they an also be referred to as
Minimum Mean-Square Error (MMSE ) estimators.
The Kalman lter is omputationally eient, relying only on the urrent esti-
mate and the new observations during omputation. This makes the Kalman lter
tehniques suitable for real-time implementations in digital omputers, as desribed
in Sorenson [132℄. In fat, by 1983, Kalman lters revolutionized several areas of
applied sienes, suh as engineering, navigation and trajetory determination by
solving problems related to parameter and state estimation, Bar-Shalom et al [7℄,
Haykin [60℄. More disussion on Kalman lters an be found in Welh and Bishop
[160℄, and disussions on traking and ltering in Samuel and Popoli [122℄, Haykin
[59℄, van der Merwe and Wan [147℄, van der Merwe et al [145℄ and Sourabh and
Adelson [133℄.
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In this hapter, we briey disuss the Kalman lter and some of its extensions.
The linear Kalman lter is disussed next.
3.2 The Linear Kalman Filter
The original Kalman lter assumes the linear relationship of previous and update
measurement on a linear system with Gaussian, zero-mean noise. Thus the state is
given by the following linear system,
xt+1 = Ftxt + µt (3.1)
where Ft is a matrix, xt is the state at instant t, and µt is the noise whih is
assumed to be the zero mean, white and Gaussian with ovariane Qt and statistially
independent. The state variables are indiretly observed through the linear system,
yt+1 = Ht+1xt+1 + νt+1 (3.2)
where Ht+1 is a matrix, yt+1 is the vetor of observations, and νt+1 is a vetor
desribing measurement noise. It has ovariane Gt+1, and Ht+1 is the observation
transition model. This above assumption onstitutes the linear Gaussian assump-
tion. Equation (3.2) produes the urrent observation from the urrent state with
some error. This error represents unpreditable deviations or inauraies in the
measurement of the system.
We assume that the ovarianes Qt and Gt are known. At time t, the onditional
expetation of the state is written as
xˆ(j|t) = E[xj|Y t] (3.3)
where
Y t = {yi, i ≤ t}. (3.4)
is the sequene of observations available at time t (Bar-Shalom et al [7℄).
 If j = t 3.3 preveils an estimate of the state,
 If j < t 3.3 preveils a smoothed value of the state, and
 If j > t 3.3 preveils the predited value of the state.
The orresponding estimation error is dened as
x˜(j|t) = xj − xˆ(j|t). (3.5)
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The assoiated onditional ovariane with estimate (3.3) is dened as
P (j|t) = E
[
(xj − xˆ(j|t))(xj − xˆ(j|t))T |Y t
]
. (3.6)
Similarly, the onditional measurement estimates are given by
yˆ(j|t) = E[yj |Y t] (3.7)
and the assoiated onditional ovariane as
S(j|t) = E
[
(yj − yˆ(j|t))(yj − yˆ(j|t))T |Y t
]
. (3.8)
We dene the mixed ovariane as
T (j|t) = E
[
(xj − xˆ(j|t))(yj − yˆ(j|t))T |Y t
]
. (3.9)
Now the problem is to nd iteratively the best possible state estimate xˆ(t+ 1|t)
together with its ovariane P (t+1|t). In other words, we onsider the ase in whih
all available measurements at present time are used, that is j = t.
We dene the state and measurement errors as following:
x˜(t+ 1|t) = xt+1 − xˆ(t+ 1|t) (3.10)
and
y˜(t+ 1|t) = yt+1 − yˆ(t+ 1|t). (3.11)
The dierene between the predited observation and the true observation is used
to update an estimate of the true state. This state an be used to obtain a better
estimate of the true state. This update is dened as the Kalman gain (K ). The
Kalman gain at time t+ 1 is given by, (see e.g. Bar-Shalom et al [7℄)
K(t+ 1) = E[x˜(t+ 1|t)y˜(t+ 1|t)T |Y t]E[y˜(t+ 1|t)y˜(t+ 1|t)T |Y t]−1. (3.12)
Using (3.8) and (3.9), the Kalman gain an be rewritten as
K(t+ 1) = T (t+ 1|t)S(t+ 1|t)−1 (3.13)
and the state update as
xˆ(t+ 1|t+ 1) = xˆ(t+ 1|t) +K(t+ 1)(yˆt+1 − y(t+ 1|t)). (3.14)
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The ovariane update is
P (t+ 1|t+ 1) = P (t+ 1|t)− T (t+ 1|t)S(t+ 1|t)−1T (t+ 1|t)T . (3.15)
Now we an desribe the Linear Kalman Filter as following: Given xˆ(t|t) and its
ovariane P (t|t) we alulate xˆ(t+ 1|t) using the dynami system
xˆ(t+ 1|t) = Ftxˆ(t|t). (3.16)
Next we predit the measurement yˆ(t+ 1) using
y˜(t+ 1|t) = Htxˆ(t+ 1|t). (3.17)
The dierene between y˜(t+1|t) and yt+1 is used to update xˆ(t+1|t) to xˆ(t+1|t+1)
using the Kalman gain. At every step we also update the ovariane vetors to the
next yle.
An overview of the ow of the Linear Kalman Filter is shown in Table 3.1.
3.3 Kalman Filter Extensions
In this setion we onsider the problem of solving a nonlinear dynami proess. A
general dynami proess of the system, dynami model, is given by
xt+1 = F (t,xt) + µt (3.18)
where F is the state transition funtion and µt the system noise. The related state
variables are known through the state measurement, observation model, and they are
given by
yt+1 = H(t+ 1,xt+1) + νt+1 (3.19)
where H is the observation funtion and νt+1 is the measurement noise.
The problem an be stated as follows: given the measurements yj , j = 1 · · · t+1
and the possible estimate xˆt of xt, what is the best approximation xˆt+1 of xt+1?.
The solution of the above problem is mathematially solvable by employing some
assumptions. We assume that both proess and measurement noise have zero mean,
and are white noise and Gaussian noise. That is
Qt := E[µtµt
T ] (3.20)
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We assume that the dynami evolution of the system, measurements, Qt
and Gt are known and xˆ(1|0) := y0. Then given the estimate xˆ(t|t) and the
orrespondent ovariane P (t|t), we proeed as follows:
 We alulate predited state at time t + 1 prior to the measurement
at t+ 1
xˆ(t+ 1|t) = Ftxˆ(t|t),
 We ompute the ovariane of estimate state at time t+1 prior to the
measurement at time t+ 1
P (t+ 1|t) = FtP (t|t)F Tt +Qt,
 We alulate predited measurement at time t+ 1
yˆ(t+ 1|t) = Htxˆ(t+ 1|t),
 We ompute the ovariane of the measurement at time t+ 1
S(t+ 1|t) = Ht+1P (t+ |t)HTt+1 +Gt+1,
 We aquire new true observation
yt+1,
and ompare yˆ(t+ 1|t) with yt+1,
 We alulate the Kalman gain
K(t+ 1) = P (t+ 1|t)HTt+1S(t+ 1|t)−1,
 We estimate the optimal state
xˆ(t+ 1|t+ 1) = xˆ(t+ 1|t) +K(t+ 1)(yt+1 − yˆ(t+ 1|t)), and
 We update the state error ovariane
P (t+ 1|t+ 1) = P (t+ 1|t)−K(t+ 1)S(t+ 1|t)K(t+ 1)T .
Table 3.1: Summary of the Linear Kalman Filter.
and
Gt := E[νtνt
T ] (3.21)
with E[µt1µt2
T ] = 0 = E[νt1νt2
T ] for t2 6= t1. The main idea is that we want the
lter to propagate the onditional probability density of the desired quantities, given
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the atual data oming from the measuring devies. For example, given a quantity
x at time t and all measurements yk, k = 1, · · · , t, then the funtion whih desribes
the onditional density funtion is written as p(x|y1, · · · , yt).
3.3.1 The Extended Kalman Filter
The Kalman lter desribed in Setion 3.2 uses linear equations. Sine real-world
problems are seldom linear we need to extend it. In this setion, we present a modied
Kalman lter that solves nonlinear problems by using a linearisation approah.
The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF ) is an adaptation of the Linear Kalman Filter
Bar-Shalom et al, Robert and Patrik [118℄. It is designed to lter random Gaussian
noise from more general, nonlinear systems using simple approximations. Julier [69℄
observed that EKF has two drawbaks in pratie
 The linearisation an produe highly unstable lters if the assumption of loal
linearity is violated.
 The derivation of the Jaobian matries is nontrivial in most appliations and
often leads to signiant implementation diulties.
Consider a dynami proess desribed by the following unknown disrete nonlin-
ear system:
xt+1 = Ft(t,xt) + µt (3.22)
yt+1 = Ht+1(t+ 1,xt+1) + νt+1. (3.23)
We assume that the noises µt and νt are additive, zero mean and white noise and
that they are normally distributed. That is, µt ∼ N (0, Gt) and νt ∼ N (0, Qt). The
noise may be unorrelated with the initial estimate xˆ(0) and assoiated ovariane
P (0). Realling Setion 3.2, we also assume we have an appropriate onditional mean
given by
xˆ(t|t) ≈ E[xt|Y t] (3.24)
and the assoiated ovariane matrix P (t|t). Beause of nonlinearity we only have
approximate onditional means. Therefore, the ovariane matrix P (t|t) is the mean
square error matrix.
The EKF uses a Taylor series expansion to onstrut a linearized approximation
of the nonlinear system. The idea behind EKF is to linearize the nonlinear problem
and then to proeed as in a linear ase, Bar-Shalom et al [7℄. We then use the
standard Linear Kalman Filter tehniques to solve this linearized system. A Taylor
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series expansion around xˆt+1, yields
xˆt+1 = F (t, xˆ(t|t)) + Fx(t, xˆ(t|t)(xt − xˆ(t|t)) +HOT + µt, (3.25)
where Fx is the Jaobian of F and HOT refers to High Order Terms. The predited
state an be found by taking the onditional expetation of (3.25) from time t to
t+ 1. This yields
xˆ(t+ 1|t) = F (t, xˆ(t|t)). (3.26)
The onditional expetation is given by, Bar-Shalom et al [7℄
P (t+ 1|t) = Fx(t, xˆ(t|t))P (t|t)Fx(t, xˆ(t|t))T +Qt. (3.27)
Similarly, the measurement update follows from
yˆ(t+ 1|t) = H(t, xˆ(t|t)) (3.28)
and the measurement predition error ovariane is
S(t+ 1|t) = Hx(t, xˆ(t+ 1|t))P (t+ 1|t)Hx(t, xˆ(t+ 1|t))T +Gt+1. (3.29)
Similar to Setion 3.2, given xˆ(t|t) we alulate xˆ(t + 1|t) using the dynami
system (3.22). We predit the measurement y(t+ 1|t) using (3.28).
An overview of the ow of the Extended Kalman Filter is shown in Table 3.2.
More information about the Extended Kalman Filter an be found in e.g. Bar-
Shalom et al [7℄ and Haykin [60℄.
The Extended Kalman Filter diverges for many real problems, van der Merwe
and Wan [146℄. Another nonlinear extension of the Kalman lter, known as the
Unsented Kalman Filter, has beame a popular alternative and is disussed next.
3.3.2 The Unsented Kalman Filter
The Unsented Kalman Filter is a reent extension of the Kalman lter to nonlinear
systems, Julier [69℄, Julier and Uhlmann ([70℄, [71℄), Julier et al [72℄), Wan and van
der Merwe [154℄. The UKF was rst introdued by Julier and Uhlmann [70℄ to ad-
dress the shortomings of the EKF. If the system and observation models are highly
nonlinear, the EKF 's linearisation fails. The UKF does not approximate the non-
linear models, but rather approximates their distributions using the nonlinear model.
In the UKF, the state is alulated from a Gaussian Random Variable (GRV).
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 Dene a more general dynami nonlinear system
xt+1 = F (t,xt) + µt, (3.30)
yt+1 = H(t+ 1,xt+1) + νt+1. (3.31)
 Initialise
x0 := E[x0], (3.32)
P (0) := E[P (0)]. (3.33)
 Predit state
xt+1 = F (t,xt) + Fx(xt+1 − xt), (3.34)
Ft+1 = Fx(t,xt)(xt+1 − xt), (3.35)
P (t+ 1|t) = Ft+1P (t|t)F Tt+1 +Qt. (3.36)
 Predit observation
yˆt+1 = H(t+ 1,xt+1), (3.37)
Ht+1 = Hx(t,xt), (3.38)
St+1 = Ht+1P (t+ 1|t)HTt+1 +Gt. (3.39)
 Get new true observation yt+1 and then ompare it with yˆt+1.
 Calulate Kalman gain
Kt+1 = P (t+ 1|t)HTt+1S−1t+1. (3.40)
 Update optimal state estimate and error ovariane
xˆt+1 = xt +Kt+1(yt+1 − yt), (3.41)
Pˆ (t+ 1|t) = (I −Kt+1Ht+1)P (t|t). (3.42)
Table 3.2: Summary of the Extended Kalman Filter.
The UKF aptures the new mean and ovariane lose to the auray of a 3rd order
Taylor series expansion, Wan and van der Merwe [154℄, promising greater auray
and stability in nonlinear appliations. In order to understand how the UKF works,
the Unsented Transform is disussed rst.
3.3.2.1 The Unsented Transform
The Unsented Transform (UT ) is a method for alulating the statistis of a random
variable whih undergoes a nonlinear transform.
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The UT, rst presented by Julier and Uhlmann [70℄ and Julier et al [72℄, is a
method for prediting means and ovarianes in nonlinear systems. It guarantees a
seond order auray in both mean and ovariane without the need to alulate
any Jaobian, Julier and Uhlmann [70℄.
Let x be an n-dimensional random variable with mean x¯ and ovariane P xx.
Consider another random variable undergoing a nonlinear transformation
y = H(x). (3.43)
The goal is to ompute the mean y¯ and ovariane P yy of y. The UT speies the
random variable x in terms of a minimal set of sample points, whih are propagated
through the nonlinear transform and reombined to produe an approximation of the
transformed random variable. This approah generally has seond order auray.
Consider the Taylor expansion of (3.43) about x¯ where x = x¯ + δx, δx is a zero
mean random variable with ovariane P xx
H(x¯+δx) = H(x¯)+▽Hδx+
1
2
▽
2Hδx2+
1
6
▽
3Hδx3+· · · ,+ 1
j!
▽
jHδxj+· · · , (3.44)
where
1
j!▽
jHδxj indiates jth order term in the multidimensional Taylor series.
Taking expetation on the expansion (3.44), we write
y¯ = E[y] = H(x¯) +
1
2
▽
2HP xx +
1
6
▽
3HE[δx3] + · · · , (3.45)
and the orresponding ovariane
P yy = E
[
(y − y¯)(y − y¯)T] (3.46)
= ▽HP xx(▽H)
T +
1
4
▽
2HE[δx3](▽H)T +
1
2
▽HE[δx3](▽2H)T
+
1
2
▽
2H
(
E[δx4]− E[δx2P xx]− E[P xxδx2] + P 2xx
)
(▽2H)T
+
1
6
▽
3HE[δx4](▽H)T + · · · . (3.47)
The n-dimensional random variable x with mean x¯ is approximated by n + 1
weighted points alled sigma points, Julier et al [72℄. It an be shown that the use
of higher dimension in omputing sigma points reates some diulties for UT, see
Table 3.3. One the set of weighted points (S = {W,X}) has been derived, the
predition method is straightforward. W denotes the weights and X is the set of
sigma points. We apply a nonlinear funtion Yj = H(Xj) to instantiate eah point
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Yj . Then the estimated mean and ovariane of y are given by
y¯ =
n∑
j=0
WjYj, (3.48)
and
Pyy =
n∑
j=0
Wj [Yj − y¯][Yj − y¯]T , (3.49)
where Wj are alled weights and they have the following properties:
 the sum of all weights is always one
n∑
j=0
Wj = 1, (3.50)
 the value of the weights lies between zero and one
0 ≤Wj ≤ 1. (3.51)
In Table 3.3 we present the general algorithm for point seletion using the UT.
A more reent version of the UT has been developed, whih is alled the Saled
Unsented Transform (SUT ). This transform employs extra parameters to enable a
saled set of sample points to math the mean and ovariane of a non-Gaussian
distribution, while preserving seond-order auray. Next, we briey explain this in
Setion 3.3.2.2, but more details about SUT an be found in Julier [69℄.
3.3.2.2 Saled Unsented Transform
The aim of the SUT is to nd an approximation of the resultant random variable after
it has undergone a possible nonlinear transformation. In [70℄, Julier and Uhlmann
disuss the trade-o of UT when the number of sigma points inreases. The rst
aspet is the inrease of the radius of sphere whih bounds the sigma points, sine the
distane from eah point to the origin is given by the funtion of 2n−1/2. The seond
is related to the eets of higher order terms as the dimension inreases. The best
way to overome both two drawbaks is to apply the sigma point saling method.
This method attempts to overome dimensional saling eets by alulating the
transformation of saled set of sigma points of the form
X ′j = X 0 + α(X j −X 0), (3.57)
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We present the general algorithm for omputation of sigma points using the
Unsented Transform.
 Initialize by hoosing W0 so that 0 ≤W0 ≤ 1.
 Build a weight sequene using
Wi =

1−W0
2n for i = 1,
W1 for i = 2,
2i−1W1 for i = 3, · · · , n+ 1
(3.52)
 Initialize vetor sequene X as
X ′0,1 = [0], (3.53)
X ′1,1 =
[
− 1√
2W1
]
, (3.54)
and
X ′2,1 =
[
1√
2W1
]
. (3.55)
 For j = 2, · · · , n expand above vetor sequene following
X ′i,j+1 =

[
X ′0,j
0
]
for i = 1,
[
X ′i,j
− 1√
2Wj
]
for i = 1, · · · , j,
[
0
1√
2Wj
]
for i = j + 1
(3.56)
Table 3.3: Sigma Points Computation using UT Algorithm.
where α is a positive number whih minimizes the eets of higher order terms under
the following restritions:
 the predited ovariane must be positive semidenite for all α and
 the seond order auray in both the mean and ovariane must be preserved.
The SUT omputes the mean and ovariane using (3.48) and (3.49). Assume
that the sale fator α has been hosen and a set of sigma points S have been
onstruted with mean x¯ and ovariane P xx. Note that the points in the new set
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S′ must obey the ondition given in (3.57). Then the weights of the transformed
sequene is given by
W
(m)
0 =
λ
(n+ λ)
, (3.58)
W
(c)
0 =
λ
(n+ λ)
+ (1− α2 + β), (3.59)
W
(m)
j =W
(c)
j =
1
2(n + λ)
, j = 1, · · ·, 2n, (3.60)
where λ = α2(n + κ)− n and κ a real number used to redue the overall predition
error, Julier and Uhlmann [70℄.
Given a set of points, proedure for the Saled Unsented Transform an be
summarized as:
 Selet positive numbers α and β suh that 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and β ≥ 0,
 Impose the saling method given in (3.57),
 Apply the nonlinear transformation over X ′
Y ′j = H[X
′
j ], (3.61)
 Compute the weights using (3.58),
 Compute the mean as
y =
n∑
j=0
W (m)jY
′
j , (3.62)
 Compute the ovariane
Pˆ yy =
n∑
j=0
W (m)j [Y
′
j − y][Y ′j − y]T
+(1 +W
(c)
0 + β − α2)[Y ′0 − y][Y ′0 − y]T . (3.63)
Note that β is a onstant obtained when inorporating the higher order infor-
mation from the Taylor series and in general β = 2 is optimal.
As desribed in Julier [69℄, any formulation of sigma point saling should have
the following two properties:
 the ovarianes should be positive semidenite for all hosen α, and
 both mean and ovariane should preserve the auray.
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The next subsetion desribes how we implemented the sigma points alulation
for a given random variable.
3.3.2.3 Sigma Points Computation
Given a mean x¯ and ovariane matrix Pxx of the Gaussian random variable x, with
dimension n, the following matrix of sigma vetors χ is generated:
χ0 = x¯, (3.64)
χi = x¯+Φi, (3.65)
χi+n = x¯−Φi+n, i = 1, . . ., n (3.66)
where Φi is the i
′th olumn of Φ given by
Pxx =
1
n
ΦTΦ. (3.67)
The mapping from mean x¯ and ovariane Pxx to its sigma points is given by
χ = Υ(x¯, Pxx). (3.68)
The following (Julier and Uhlmann [70℄) use κ = 0, α = 1 and β = 2. So the
weights Wm and W c are generated by
W
(m)
0 = 0, (3.69)
W c0 = 2, (3.70)
Wmi =W
c
i =
1
2n
, i = 1, . . ., 2n. (3.71)
3.3.2.4 Unsented Kalman Filter Algorithm
The algorithm relies on the weights given in (3.58) and the lter is initialized using
(3.69) − (3.71). The weights are used to alulate the statistis of the state and ob-
servation. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 give the general UKF algorithm. The sigma points are
formed by rst alulating a matrix square root of the state ovariane, Bar-Shalom
et al [7℄. The proess noise and state sigma vetors are transformed by update
equation into the a priori state estimate, whih is ombined with the measurement
noise and proessed by the measurement estimation to produe the estimated mea-
surement sigma vetors. The SUT is applied to the measurement estimate sigma
vetors, and the resulting mean (whih orresponds to the measurement estimate)
is subtrated from the atual measurement to produe the innovation (improvement
update). The Kalman gain is also alulated, using the a priori state and measure-
ment sigma points. The produt of the Kalman gain and innovation is then added to
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the a priori state estimate. The end result is the a posteriori state and state error
ovariane estimate.
3.4 Disussion
In this hapter three variants of the Kalman lter were disussed. The Kalman lter,
in partiularly the UKF, has proved to be suitable to solve real world problems. The
Extended Kalman Filter is apable of modelling only the rst and seond moments
of a Gaussian PDF, whereas the Unsented Kalman Filter is up to third moment
modelling. In general, 2n+1 sigma points are needed for a distribution of dimension
n. One way to nd these points for a Gaussian PDF is to alulate the square root
of its ovariane matrix, using Choleski deomposition whih is numerially stable
and eient, Julier and Uhlmann [70℄, Golub and van Loan [52℄. The Choleski
deomposition of an n× n matrix P must satisfy (3.67).
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We present the general UKF implementation.
 The three Gaussian random variables are dened as:
 State estimate xˆ(t|t) and ovariane P (t|t),
 System noise with zero mean and ovariane Qt,
 Measurement noise with zero mean and ovariane Gt.
 Conatenate xˆ(t), Pt, Qt and Gt into a super state variable xˆ
a
and
super state ovariane matrix P a.
For eah step, we do the following
aˆa(t|t) = [ xˆ(t|t) 0 0 ] (3.72)
and
P a(t|t) =
 P (t|t) 0 00 Qt 0
0 0 Gt
 . (3.73)
 Calulate sigma points
X a(t|t) = Υ(xa(t|t), P a(t|t)) (3.74)
or
X a(t|t) = [ X x(t|t) X qt X gt . ]T (3.75)
 Apply nonlinear equation F (.) to proess the state estimate and pro-
ess noise
 sigma point propagation
X x(t+ 1|t) = F (t,xx(t|t)) + X qt , (3.76)
 a priori estimate
xˆ(t+ 1|t) =
2n∑
j=0
W
(m)
j X
x
j (t+ 1|t), (3.77)
 error ovariane matrix
P (t+1|t) =
2n∑
j=0
w
(c)
j [X
x
j t+ 1|t− xˆ(t+1|t)][X xj (t+1|t)− xˆ(t+1|t)]T .
(3.78)
Table 3.4: Unsented Kalman Filter Algorithm - Part I.
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 Apply nonlinear propagation funtion H(.) state estimate and mea-
surement noise
Υ(t+ 1|t) = H(t+ 1,xx(t+ 1|t)) + X gt+1, (3.79)
and a priori measurement
yˆ(t+ 1|t) =
2n∑
j=0
W
(m)
j Υ(t+ 1|t). (3.80)
 Calulate measurement error ovariane matrix
S(t+1|t) =
2n∑
j=0
W
(c)
j [Υ(t+1|t)− yˆ(t+1|t)][Υ(t+1|t)− yˆ(t+1|t)]T ,
(3.81)
and the observation error ovariane matrix
T (t+1|t) =
2n∑
j=0
W
(c)
j [X
x
j t+ 1|t− xˆ(t+1|t)][Υ(t+1|t)− yˆ(t+1|t)]T .
(3.82)
 Compute the Kalman gain
K(t+ 1) = T (t+ 1|t)S−1(t+ 1|t), (3.83)
update the state estimate and estimated error ovariane matrix
xˆ(t+ 1|t+ 1) = xˆ(t+ 1|t) +K(t+ 1)(yt+1 − y(t+ 1|t)),
(3.84)
P (t+ 1|t+ 1) = P (t+ 1|t)−K(t+ 1)S(t+ 1|t)KT (t+ 1).
(3.85)
Table 3.5: Unsented Kalman Filter Algorithm - Part II.
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Chapter 4
Optial Flow
4.1 Introdution
One of the diulties enountered in solving SfM problems is the ability to trak
features over a long sequene, i.e. 100 or more frames.
This hapter disusses important aspets about optial ow and its appliation
in feature traking. Given a sequene of video images our goal is to reover the
motion from 2D observations by using traking algorithms (see Figures 4.4 and 4.5).
As mentioned in Chapter 2, if we an orretly reover the motion then it is possi-
ble to get the 3D information. There are several feature traking algorithms, suh
as the Kanade-Luas-Tomasi algorithm, the Harris Corner-Traker, Optial Flow
and Kalman lter, Samuel and Popoli [122℄, Wan and Nelson [153℄, Nelson and Wan
[105℄, Wan and van der Merwe [155℄, Bouthemy and Lalande [24℄, Yu and Dyer [166℄.
The main problem of traking features using KLT is its inability to trak every
deteted feature over a long sequene. Features are lost due to many fators suh as
olusion and weather ondition. On the other hand, our Kalman lter model does
not make an assumption for lost features. One of the way to overome this is to use
robust algorithms for traking suh as robust optial ow.
The main idea in optial ow omputation is the reovery of a pieewise smooth
ow eld in the presene of motion boundaries, i.e. the problem of identifying the
motion disontinuities, Blak and Anadan [18℄, Blak [16℄. As mentioned in Chapter
2, if we are able to reover the motion then we an also easily reover the objet's
shape.
There are two ways of omputing optial ow:
 Dense optial ow
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 Sparse optial ow
Dense optial ow is the omputation of ow at every pixel of an image. Sparse op-
tial ow is the estimation of optial ow at feature points by mathing tehniques.
Sparse ow an be omputed in two ways: either by omputing dense optial ow
and then throwing away regions of high unertainty, or by doing sparse feature trak-
ing.
Our goal is to develop an algorithm whih should reover ow, provide motion
boundaries and detet violated assumptions.
We explore the ontribution of Blak [17℄ and show that optial ow an be
employed to robustly trak features. In 1991, Blak and Anandan [20℄ proposed a
new algorithm that robustly estimates motion over time. In his thesis [17℄, Blak
formulated a new approah of robust and inremental optial ow, that provides
useful information about motion and depth dierene in a sequene of video images,
however it is omputationally expensive, Magaia et al [91℄.
Another way to ompute optial ow is by using Inremental Motion Estimation
exploiting the dynami nature of motion. The goal of inremental motion estima-
tion is to inrementally integrate motion information from new images with previous
optial ow estimates to obtain more aurate information about the motion in the
sene over time, Blak [17℄, Beauhemin and Barron [11℄.
The inremental motion estimation approah has the following properties:
 Anytime Aess: Motion estimates are always available;
 Temporal Renement: Optial ow is updated over time while data is aquired;
 Computation Time Redution: The main goal is to ahieve real-time ompu-
tation;
 Adaptative: As the motion of the observer and sene hanges over time, an
inremental algorithm must adapt to the hanges in motion.
The basi ideas of inremental estimation are:
 The algorithm has a urrent estimate of the ow eld at any time;
 Constraints must be applied and the estimate of the ow eld rened for a new
image;
 The temporal ontinuity assumptions are exploited to predit what the ow
eld will be at the next instant.
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 This proess is repeated as new images are aquired resulting in rened ow
estimate (temporal renement).
The approah exploits the robust gradient method and has the following goals:
 It should prevent over-smoothing;
 It should failitate the reovering of motion disontinuities, and
 It must detet violations of model assumptions and redue their eet on the
solution.
4.2 Motion Field of Rigid Objets
The motion eld is dened as the 2D vetor eld of veloities of the image points
indued by the relative veloity between the viewing amera and the observed sene.
The goal of this setion is to derive the equations whih are used to ompute the
motion eld of rigid objets. The system desribed in this setion is a amera oordi-
nate system. We are investigating the problem of a moving objet and xed amera.
The relation between a point and its projetion is disussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Given a 3D point P = [x, y, z]T then the relative veloity (γ) between P and
the amera is given by
γ = ωP + ϑ, (4.1)
where ω is the angular veloity matrix given by
ω =
 0 −ωz ωyωz 0 −ωx
−ωy ωx 0
 , (4.2)
and ϑ is the translational veloity vetor written as,
ϑ =
 ϑxϑy
ϑz
 . (4.3)
Let f be amera foal length, then the relation between the projetion point p =
[px py]
T
in amera oordinate system and the P ′ = [x y]T in objet oordinate
system is given by
p =
f
z
P ′, (4.4)
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whih an be written as[
px
py
]
= f
[
x
z
y
z
]
. (4.5)
We assume that there is only one, rigid, relative veloity between the amera and
the observed sene, and the illumination ondition hanges slowly. Then the motion
eld an be thought of as the projetion of the 3D veloity eld on the image plane.
The result of dierentiating both sides of (4.4) as funtion of time and substituting
the veloity omponents dened in (4.1) and projetion omponents, is the motion
eld v = [u v]T given by[
u
v
]
:=
[
ϑzpx−fϑx
z − fωy + ωzpy + ωxpxpy−ωyp
2
x
f
ϑzpy−fϑy
z + fωx − ωzpx −
ωypxpy+ωxp2y
f
]
. (4.6)
Analyzing the right side of (4.6) we see four terms for eah row. The terms
ϑzpx−fϑx
z
and
ϑzpy−fϑy
z represent the translational omponents of the motion eld while other
are related to the rotational omponents. In fat, the motion eld is the sum of two
omponents, one of whih depends on rotation only and the other from translation
only.
Next, we briey disuss an interesting motion eld ase namely, pure translation.
The result of setting ω = 0 in (4.6) is[
u
v
]
=
[
ϑzpx−fϑx
z
ϑzpy−fϑy
z
]
. (4.7)
Considering the general ase in whih (ϑz 6= 0) then, we an introdue a point
p0 = [px0 py0]
T
[
px0
py0
]
:=
[
f ϑxϑz
f
ϑy
ϑz
]
. (4.8)
Equation (4.7) beomes[
u
v
]
=
[
ϑz
z (px − px0)
ϑz
z (py − py0)
]
(4.9)
whih states that the motion eld of a pure translation is radial radiating from the
ommon origin (p0).
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4.3 Optial Flow Segmentation
The idea behind optial segmentation is based on the following assumption: Models
whih desribe visual motion assume that image regions orresponding to the same
objet are potentially orrelated, Beymer et al [13℄ and Chau et al [30℄.
One of the purposes of optial ow segmentation is to identify disontinuities of
the surfae geometry whih is due to either the presene of disontinuous ontours on
the objet surfae or to disontinuities in depth, Blak and Anadan [21℄. Sine there
is no unique interpretation of the results from segmentation, the result do ontain the
problem of identifying objet boundaries, Blak and Anadan [18℄. There are several
ommon assumptions used in alulating optial ow, and these are often violated
in real-world sequenes. We next desribe some tehniques of segmentation based
on optial ow ideas. Optial ow is based on a number of assumptions.
The rst is related to data onservation. In data onservation, we assume that
the image regions undergo translation in the image plane, not taking into aount
the eets of deformation due to perspetive or zooming. For two onseutive frames
we an assume that regions are simply translated in the same way as another region
in another frame. Data onservation onstraints are violated in situations where
there are sensor noise, speular reetions, shadows and illumination hanges. Let
f(x, y, t) be an image intensity funtion at a point p(x, y) at time t. We assume that
the intensity of small regions in an image remains onstant over time. Mathematially
we an write this as
f(x, y, t) = f(x+ dx, y + dy, t+ dt) (4.10)
or
f(x, y, t) = f(x+ udt, y + vdt, t+ dt). (4.11)
The seond assumption is spatial oherene. The spatial assumptions are for-
mulated by onsidering that neighbouring pixels in an image typially belong to the
same surfae and hene have similar veloities. This is true sine pixels belonging
to the same small region projet to neighbouring pixels, we expet optial ow to
hange slowly and gradually.
The third assumption is temporal ontinuity in whih we assume that a path in
the image has the same motion over time or it has onstant veloity over time. Tem-
poral ontinuity is only valid for short time intervals. It is violated if, for example,
the motion of an objet (in Figure 4.1) suddenly hanges diretion, or the amera
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vibrates due to e.g. a truk passing through or high speed wind. Suh hanges are
unpreditable.
Common violations are found on data onservation, spatial oherene, and tem-
poral onstraints. The origin of those onstraints arises from our assumptions. Data
onservation and spatial oherene are the two main onstraints whih are exploited
by modern tehniques to ompute optial ow, Blak [17℄. In Figure 4.2b we plot
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Optial ow assumptions: (a) Frame 40 and (b) Frame 42
(a)
Vertical Velocity at Pyramid Level 4.
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(b)
Figure 4.2: (a) Original image and (b) Plotting of vertial veloity
the vertial veloity between the observation. The ar moves towards the amera.
In Figure 4.3 we have three ars moving in dierent diretions. The left side shows
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Vertical Velocity at Pyramid Level 4.
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(b)
Figure 4.3: Objets detetion: (a) Original image and (b) Motion of three objets was deteted
three ars, two moving towards the amera and one moving forward. The blak part
represents the negative vertial veloity, thus the ar is moving upwards (i.e. away
from the amera) and the white positive vertial veloity (ars moving towards the
amera).
The orners are among the features most easily to trak from one frame to the
next. Sine motion boundaries orrespond to physially signiant struture in the
sene, their omputation is of great interest, Blak and Anandan [19℄ and [21℄. For
example, it is lear that the orners of the objet in Figure 4.4 orrespond to a ar.
A general and exible representation of visual motion an be used for many purposes
but its eetiveness lies in robust and eient omputation, Tarr and Blak [137℄.
Next we derive the optial ow equations. We expand the RHS of (4.10) as a
Taylor series
f(x+ dx, y + dy, t+ dt) = f(x, y, t) + fxdx+ fydy + ftdt+HOT (4.12)
where fx, fy and ft represent the partial derivatives of f with respet to x, y and t
respetively. Using (4.10), we an rewrite (4.12) as
f(x+ dx, y + dy, t+ dt) = f(x, y, t) (4.13)
If dx and dy are suiently small for a given dt, then the higher order in the Taylor
series an be ignored.
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Edges and boundary points at frame 5.
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(b)
3d reconstruction using optical flow
()
Figure 4.4: Dense optial ow: (a) Features detetion, (b) Motion detetion and () 3D
reonstrution
In pratie, the partial derivatives are approximated numerially by a forward
dierene
ft ≈ f(x, y, t+ dt)− f(x, y, t)
dt
. (4.14)
Solving (4.10) for ft we get
−ft = fxdx
dt
+ fy
dy
dt
. (4.15)
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3d reconstruction using optical flow
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)
Figure 4.5: Dense optial ow; (a) Original image, (b) Conneted orners and () 3D
reonstrution
Now we an dene the image veloity u and v as
(u, v) =
(
dx
dt
,
dy
dt
)
. (4.16)
Therefore, the motion veloity an be written as
fxu+ fyv − ft = 0. (4.17)
The main goal in optial ow is to determine the veloity omponents (u, v) that
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satisfy equation (4.17). Using equation (4.15) we dene the overall error as
Ei =
∑
R
Wi(x, y)(fxu+ fyv − ft)2, (4.18)
where R is a region (image) and W (x, y) a 2D-Gaussian weighting funtion (iru-
larly symmetri). The overall error is just a minimization problem
E = min
m∑
i=1
Er(i) + Pi over R, (4.19)
with penalties Pi, m is the number of windows. Beause of the large size of the
region the penalties are usually hosen lose to zero.
E is a funtion of u and v, and has minimum where its gradient is zero. The
resulting system of equations for eah pixel is[
−∑Wfxft
−∑Wfyft
]
=
[ ∑
Wf2x
∑
Wfxfy∑
Wfxfy
∑
Wf2y
][
u
v
]
(4.20)
where
∑
=
∑
R. The solution of this problem an be determined analytially. For
eah windows in R the optial ow is omputed by (4.20). Dene a =
∑
Wf2x ,
b =
∑
Wfxfy, c =
∑
Wf2y , d = −
∑
Wfxft, e = −
∑
Wfyft and f =
∑
Wf2t ,
then the solution for eah pixel is:
(u, v) =
(
cd− be
ac− b2 ,
ac− bd
ac− b2
)
. (4.21)
The error valuation at eah pixel is given by: Ei = f + au
2 + cv2 +2(ud+ ve+uvb).
The valuation will end after NM/2 steps where N and M are the image size. The
reader is advised to onsult Xenophon and Peter [163℄ for more information inluding
the dynami programing algorithm.
In this setion we illustrated the generality of problem posed by motion dison-
tinuities. The next idea is to treat the violation of both onstraints in a uniform
manner. As in a statistial ontext, violations models are viewed as outliers, Blak
[17℄, Barnett and Lewis [9℄. Now the problem an be seen as one of reovering optial
ow in the presene of these outliers. Therefore, we use the eld of robust statistis
to solve the optial ow estimation problem. The robust optial ow is disussed
next.
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4.4 Robust Optial Flow Estimation
In the previous setion we solved the optial ow problem using analytial methods
whih are not always suitable and stable for omplex problems. This setion fouses
on how to improve the auray of the optial ow alulation by robustly estimating
the motion. We apply the theory of robust statistis that Hampel et al [55℄ and Huber
[65℄ have desribed as the eld developed to address the fat that the parametri
models of lassi statistis are often approximations of the phenomena being modeled.
The eld of robust statistis addresses how to handle outliers, or gross errors whih
do not onform to the assumptions, Blak [17℄. The model violations previously
disussed an be viewed as outliers, Huber [65℄. Therefore, the problem of robustly
estimating the motion is orrelated to the goals of robust statistis, namely
 nding the struture that best ts the bulk of the data and
 identifying outliers or deviating data points.
Therefore, the problem of robust estimation is a minimization problem in whih a
set of values α = [α1, α2, · · · , αm] is to be found that ts the model u(s;α) to a set
of data measurements d = [d0, d1, · · · , dS ] in ases where the data diers statistially
from the model assumptions. We wish to nd an α that minimizes the residual errors
(ds − u(s;α)). So, we need to nd
min
α
∑
s∈S
ρ(ds − u(s;α), δs), (4.22)
where δs is a sale parameter and ρ is a suitable weight funtion. In our ase, we
hoose ρ to be quadrati (the reader is advised to onsult Blak [17℄ for more details)
dened as
ρ(x, δs) =
x2
2δ2s
. (4.23)
We an write the optimal estimator as
ρ(ds − u(s;α), δs) = (ds − u(s;α))
2
2δ2s
. (4.24)
Then the least squares method an be applied to the optimal estimator, equation
(4.24). If the solution of equation (4.22) is relatively insensitive to small deviations
of measurements, i.e. small hanges for the bulk of data or large hanges for a few
points, then the estimator is said to be robust.
The robust gradient method is formulated by reasting the least squares minimiza-
tion tehnique with the aim of (i) preventing smoothing aross motion boundary and
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(ii) permitting motion reovery, Blak [17℄. Therefore, (4.19) an be used as a general
framework for assumption violation models (spatial oherene and temporal onti-
nuity).
Given an image R of size n1×n2, we dene a grid of sites pk, where (i(pk), j(pk))
denes the pixel loation of the searh window, and 0 ≤ i(pk), j(pk) ≤ n1n2 − 1 is
satised. Trivially, k ∈ [1, 2,. . . , n1n2]. We dene S as a small neighbour of points
near (i, j); in our ase
S = {(i− 1, j), (i + 1, j), (i, j), (i, j − 1), (i, j + 1)}. (4.25)
We dene G as the neighbourhood system that determines the loal interation of
sites. G is dened as G = {Gs, s ∈ S} G = {Gs, s ∈ S} where for eah s ∈ S, Gs
satises the following properties, Blak [17℄:
 Gs ⊆ S,
 s /∈ Gs, and
 s ∈ Gt ⇔ t ∈ Gs.
So, in our ase Gs is that set of immediate neighbours of s and exludes s itself. We
write Gs as
Gs = {(i(s) + 1, j(s)), (i(s), j(s) + 1), (i(s) − 1, j(s)), (i(s), j(s) − 1)}. (4.26)
The least-squares form of the optial ow is given by
E(u, v) =
∑
S
λED(u, v) +ES(u, v) (4.27)
=
∑
s∈S
[λρ(fxus + fyvs + ft, δ1)
+
∑
n∈Gs
ρ(us − un, δ2) +
∑
n∈Gs
ρ(vs − vn, δ2)], (4.28)
when ρ is a quadrati error measure, see (4.23)) and λ is a onstant used to balane
the two terms (We use λ = 0.5.), see Appendix A.7 for more information. ED is
the data onservation term and ES is an expliit smoothness term using a dierent
approah. Equation (4.27) is also known as the general equation of robust optial
ow. The objet funtion, E(u, v), for the regularization approah is
E(u, v) =
∑
p∈P
[∑
R λρ(fxu+ fyv + ft, δ1) +
∑
m∈Gp
[
ρ(up − um, δ2) + ρ(vp − vm, δ2)
]]
,
(4.29)
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where Gp represents the set of neighbours of p in the grid, δ1 and δ2 are sale
parameters, and ρ is the weight funtion dened in equation (4.23). Our goal is to
solve for vp and up. We take the partial derivative of equation (4.29) with respet to
up, giving
∂E
∂up
=
∑
p∈P
[
λfx
∂ρ
∂δx
(fxu+ fyv + ft, δ1) +
∑
m∈Gp
∂ρ
∂δx
(up − um, δ2)
]
, (4.30)
and set
∂E
∂up
= 0. (4.31)
Then we ompute up using a standard iterative sheme. We hoose the suessive
over-relaxation (SOR) method, and the (k + 1)th estimate of up is given by
uk+1p = u
k
p −
w
T (up)
∂E
∂up
, (4.32)
where w is the relaxation parameter and T (up) is taken as an upper bound on the
seond partial derivative of E. Clearly, T (up) an be dened as
T (up) =
λf2x
δ21
+
4
δ22
≥ ∂
2E
∂up2
,∀p ∈ P . (4.33)
Similarly to solve for vp, we solve
∂E
∂vp
= 0 using the same tehnique. The reader is
advised to onsult Blak [17℄ for more information.
Table 4.1 provides the suessive over-relaxation algorithm. In order to make our
alulation faster, for every two frame intervals we ompute optial ow.
4.5 Disussion
We hose features of interest (orners) using Harris Corner Detetor and we fed
them to optial ow routine. The features are traked using dense optial ow over a
number of pre-dened image sequenes. Optial ow is shown to be a better traker
ompared to KLT due to its ability of traking robustly. The traked features are
saved in a measurement matrix, say W in x and y order. Finally, the measurement
matrix is used by the Unsented Kalman Filter to reover the 3D struture.
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Given is a time-varying sequene of n images and f(x, y, t) be a funtion
representing a dynami hange in the image brightness. fx, fy and ft denote
partial derivatives with respet to x, y and t, respetively.
 Initialize (u, v) = (dxdt ,
dy
dt ), set the number of iterations itermax
and the number of frames to proess nframes, i.e (v, u) = (0, 0),
itermax = 20 and nframes = 100. u¯ and v¯ are the means of the
veloity in the x and y diretions in some neighbourhood of (x, y).
 m = 1 · · · nframes.
 Compute P = fxu¯ + fyv¯ and D = λ
2 + f2x + f
2
y. The onstant
λ is a Lagrange multiplier. See A.7 for more information.
 Compute optial ow over all pixels in the image for
k = 1 · · · itermax as
uk,m = u¯k−1,m − wfx
P
D
(4.34)
and
vk,m = v¯k−1,m − wfy
P
D
. (4.35)
The iteration an also stop if E2 ≤ ξ, where ξ is a permitted
maximum error and
E2 = (fxu+ fyv) + f t)
2 + λ(u2x + v
2
x + u
2
y + v
2
y), (4.36)
where ux, uy, vx and vy are partial derivatives.
 Evaluate (u, v) over all image points.
 Inrease m until all images in the sequene have been proessed.
Table 4.1: Relaxation Computation of Optial Flow
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Chapter 5
The Struture from Motion as a
Kalman Filter Problem
The general problem of Struture from Motion (SfM ) is the estimation of the 3D
struture and motion given a sequene of video images, Jebara et al [68℄, Margarey
[94℄, Soato and Perona [129℄, [130℄, [131℄. The motivation for using the Kalman l-
ter approah lies in the fat that for more realisti amera model, the fatorization
method based on the simple orthographi an no longer be used fails. In a Kalman
lter ontext, the shape and motion variables orrespond to the hidden state. The
image video sequene ontains the observations.
In this hapter, we present a realisti model. We disuss the framework based
on the onepts used by Azarbayejani [4℄ and Venter [150℄. Next, some relevant
tehniques in the eld of SfM are disussed, starting with tehniques used in obser-
vation modeling and ending with struture and motion modeling to reover the 3D
information of the moving objets. Reall that in Chapter 2 we said that it was not
possible to apply the fatorization approah to real problems beause it assumes a
simple amera model. In addition it does not model the noise. In this hapter we
investigate a realisti amera whih models noise.
5.1 Observation Model
The pinhole amera model an be seen as a good approximation for the real-world
lens systems found in ameras, see Figure 5.1. This model is haraterized by the
fat that only rays passing through a single point, the projetion enter, reah the
image plane, and the image will be upside down as seen in the Figure 5.1. This
model, a point in spae with oordinates P = [x, y, z]T is mapped to the point on
the image plane where a line joining the point P to the entre of projetion meets
the image plane. The foal plane passes through the foal point and is parallel to
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the image plane. There are two oordinate systems, namely the objet oordinate
system (OCS) and the amera oordinate system (CCS). The relation of these two
system is further disussed.
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Figure 5.1: The pinhole amera model as a real-world lens system
In order to easier understand how this works we give a geometri interpretation
of the pinhole amera model in Figure 5.2. Given a sene point in 3D−spae P
with oordinates [x, y, z]T relative to Eulidean oordinate system is observed by a
pinhole amera to point P ′ on the image plane with O as entre of the projetion,
see Figure 5.2.
Next a general matrix that desribes this type of projetion is derived. Consider
the entre of the projetion to be at point C′ known as the amera entre or optial
entre; see Figure 5.2.
Geometrially we represent this as seen in Figure 5.2. Using ongruent triangles
in Figure 5.2 it is easy to show that the image in the virtual image plane is exatly
the same as the real image, only saled and turned upside down, as an also be seen
Figure 5.1. From the similarity we write the projetion into the image plane (amera
oordinates)
(x′, y′) ≈ (f x
z
, f
y
z
). (5.1)
In homogeneous representation [x, y, z, 1]T is mapped to [f xz , f
y
z , 1]
T
. Using the
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Figure 5.2: Geometri meaning of pinhole amera projetion model
homogeneous representation we express this mapping as
 fxfy
z
 =
 f 0 0 00 f 0 0
0 0 1 0


x
y
z
1
 . (5.2)
This derivation was simple for a homogeneous ase but it is not used in pratie.
There are ases in whih the origin of oordinates in the image plane is not at the
prinipal point (0, 0, f).
There is a general relation between objet oordinate system and amera oordinate
system.We an express a point in terms of a Eulidean oordinate system or in
terms of amera oordinate system. These two systems are related to eah other by
translation and rotation. This is the ase to investigate. Let R be a rotation matrix,
P obj is a 3D−spae point, Xcam the same point in the amera oordinate system
and C′ the amera entre, we write
Xcam = RXobj + T = R(Xobj −Ccam) (5.3)
where Ccam represents the entre of the amera oordinate in objet oordinate sys-
tem, R is a 3 rotation matrix and T = −RC′ translation vetor. An orthographi
projetion is simply the pinhole amera with innite foal length.
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5.1.1 Sale Fator
This Subsetion shows that the 3D reonstrution an be estimated up to a sale
value. In pratie, the amera disretizes the image into pixels. The sales sx and sy
translate image oordinates to pixel values where sx and sy are sales with respet
to x and y. For simpliity, these are ignored for the rest of the disussion. Following
Reinhard [116℄ one an write[
x
y
]
=
f
z + f
[
px
py
]
(5.4)
where (px, py) is a point in the image oordinate system. By dening
α =
z
f
, (5.5)
(5.4) an be rewritten as[
x
y
]
=
1
1 + α
[
px
py
]
. (5.6)
P1
P2
Image Plane
Z
PSfrag replaements
f
p′
Figure 5.3: The points p1 and p2 yield the same observation.
The model desribed in Figure 5.3 tells us that only the ratio α is important.
Changing the foal length f in this model will aet the projeted oordinate inde-
pendently of z, Azarbayejani and Pentland [5℄. It is impossible to tell whether z has
hanged or the foal length has hanged. Hene, dierent values yield the same ratio
α.
From (5.5) one an see that if the foal length beomes innite, then α→ 0, and
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so
lim
α→0
1
1 + α
[
px
py
]
=
[
px
py
]
. (5.7)
And then one an write any 3D point of a rigid objet asxy
z
 =
px(1 + α)py(1 + α)
z
 , (5.8)
This tells us, that if α and the measurements px and py are known, the 3D oordi-
nates x and y an be alulated but z remains undetermined, even in priniple.
In fat, Figure 5.3 shows that two dierent features p1 and p2 have produed the
same observation. The signiane of this is that the struture an only be estimated
up to a sale value. For rigid objets, the sale fator an in priniple be determined
for the whole struture and the objet an be saled aordingly.
The pinhole amera model has eleven degrees of freedom, namely:
 one for the foal length, f
 two for projetions, (x′, y′),
 three for rotation matrix R, (rx, ry, rz),
 three for translation vetor T , (tx, ty, tz) and
 two for sale fators, (sx, sy).
5.2 Dynami Model
In this hapter a dynami model is presented where p is onsidered a 3D point at
a time τ and z its projetion. Assuming the objet's struture is speied in some
oordinate system attahed to the objet, alled the Objet Coordinate System or
OCS. Thus, the struture of the objet is ompletely dened by a set of features in
the Objet Coordinate System, given as
pocs =
pxpy
z
 . (5.9)
The dynami proess model is the transformation from the OCS to the amera
oordinate system at eah time step τ . Thus the motion is desribed by the set of
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transformations R(τ) and t(τ) so that, at time τ
pccs(τ) = R(τ)pocs + t(τ). (5.10)
where R is the rotation matrix and t the translation omponent.
Beause we are modeling a real world proess, we assume the rate at whih we are
taking measurements is fast in omparison with hanges in the motion. Therefore,
the terms R(τ) and t(τ) do not hange quikly.
5.2.1 Model Initialization
The rotation is initialized by aligning the OCS with the orresponding CCS, that is
R0−1(0) = I. The translation omponents tx and ty are initialized as the mean of
initial projetions and tz is initially equal to zero. That is
t(0) =
 px,0py,0
0
 . (5.11)
Then (5.8) an be rewritten as
 xy
z
 =

px,0(1 +
z
f )− px,0
py,0(1 +
z
f )− py,0
z
 (5.12)
=

px,0(1 + α)− px,0
py,0(1 + α)− py,0
z
 . (5.13)
Note that any error introdued in the initial observation will aet the nal results.
We assume that the observations to be orrupted with Gaussian white noise and
zero-mean. Thus
ν ∼ N (0,Gτ ), (5.14)
where 0 denotes a zero-mean and Gτ the observation ovariane matrix at time τ .
Our main goal is to robustly reover the motion and struture from a 2D images
sequene. Therefore, struture and motion models are disussed next.
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5.2.2 Struture Model
The avour of the models is desribed as following:
The struture model is represented by z and the model unertainties are zero-
mean with ovariane Q. The rotation sub-model is represented by x and it is
onatenated by q (rotational quaternion) and w (rotational veloity). The rota-
tion sub-model desribes the rotation of the objet oordinate system as well as the
amera oordinate system. Finally, the translation sub-model is represented by t
desribing the translation of the objet in amera oordinate system over time.
We desribe the struture model assuming that the objet's features are moving
slowly with respet to the frame rate and obey the requirements of the Nyquist
theorem, Corporation [39℄. This implies that the urrent state of the struture is
similar to the previous one, that is
si|i−1 = si−1|i−1 + µi−1. (5.15)
Equation (5.15) is referred as the struture state transition. The modeling uner-
tainties (µ) will be expressed as
µ ∼ N (0,Qτ ), (5.16)
where 0 denotes a zero-mean and Qτ the state ovariane matrix. Let l be the
number of features of an objet. The estimate model of the struture of eah feature
(state transitions), form the struture vetor
si = [ si0, · · · , sik, · · · , sin−1 ]T , i ∈ [1, · · · l]. (5.17)
We emphasize that from the projetion the missing information is about z. The
struture model is initialized by using the initial information about a at objet.
5.2.3 Motion Model
5.2.3.1 The Rotation Sub-model
The estimation of three-dimensional objet orientation or rotation and position pa-
rameters from image data is an important aspet in SfM problems, Mukundan [100℄.
Our rotation model is represented mathematially by a normalized quaternion (see
Setion A.4). Quaternions are hyper-omplex numbers of rank 4, onstituting a four
dimensional vetor spae over the eld of real numbers, Faugeras [48℄, Vii [151℄.
The rotation sub-model desribes the rotation of the OCS as well as its rotational
veloity in relation to its initial orientation in the CCS. The following four-tuple
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notation is used to represent a quaternion
q = [ q0, q1, q2, q3 ]
T , (5.18)
where qTq = 1. The most important property of quaternions is that they an har-
aterize rotations in three-dimensional spae, using a set of Euler angles {ψ, φ, θ},
Mukundan [100℄. Following Mukundan [100℄, the rotation veloity vetor ω is on-
atenated in three quaternion rotations as
ω = [ωx ωy ωz] (5.19)
and ωx is the veloity around x− axis, et.
There are some advantages in representing rotational parameters using quater-
nions: (i) the algebrai system of equations has losed-form solutions for quaternion
elements; (ii) the estimation of 3D rotational parameters leads to a nonlinear sys-
tem of algebrai equations that an be solved using well-known numerial tehniques,
Mukundan [100℄, Faugeras [48℄. Our model assumes that aeleration hanges slowly;
so, it is lear that both the quaternion q and the rotational veloity ω should form
part of the estimation. Therefore, the state variable for rotation is omposed as
xR = [q0 q1 q2 q3 ωx ωy ωz]. (5.20)
Using Appendix A.4, the general update equation is given by
xR+1 = xR + [sˆ vˆ1 vˆ2 vˆ3 wˆx wˆy wˆz]δτ + φ, (5.21)
where φ is some noise. In the state variable we use the rotation update given by
(5.40) and the estimated rotation matrix R is alulated from (A.19). The state-
dependene of the model parameters must be inorporated in order to implement it
in the Kalman lter, Choukroun et al [31℄.
5.2.3.2 The Translation Sub-model
In this setion we disuss translation ignoring rotation. The goal of the translation
sub-model is to desribe the translation of the objet in the CCS over time. Consider
the motion desribed by τ :
pccs(τ) =
[
pocs + t(τ)
]
=
pxpy
z
+
tx(τ)ty(τ)
tz(τ)
 . (5.22)
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We wish to rewrite the above equation so that one of the translation parameters will
have the most eet on the image plane projetions. To do this we dene
ϕx(τ) = tx(τ)/(1 + tz(τ)/f), (5.23)
ϕy(τ) = ty(τ)/(1 + tz(τ)/f) (5.24)
and
ϕz(τ) = tz(τ)/f. (5.25)
From (5.4), the projetion is dened as
z(τ) =
f
(f + z + tz(τ))
[
px + tx(τ)
py + ty(τ)
]
, (5.26)
and this an be rewritten in terms of transformed variables, from (5.23) to (5.25) as
z(τ) =
f
(f + z + fϕz)
[
px + ϕx(1 + ϕz)
py + ϕy(1 + ϕz)
]
. (5.27)
The time-propagation of these three variables is now derived in relation to the objet's
CCS veloity: The time-derivative d of ϕ is dened as
d = [ϕ′x ϕ
′
y ϕ
′
z]
T . (5.28)
Consider the time-derivative of ϕz:
d
dτ
ϕz = t
′
z/f, (5.29)
whih an be rewritten as a forward dierene estimate (see Dahrlquist and Bjork
[42℄, Burden and Faires [27℄).
ϕ′z(τ) =
ϕz(τ +∆τ)− ϕz(τ)
∆τ
. (5.30)
In the ase of ϕx(τ) and ϕy(τ), the omputation is more ompliated due to the
saling fator ϕz,
d
dτ
ϕx(τ) =
t′x(1 +
tz
f )− t
′
ztx
f
(1 + tzf )
2
(5.31)
=
ϕ′x
1 + ϕz
− ϕ
′
ztx
(1 + ϕz)2
. (5.32)
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Rewriting this equation as a forward dierene and substituting (5.23) produes
ϕz =
ϕz(τ +∆τ)− ϕz(τ)
∆τ
, (5.33)
whih simplies to
ϕx(τ + 1) = ϕx(τ) + ∆τ
tx(τ + 1)− tx(τ)
1 + ϕz
−∆τtxϕz(τ + 1)− ϕz(τ)
(1 + ϕz)2
. (5.34)
Similarly, for ϕy(τ + 1),
ϕy(τ + 1) = ϕy(τ) + ∆τ
ty(τ + 1)− ty(τ)
1 + ϕz
−∆τtyϕz(τ + 1)− ϕz(τ)
(1 + ϕz)2
. (5.35)
The ∆τ value used in the equations above depends on the hosen time sale. When
the frame-rate diers from frame to frame over the sequene, the value of ∆τ should
hange in proportion to the frame-rate. The denition of the translation state vari-
able's omposition is given
ϕ = [ϕx ϕy ϕz]
T , (5.36)
whih uses (5.34), (5.35) and (5.30) as the various time propagation funtions from
(5.23) to (5.25).
5.2.3.3 Compat Model
The main goal is to build a ompat model. The objet's rotation relative to the
OCS is desribed using quaternions (see Appendix A for more information).
The rotation and angular veloity state transition are modeled as in equations
(5.20) and (5.21).
The translation relates the origin of the OCS relative to the CCS. The translation
is given by equation (5.36) and the translation veloity states that the veloity is the
time-derivative of the translation
d = [ dx, dy, dz ]
T . (5.37)
The respetive state olumn vetors is onatenated to onstrut the full state
olumn vetor with dimension n+ 13:
S = [ sT , qT , ωT , ϕT , dT ]T . (5.38)
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5.2.4 Computing the a priori Struture and Motion Variables
The Kalman lter alulates the a priori state variables during the proess update
step, whih represent the guess of the state of the system during the next time-
step. In this setion the equations for produing these values for eah model are
disussed. The struture estimation is Gaussian random with zero-mean white noise
with a variane P s, whih represents struture model noise. The rotational veloity
is assumed to hange slowly over time it is propagated by
ω(τ + 1) = ω(τ) + ωˆδτ + η(0,Pω). (5.39)
Again η(0,Pω) is the zero-mean white noise whih inorporates the modeling ap-
proximation error. The rotation estimation given by Appendix A.19 is updated by
sˆ
vˆ1
vˆ2
vˆ3

τ+1
=

1 δτ2 wˆz − δτ2 wˆy δτ2 wˆx
δτ
2 wˆz 1
δτ
2 wˆy
δτ
2 wˆy
δτ
2 wˆy − δτ2 wˆx 1 δτ2 wˆz
δτ
2 wˆx − δτ2 wˆy − δτ2 wˆz 1


sˆ
vˆ1
vˆ2
vˆ3

τ
+ η(0,R). (5.40)
The translational veloity estimate is also assumed to hange slowly over time,
so that
d(τ + 1) = d(τ) + η(0,P d), (5.41)
where η(0,P d) represents the estimation error as well as the error in the translation
model. This in turn allows us to write the a priori saling fator ϕz as
ϕz(τ + 1) = ϕz(τ) + ∆τϕ
′
z(τ + 1) + η(0,Qtz), (5.42)
and the image plane translation estimate as
[
ϕx(τ + 1)
ϕy(τ + 1)
]
=
 11+ 2∆τdz(τ+1)fϕz(τ+1)
[
ϕx(τ) + ∆τ
dx(τ+1)
ϕz(τ+1)
]
1
1+
2∆τdz(τ+1)
fϕz(τ+1)
[
ϕy(τ) +∆τ
dy(τ+1)
ϕz(τ+1)
]
+ η(0,P txy), (5.43)
where η(0,Qtz) and η(0,P txy) represent the estimation error in the objet's distane
from the amera and its projeted enter respetively.
5.2.5 The Measurement Estimation Model
The measurement estimate model applies the perspetive projetion to the urrent
estimate of the 3D CCS objet. This produes the 2D image plane oordinates of
the urrent objet points. Sine one an measure the atual urrent 2D image plane
oordinates of the objet, it is possible to ompare these two sets of information to
produe the Kalman lter's innovation value, see Setion 3.2 or Bar-Shalom et al [7℄
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for more information.
5.2.6 Initialization
The onvergene of any model depends on suitable initial onditions. If the ini-
tial information is far removed from the solution, either the model onverges slowly,
or it diverges. When nothing is initially known about the struture of the objet,
s0 = (zx, zy, 0) is a good hoie for eah point, sine the initial estimated objet
appears to be a at plane parallel to the image plane.
Sine we do not have any knowledge of rotation, a relative measure of orientation
is to align the OCS with the CCS. We set the initial quaternion as
q0 = [ 1, 0, 0, 0 ] (5.44)
(i.e. the initial rotation is the identity matrix). Aordingly, the initial angular ve-
loity vetor is set to ω0 = 0.
We only have partial information available to initialize the translation vetor. The
omponents tx and ty are initialized as the 2D mean of the initial set of observations,
sine the translation of the traked objet is dened by the translation of its entroid
t0 =
 px,0py,0
0
 , (5.45)
where tz is set to zero. Thus, the initial struture oinides with the image plane
with its entroid at the 2D mean of the initial set of observations. This is also the
origin of the OCS and the point about whih rotation ours. We set the translation
veloity to d0 = 0.
In general it is not easy to estimate the initial error ovariane sine little a
priori information is available. The state ovariane matrix P is initialized with a
spherial ovariane matrix, ontaining the same value for eah entry on its main
diagonal. The matries Q and G are also spherial matries and the entries on the
main diagonal are xed for a partiular sequene. Thus, these matries are eah
fully desribed by a variane. There are two fators that inuene the observation
unertainty:
 auray of the feature traker and
 resolution of the image frames.
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However it is possible to estimate the observation noise from the resolution of the
frames for a partiular sequene. Observation noise is never less than the resolution.
All images are saled by the resolution height and width to reate a normalized
frame with unity width and height. Thus, if one pixel deviation is assumed, then the
observation noise variane an be based on the mean of the respetive reiproals of
the resolution width and height
σ2r =
1
2
(
1
width
+
1
height
)
. (5.46)
The maximum value of 0.0016 (mean error) will be used as the global measurement
noise value error,
E576×720 =
1
2
[
1
576 +
1
720
]
= 0.001562500. (5.47)
The system proved to be eient and aurate on tests with both syntheti and real
data. We found that UKF will need more frames to onverge if the data ontains
some noise over 15 perent of the absolute value of the data. Experimentally we also
found that when setting the three ovarianes as
 P = I × 5× 10−2,
 Q = I × 10−3 and
 G = I × 10−3
the system onverged after 80 frames where I is identity matrix.
The state, proess noise and observation noise vetors X, µ and ν respetively
have dimensions n + 13, n + 13 and 2 × n if expressed in terms of the number of
features n. Thus, the dimension of the augmented state vetor is given by
N = 2× (n + 13) + 2× n (5.48)
= 4× n+ 26. (5.49)
5.3 Implementation
Our algorithm implements two estimations as two separate UKF Filters. In the
Kalman proess update step, the estimates of the initial struture (in the OCS) and
urrent motion (in the CCS) are alulated. In the Measurement Estimation step,
the motion is applied to the struture. This aligns the estimated struture with the
estimated orientation of the objet. The image plane projetion of eah point is
now alulated. During the Kalman innovation, these estimated measurements are
ompared with the atual measurements.
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5.3.1 The Unsented Kalman Filter Loop
The Kalman lter is applied to the SfM problem as the hidden state a single state
variable. In SfM, the state to be estimated onsists of two distint sub states:
 The motion information, whih may vary dynamially and
 the strutural information, whih is stati (for a rigid objet).
It is possible to separate the state into a motion and the struture omponents. This
allows the use of a dual-kalman lter estimating the two omponents in onjuntion.
Thus, the use of two separate Kalman lters is implemented. The rst (motion) lter
uses the estimate of struture provided by the seond lter to estimate the motion.
The seond (struture) lter uses the estimate of motion produed by the rst lter
to update the estimate of the struture. The motivations for using dual-estimation
are:
 It is natural to remove any oupling between motion and struture, sine these
states are physially independent.
 The large single state estimate, onsisting of motion and struture, is divided
into two separate states. These states are smaller, and the operations per-
formed on the ovariane matries are faster.
Note that separate proess update funtions Fs(·) and Fm(·) estimate struture
and motion respetively. The measurement estimate funtionH(·) is used unmodied
in both lters.
5.3.2 Implementation of UKF
The implementation of the UKF is basially for the state, proess and measurement.
The three Gaussian random variables whih are onverted into their orresponding
sigma point sets are desribed by
 state: mean xˆ(k) with ovariane Pi(k),
 proess: zero mean with ovariane Q(k) and
 measurement: zero mean with ovariane Gi(k).
The matries Pi, Q and Gi are square matries with dimensions (n+13)× (n+13),
(n + 13) × (n + 13) and (2 × n) × (2 × n) with an augmented dimension of n × n.
These sigma points now take the plae of the usual quantities in the Kalman proess
equations, as desribed in the Unsented Transform disussion above, where the a
posteriori distributions are alulated from these transformed sigma points. In more
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detail: the UKF rst onatenates the various quantities xˆ(k), P (k), Q(k) and G(k)
into a super state variable xˆa and super state ovariane matrix P a,
xˆa(k) = [xˆ(k) 0 0], (5.50)
P a(k) =
 P (k) 0 00 Q(k) 0
0 0 G(k)
 , (5.51)
whih is transformed using the forward UT. The algebrai proess is as in Chapter
3 and Subsetion 3.3.2.1.
5.3.3 Choie of Initial Conditions
The initial onditions of the algorithm inlude not only the state variables, but also
the state error ovariane matries, and the values of the proess and measurement
noise. The state variables and error ovarianes are initialized as disussed in Setion
5.2.6.
5.4 Comparison: SVD Method vs UKF Method
In this setion we briey ompare the solution of SfM problem using the Singular
Value Deomposition algorithm and the Unsented Kalman Filter approah. We run
the experiments using UKF algorithm with the same data as used in Chapter 2.
The results shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate the advantage of the Unsented
Kalman Filter against the Fatorization Method in solving real problems. The next
example does not only show the robustness of the Unsented Kalman Filter but also
the dependeny of this on the number of frames. We run the UKF for quasi-real
data under perspetive projetion. First, we trak 59 features over 30 frames and
the results are shown in Figure 5.6
Again we also trak 59 features over 40 frames and the results are shown in
Figure 5.7
Finally, fty nine features are traked over fty frames using KLT, but SVD was
not able to reonstrut a ube (see Figure 5.8). Comparing Figure 5.8 with Figure
5.6 is lear the advantage of UKF.
This is an expeted result, as the SVD algorithm does not model noise and the
model assumes an innite foal length. The UKF models a more realisti amera
model and UKF expliitly models both proess and measurement noise.
Clearly, it takes a while, 80 frames in this ase, for the Kalman lter to onverge.
If more projetions are available, then UKF onverges. The more frames we have
the better results we get.
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Figure 5.4: Struture reovering of the ube under rotation and translation with noise of 20
perent using SVD: (a) Observations, (b) Motion and () 3D reonstrution
5.5 Conlusion
In this hapter we have developed an algorithm whih solves real world problems
by employing the Unsented Kalman Filter algorithm. The algorithm is shown to
be robust ompared to the Singular Value Deomposition. The main advantage of
the algorithm developed in this hapter lies in the fat that it models both noise
and proess, making it suitable to real problems. The algorithm onverged after
80 frames but when trying to re-initialize, using the rst ve frames, the system
onverges after 75 frames. This is not a very good ahievement, therefore another
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Figure 5.5: Struture reovering of the ube under rotation and translation with noise of 20
perent using UKF: (a) Original image, (b) z-struture and () 3D reonstrution
way of improving the UKF onvergene must be investigated.
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The moving objects with 59 tracked points at frame 34.
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Figure 5.6: 3D reonstrution and UKF: (a) Original image with traked features and (b) 3D
reonstrution using 30 frames
The moving objects with 59 tracked points at frame 34.
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Figure 5.7: 3D reonstrution and UKF: (a) Original image with traked features and (b) 3D
reonstrution using 40 frames
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Chapter 6
A Tra Surveillane System
This hapter, begins with a brief introdution to the tra surveillane system prob-
lem. We desribe in detail the tehniques we used for image segmentation, parti-
ularly bakground extration, objet lustering and speed omputation. We also
desribe the alibration tehniques used in the experiments.
Our main goals are to detet a new objet entering in a dened area of interest
and then ompute its speed. This proedure will also be used to ount objets moving
past a referene line.
6.1 Requirements
The main requirement of a tra surveillane system is to identify and trak the
motion of moving objets. The system must:
 be able to funtion under a wide range of weather onditions,
 assess tra onditions aurately,
 operate in real time,
 give a report of variables suh as speed, ow and density,
 be able to separate (luster) objets, and
 be easy to manage or operate automatially.
The implementation or development of a road surveillane system with the above
requirements is not an easy task, see e.g. Lorio [84℄, Papenfus [107℄, Rittsher et al
[117℄, Coifman and Beymer [35℄. If we look at the appliability under a wide variety
of weather onditions, the rst issue is for example, how to distinguish between a
blak, green or red ar and the bakground. Other onerns inlude how to make
sure that one is traking a ar and not its shadow. If the ars are very lose to eah
other, how an the system distinguish between them?
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6.2 Bakground Extration
Our rst goal is to extrat the bakground in order to obtain the moving objets.
Given a video sequene, the omputation of the bakground onsists of determining
whih features are stati. We have applied two ways of omputing the bakground
namely, frame dierening and histogram approah. The mathematial representa-
tion of an n×m gray-sale image is speied by nm pixel values arranged as a matrix.
Frame by Frame dierene: The frame dierening of two frames at dierent
times reveals regions of motion. Let I be a dierene image of two images I1 and
I2. Then we an write I mathematially as
I(i, j) =
{
0 if |I1(i, j) − I2(i, j)| ≤ T, where T is a suitable threshold
I1(i, j) otherwise.
(6.1)
The value of T was experimentally hosen to satisfy the redution of noise. The
system automatially uses T = max |I|/95.
On histogram we ompare the value of a pixel at time τ with another at the
same position but at a dierent time τ + i. In our experiments, we use a amera
with a frame rate of 24 frames per seond. The video sequenes were taken in plaes
where ars were moving with speed above 25 km/h. Sine we have a video sequene,
and onsidering that the objets are moving, none would stay in the same plae for
more than three onseutive frames. Thus, we ompute the histogram for every four
suessive frames. If the pixel value remains the same, then the pixel is onsidered
to be in the bakground.
Bakground omputation is sensitive to weather onditions, vibration, et. For
example, the leaves of trees will look like moving objets, Wei et al [159℄, Lorio [84℄,
Rittsher et al [117℄. A diult problem is when a amera is vibrating, i.e. mounted
on a bridge. This requires a statistial approah. It is important to point out that
for every video sequene a orresponding bakground must be extrated. Figure 6.1
shows the general street view taken at the same plae using dierent views in dier-
ent sequenes. The orrespondent bakgrounds were omputed using the histogram
approah, Figure 6.2.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the results of subtrating the bakground from the given
frame. The resulting image onsists of the moving objets in the sequene.
Next, we show some diulties that an arise in omputing the bakground. We
took some frames on National Freeway (N2) about 40 km from Cape Town. The
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Figure 6.1: General view of Merriman Avenue: images taken from (a) Video sequene 01 and
(b) Video sequene 03 where one ar is stopped at the robot
Processing Background at colormap level  251/251.
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Figure 6.2: Two dierent bakgrounds of the same area: Merriman Avenue (a) Video sequene
01 and (b) Video sequene 03
amera was plaed near the bridge and a sequene of 858 image frames was aptured.
Next we moved the amera to the bridge and we took three more sequenes. Some-
times heavily loaded truks were passing and we ould feel the bridge vibrate. We
were able to ompute the bakground using histogram tehniques (see Figure 6.5),
but in the ase of the vibrating amera, the histogram fails (see Figure 6.6). Clearly,
the diulty was due to the amera vibration and the objets' movement. As a
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Processing Background at colormap level  251/251.
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Figure 6.3: (a) General view of Merriman Avenue, (b) Computed bakground and : Moving
objets for video sequene 01
result, everything seems to be moving. In gure 6.7, we present the result obtained
using frame by frame dierene.
This result shows us that the histogram tehnique does not work orretly in all
situations. Therefore, we suggest to use frame subtration. The frame subtration
proved to be onvenient for determining moving objets. In our implementation the
user is free to hose one or the other. Figure 6.8 shows how well the system ould
detet the moving objets under amera small vibration (sequene 3).
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Processing Background at colormap level  251/251.
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Figure 6.4: (a) General view of Merriman Avenue, (b) Computed bakground and () Moving
objets for video sequene 03
6.3 Objets Clustering
The seond goal is to be able to ount the number of objets and ompute the speed
of objets. The features must belong to a single objet. In order to ahieve this we
need to apply the lustering algorithms. Simply speaking, k-means lustering is an
algorithm to lassify or to group objets based on attributes/features into k groups,
where k is a positive integer number. The grouping is done by minimizing the sum of
the squares of the distanes between the data in eah luster and the orresponding
luster entroid.
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Figure 6.5: (a) General view of N2 and (b) Computed bakground using histogram - sequene
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Figure 6.6: (a) General view of N2 and (b) Histogram fails to ompute bakground - sequene
02
After removing the bakground the system detets the orners of objets. The
next problem is to determine whih feature belongs to what objet. Imagine that we
have an n ×m image with objets in it. If we know how many objets are in that
image, then for every objet's enter (Cxy), for xed value r, all the features inside
of a irle of radius r will be onsidered to belong to the same objet ‖Cxy−pi‖ ≤ r.
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Figure 6.7: (a) General view of N2 and (b) Robustness of subtration method - sequene 02
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Figure 6.8: (a) General view of N2 and (b) Deteted moving objets for sequene 03
In our implementation, we use ourMatlab ode (cluster_flow.m) to perform the
lustering. Note that r must be hosen not to be very large1 beause this will allow
some points that belong to another objet to be within the radius. This is the ase
when two objets are lose to eah other. The most diult ase is when we don't
know the number of objets and we want to determine the number of objets involved
1
Compared to the maximum size of objets to be separated.
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in the sene. Automati lustering tehniques have reeived great attention and are
available, see e.g. Muller [102℄, Barfoot and D'Eleuterio [8℄, Manolis and Jerey [93℄.
Sine we have image points, lustering an be easily ahieved by applying a k-means
algorithm over the deteted features with the help of (6.4) below. The robustness
of the system will depend on how many features are deteted; the more we have the
better the lustering result. In pratie, before a lustering tehnique an be applied
some relation between features must be dened. Consider a set of m features at
frame i, that is
Xi =
[
xi,1 xi,2 · · · xi,m
yi,1 yi,2 · · · yi,m
]
. (6.2)
The 2D data has to be used to determine a measure of assoiation between
points. So the similarity value r an be alulated from the distane between these
m features in the image as
rk,j =
√
(xi,k − xi,j)2 + (yi,k − yi,j)2. (6.3)
A set of observations for whih the pairwise distane r is smaller than the given
threshold is onsidered a luster. Based on our experiments, we use a value of 12 as
our threshold. Then the lustering algorithm will use the similarity matrix S whih
is omputed using sample standard deviation as
sk,j =
√∑m
p=1(rk,j − rp,j)2
m− 1 . (6.4)
We note that (i) Small values orrespond to features inside of a irle with enter a
referene point indiating that both belong to the same objet; (ii) Features far away
from eah other will be onsidered not to belong to the same objet; (iii) k-means
improves the lustering, moving features from one luster to another and this redues
the total lustering error (sum of individual luster errors).
Features belonging to the same objet an be mislassied or assigned to dier-
ent lusters (see e.g. Muller [102℄, Manolis and Jerey [93℄ and Lorio [84℄ for more
information and appliations). Mislassied features seldom ause problems during
the reonstrution phase, Magaia et al [91℄. In Figure 6.9 we have one ar but it
was lassied as two lusters. It shows as two lusters. In Figure 6.10a we display
the two lusters together, and in Figure 6.10b the 3D reonstrution. The two
images are displayed in the same gure, enabling us to see the resulting image. The
lustering parameters an be determined experimentally but we would rather have
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Frame 83 with 184 tracked points.
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Figure 6.9: Clustering using a bad parameter: (a) First luster and (b) Seond luster
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Figure 6.10: Clustering using a bad parameter: (a) One objet deteted as two lusters and (b)
Reonstrution of the two lusters
too many lusters than too few. Next we inrease the lustering parameter and we
were able to detet the whole objet as a single objet (see Figure 6.11). We have
tested our system using images whih ontain more than one objet, and the result
an be seen in Figure 6.13. The number of lusters k was automatially omputed
using available Matlab Toolboxes, for instane the Image Proessing Toolbox and
the Statistial Toolbox. We provide Matlab with the Eulidean distane parameter
r between 9 and 13 to ompute the number of feature groups.
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Frame 86 with 301 tracked points.
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Figure 6.11: Clustering using a good parameter: (a) One objet lassied as one luster and
(b) Reonstrution of the luster
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1459 edge and boundary points at frame 8.
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Figure 6.12: Clustering using a good parameter: (a) Original image and (b) Corners of objets
The lustering performane is summarized in the table 6.1. The lustering param-
eters were taken randomly with the intention of analyzing the lustering robustness
2
.
Note that we have applied the same parameters to all the tested images. The general
performane was ounted manually. We ount the number of objets in the image
2
There is always a parameter that an t the image best.
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Figure 6.13: Clustering using a good parameter: (a) lusters (b) the shape of lustered objets
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Figure 6.14: Clustering: (a) using a bad parameter and (b) using good parameter
and then we ount the number of orretly lassied. The perentage of orretly
lassied gives us the performane. The 3D reonstrution does not depend on
the luster parameter. Plotting shapes in the same graph will result in a 3D objet.
The lustering steps an be summarized as:
1. Plae k points into the spae represented by the objets that are being lus-
tered. These points represent initial group entroids;
2. Assign eah feature to the group that has the losest entroid;
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Loation Seq Total
images
Mis-
lustered
General Perfor-
mane
Merriman 3 26 6 88.46
Highway N2 1 28 9 83.93
Highway N2 2 16 5 84.38
Highway N2 3 16 6 81.25
Highway N2 4 24 6 87.50
Highway N2 5 8 2 87.50
Highway N2 6 28 8 85.72
Road R102 1 16 7 78.13
Road R310 1 1 1 50.00
Road R310 2 8 0 100.0
Table 6.1: Summary of lustering experiments.
3. When all features have been assigned, realulate the positions of the k en-
troids;
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the entroids no longer move. This produes a
separation of the features into groups from whih the metri to be minimized
an be alulated.
6.4 System Calibration
The system alibration is ruial for tra surveillane systems, partiularly for 3D
estimation auray, Han and Kanade [56℄, Luong et al [87℄, Luong and Faugeras
[88℄. The 3D reonstrution only gives us the relative size of the objet and speed.
We need the alibration to alulate the absolute values. Therefore, in our experi-
ments we use data taken from known moving ars. We use known speed rather than
distane beause it would be diult to determine the orret position of the ar
using its projetions.
We take a video sequene of two known ars and we measure their speed and
3D data. Calibration onsists of determining the 3D sale fator. Note that our 3D
algorithm reovers both shape and linear veloities. Therefore, using the reovered
3D struture, we are able to ompute the ar's veloity at a given time and the
orrespondent driven distane d. We observe where the 3D reonstrution of the
motion or shape begins to stabilize and we assume the 3D data to be orret only
from that point forwards (see Figures 6.16 and 6.18), Magaia et al [91℄. Calibration
should also be possible using known measurements (size of the ar, et.) as is shown
next. Note that when the system has onverged the shape remains onstant over
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Figure 6.15: System alibration; (a) Car with known data; (b) Car in the same sequene
whose data we estimate
time.
Realling the SfM problem, in Figure 6.22a we see that the 3D reonstrution
of the motion was orret, and so is the shape in Figure 6.22b. Now this part of the
system is used to determine the speed, and from 3D data we an also approximately
ompute the ar's dimensions, suh as the width and height. Figure 6.15a shows one
of the ars used to alibrate our system.
We take a sequene ontaining two ars with known data (speed), sine our
system reovers both shape and speed. We run the test over one of the known sets of
data (ar) and we save the omputed distane and speed. In order to test our ode,
we run the same experiment using saved data for the other ar in the same sequene.
The results onrmed that our ode was orret. Next we run another experiment
using data of the ar in Figure 6.15a over other ars in the same sequene, i.e. Figure
6.15b. Then we apply the system to any other moving objets. The omputation of
speed an be done using the following equation V2 =
d2×V1
d1
, where V1, d1 and d2 are
known speed and distanes and V2 is the unknown speed. Note that the distanes d1
and d2 are determined by alibrating the distane in time interval where the speed
is alulated. It is important to point out that if the amera moves or the amera's
foal length hanges (zooming) the system must be re-alibrated.
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Figure 6.16: Struture reovering of objets in data set 01: (a) x-oordinate, (b) y-oordinate
and () z-oordinate
6.5 Disussion
The problem of vehile monitoring an be seen as a problem of feature nding,
lustering and speed omputation over a given time interval. There are two main
problems in objet traking. The rst is related to whih prominent features to
trak, and the seond to the length of time those an be traked. The omputation
of orners has another advantage beause one an determine what kind of objet
3
3
with a large number of deteted features
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Figure 6.17: Struture reovering of objets in data set 01: (a) Translation and (b) Linear
veloity
is in the sene. Clearly, it is possible to distinguish between a ar, a person and a
motorbike. This makes the system suitable for many surveillane appliations. The
omputation of an objet's speed was omputed for every eighty frames. We were
able to determine the speed of eah ar involved in the sene. In gures 6.26 and
6.27 we an see how the shadow has some inuene on features detetion and reon-
strution.
Apart from these ontributions, another important feature is the ability to re-
over the shape of that objet (see Figure 6.28). From the shape we an see that it is
one objet, as two or more parts will have almost the same speed and orrelated di-
mensions. Now we onsider a ase in whih more than one objet is involved. Again
our system was able to reover the shape eiently; see Figures 6.27 and 6.28.
Vehile ounting was also tested. We dened an area of interest in whih we were
able to ount objets entering or leaving the sene.
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Figure 6.18: Struture reovering of objets in data set 03: (a) x-oordinate, (b) y-oordinate
and () z-oordinate
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Figure 6.19: Struture reovering of objets in data set 03: (a) Translation and (b) Linear
veloity
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Figure 6.20: Calibration: (a) Feature trajetories; (b) 3D stabilized trajetory
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Figure 6.21: Calibration: (a) Veloity omputed over entire interval; and (b) Unsaled and
stabilized veloity, () Saled and stabilized veloity
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Figure 6.22: 3D Reonstrution of: (a) Trajetory and (b) Shape
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Figure 6.23: Calibration: (a) Non alibrated speed (b) Calibrated veloity
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Figure 6.24: (a) Original image, (b) Trajetory and () Shape
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Figure 6.25: (a) Original image, (b) Trajetory and () Shape
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Figure 6.26: (a) Corners detetion, (b) Trajetory and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 6.27: Clustering using imperfet parameter: (a) Original image (b) Deteted orners
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Figure 6.28: Clustering using imperfet parameter: (a) One objet mislassied (b) Reovered
shapes
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Chapter 7
Experimental Results
In this setion, the results of various pratial experiments are disussed. These
experiments inlude:
 Synthetially generated input, ranging from pure translation in all three axes,
to pure rotation around all three axes, to various ombinations of translation
and rotation.
 A synthetially generated video sequene, proessed with feature traking soft-
ware, and fed into the algorithm.
 Real-world video-footage, proessed with a feature traker, and fed into the
algorithm.
 Analysis of onvergene of the Unsented Kalman Filter algorithm using both
syntheti and real data sets.
7.1 General Goal
The main goal is to develop the video-based tra monitoring system. In order to
ahieve this goal we will use the following tehniques (i) multiple objet lustering,
(ii) objet traking, (iii) 3D reonstrution from a sequene of video images.
We are also interested to evaluate this algorithm in terms of struture estimation
auray as well as speed omputation.
7.2 Results
The video sequenes were taken in the following plaes
 on one road in Stellenbosh (Merriman Avenue),
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 on several Western Cape Roods (Provinal Roads), namely the R44, the R102
and the R310,
 on one of South Afria's long National Freeways (N2).
7.2.1 Merriman Avenue - Sequene 01
This sequene onsisted of 200 frames and the bakground was omputed using
a histogram approah. Then the moving objets were omputed by suessively
subtrating the bakground from eah frame, ltering the result and then utting
some undesirable features (statistial approah). Figure 7.1a shows the general view
of Merriman Avenue in Stellenbosh, Figure 7.1b shows the omputed bakground.
Figure 7.1 was obtained rst by omputing the dierene between the bakground
and the road.
7.2.2 Merriman Avenue - Sequene 02
This sequene had only 99 frames. The bakground was omputed using the his-
togram algorithm. Then the moving objets were omputed by suessively sub-
trating the bakground from eah frame. Filtering the result gives Figure 7.2.
7.2.3 Merriman Avenue - Sequene 03
This sequene had 122 frames. The bakground was also omputed using the his-
togram. Then the moving objets were omputed by suessively subtrating eah
frame from the bakground, ltering the result as seen in Figure 7.4.
7.2.4 Merriman Avenue - Sequene 04
The sequene onsisted of 200 frames. This is one of the sequenes where both
methods (histogram and frame by frame dierene) gave the same result. As a
result we ended up with moving objets only, as in Figure 7.5. In Figures 7.5b and
7.5 we an see that even two moving people were learly deteted.
7.2.5 National Freeway N2
This sequene is one of the longest with 802 frames. The moving objets were
omputed by suessively subtrating eah frame from the next one. As a result we
ended up with the bakground, as is seen in Figure 7.6. This gure illustrates the
original image and moving objets only.
We will not desribe other sequenes, as we have used the same proedures. Next
we show the results obtained from other Western Cape Roads, the R102 and R310.
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Figure 7.1: (a) General view of Merriman Avenue, (b) Computed bakground and () Moving
objets - sequene 01
7.3 3D Reonstrution and System Convergene
In this setion we tested the time taken for the algorithm (UKF) to onverge. This
information is ruial to determine the number of frames required for the system to
deliver the desired results. First we tested the system with purely syntheti data, as
was done in Chapter 2, and then with real data.
Next we tested the algorithm on some vehile models.
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Figure 7.2: (a) General view of Merriman Avenue and (b) Computed bakground using
histogram approah- sequene 02
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Figure 7.3: Reonstrution of observation - Merriman Avenue - sequene 02
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Figure 7.4: (a) General view of Merriman Avenue and (b) Computed bakground and ()
Moving objets - sequene 03
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Figure 7.5: (a) General view of Merriman Avenue, (b) Moving objets by histogram and ()
Moving objets by frame dierene - sequene 04
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Figure 7.6: (a) General view of N2 and (b) Moving objets - sequene 04
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Figure 7.7: (a) General view of R102 and (b) Moving objets - sequene 01
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Figure 7.8: (a) General view of R102 and (b) Moving objets - sequene 02
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Figure 7.9: (a) General view of R310 and (b) Moving objets - sequene 01
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Figure 7.10: Hathbak (4.4× 1.6× 1.4m3) without noise; (a) Projetions over time, (b)
z-omponent and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.11: Hathbak (4.4 × 1.6 × 1.4m3) without noise; (a) Angular veloity, (b)
Translation and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.12: Sedan (4.4 × 1.6× 1.4m3) without noise; (a) Projetions over time, (b)
z-omponent and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.13: Sedan (4.4 × 1.6 × 1.4m3) without noise; (a) Angular veloity, (b) Translation
and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.14: Hathbak (4.4× 1.6× 1.4m3) with noise of 0.001; (a) Projetions over time, (b)
z-omponent and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.15: Hathbak (4.4 × 1.6 × 1.4m3) with noise of 0.001; (a) Angular veloity, (b)
Translation and : Linear veloity
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Figure 7.16: Sedan (4.4 × 1.6× 1.4m3) with noise of 0.001; (a) Projetions over time, (b)
z-omponent and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.17: Sedan (4.4 × 1.6× 1.4m3) with noise of 0.001; (a) Angular veloity, (b)
Translation and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.18: Experiments using real data set 1; (a) Original image, (b) Bakground and ()
Moving (red ar)
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Figure 7.19: 3D reonstrution using real data set 1; (a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent and
() z-omponent
In Figure 7.19 we have proessed real data (alibration ar shown in Figure 7.18).
We observe that good results are obtained just before the eighteenth frame. This also
almost orresponds to the result we got using syntheti data (ar model in Figures
7.10 and 7.16). Now the question is whether we an speed up the onvergene of
Unsented Kalman Filter.
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Figure 7.20: 3D reonstrution using real data set 1; (a) Features trajetory, (b) Translation
and () Linear veloity
7.3.1 UKF Re-initialization
In this subsetion we investigate whether re-initializing
1
UKF ould improve the on-
vergene rate. The idea behind the re-initialization is to aelerate the onvergene
of Unsented Kalman Filter by using pre-proessed data. In Figure 7.23() we see
that Unsented Kalman Filter take some frames to begin take desirable struture.
1
Re-initialization is a proess in whih we run Unsented Kalman Filter some frames, i.e. 10
frames. Next we use the omputed parameters as new input in Unsented Kalman Filter. The goal
is to redue the number of frames to be used for the entire proess.
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Figure 7.21: 3D reonstrution using real data set 2; (a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent and
() z-omponent
The gure observations suggest that UKF onverges faster if we provide it with an
initial guess dierent from a at objet. In order to onrm this we deide to perform
several tests depited in Figure 7.25 through Figure 7.32.
In Figure 7.32 the algorithm was re-initialized with 30 frames. We an see learly
that the system will onverge after fty frames. Again the total number of frames
required to onverge will be about eighty frames. From Figure 7.25 through Figure
7.32 we see that, in fat the onvergene of UKF ours after eighty frames. This
suggests that the speed an only be omputed after eighty frames. That means the
question of aelerating the Unsented Kalman Filter is still open. One should nd
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Figure 7.22: 3D reonstrution using real data set 2; (a) Features trajetory, (b) Translation
and () Linear veloity
other ways of speeding up the proess. Next we investigate the relationship between
the onvergene of UKF and the amera frame rate.
7.3.2 UKF and Frame Rate
In this sub-setion we investigate whether the amera rate has some inuene on
the onvergene of the Unsented Kalman Filter. Our goal is to use fewer frames
for UKF to onverge. If it is true, then a amera with higher or lower frame rate
should probably be employed. Sine we only have real data taken by one amera
there is no way we an test the higher rate, although on real data lower frame rate
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Figure 7.23: 3D reonstrution using real data set 3; (a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent and
() z-omponent
an easily be modeled. On the other hand, we an explore the fat that for syntheti
data we an generate as many frames as we want. Thus we an simulate any kind
of video amera by hanging the rotation and translation. First, we ran a UKF for
two hundred frames. And then we simulated the frame rate to a half
2
. The results
show that the onvergene of UKF will happen somewhere after a hundred frames
(see Figures 7.33 and 7.36). Figure 7.37 learly shows that if we leave UKF running
for a very long time it may diverge or we will not reognize the objet.
2
Simulation of a amera with lower frame rate.
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Figure 7.24: 3D reonstrution using real data set 3; (a) Features trajetory, (b) Translation
and () Linear veloity
Next we simulated the fast amera rate using syntheti data. In order to ahieve
this goal, we made the rotation and translation two times slower over two hundred
frames. This orresponds to using a video amera two times faster than the previ-
ous one. The maximum data size is 0.05, and we will also hek the inuene of noise.
We heked the UKF onvergene using real data. Some of the proedures we
applied in the ase of purely syntheti data annot be applied to the real data due
to the length of the image sequene. Thus we an only simulate a lower frame rate
amera. The rst diulty is that we do not have a very long sequene to test this
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Figure 7.25: Re-initialization of UKF using 20 frames - real data set 1; (a) x-omponent, (b)
y-omponent and () z-omponent
frame rate. First, for frame rate equal to 2 this means we need a video sequene of
at least two hundred frames. From previous results we also know that if we want to
test the frame rate greater or equal to three we need more than 380 frames. This
suggests that beause there is no way an objet will remain in the sequene over that
a long time, onsequently, we an not hek the frame rate using real data.
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Figure 7.26: Re-initialization of UKF using 20 frames - real data set 1; (a) Features
trajetory, (b) Translation and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.27: Re-initialization of UKF using 20 frames - real data set 2; (a) x-omponent, (b)
y-omponent and () z-omponent
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Figure 7.28: Re-initialization of UKF using 20 frames - real data set 2; (a) Features
trajetory, (b) Translation and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.29: Re-initialization of UKF using 20 frames - real data set 3; (a) x-omponent, (b)
y-omponent and () z-omponent
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Figure 7.30: Re-initialization of UKF using 20 frames - real data set 3; (a) Features
trajetory, (b) Translation and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.31: Re-initialization of UKF using 30 frames - real data set 3; (a) x-omponent, (b)
y-omponent and () z-omponent
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Figure 7.32: Re-initialization of UKF using 30 frames - real data set 2; (a) Features
trajetory, (b) Translation and () Linear veloity
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Figure 7.33: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using original frame rate -
onvergene at 80th frame , (b) Setting the frame rate to a half - no onvergene notied at 100
frames
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Figure 7.34: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 1, (b) The
frame rate 1/2 - onvergene at 80 and 160 frames respetively
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Figure 7.35: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 1, (b) Frame
rate 1/2 and () Frame rate 1/3 - onvergene at 80, 160 and unknown frames respetively
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Figure 7.36: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 1, (b) Frame
rate 1/2 () Frame rate 1/3 - onvergene at 80, 160 and 300 frames respetively
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Figure 7.37: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) 3D reonstrution frame rate 1/2
at 160th frame, (b) 3D reonstrution at frame rate 1/3 at 300th frame () 3D reonstrution
frame rate 1/3 at 400th frame
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Figure 7.38: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 1, (b) Frame
rate 2 - onvergene at 80 and 70 frames respetively, () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.39: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 3 - onvergene
at 68 frames and (b) 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.40: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 10 -
onvergene at 68 frames and (b) 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.41: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate; (a) Using frame rate 1, (b) Frame
rate 15 - onvergene at 80 and 68 frames respetively, () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.42: Simulation of UKF, amera frame rate and noise of 0.0001; (a) Translation
Veloities, (b) Convergene with frame rate 10 and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.43: Simulation of UKF, amera frame rate and noise of 0.001; (a) Translation
Veloities, (b) Convergene with frame rate 10 and () 3D reonstrution
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Figure 7.44: Real data set 1 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 1;
(a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent, () z-omponent
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Figure 7.45: Real data set 1 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 1;
(a) Translation, (b) Linear veloity, () Observation
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Figure 7.46: Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 2; (a) x-omponent,
(b) y-omponent, () z-omponent
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Figure 7.47: Real data set 1 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 2;
(a) Translation, (b) Linear veloity, () Observation
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Figure 7.48: Real data set 2 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 1;
(a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent, () z-omponent
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Figure 7.49: Real data set 2 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 2;
(a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent, () z-omponent
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Figure 7.50: Real data set 3 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 1;
(a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent, () z-omponent
7.4 Disussion
In this setion, we disuss the experimental results obtained in all the above se-
quenes. The bakground omputation was ahieved using either histogram or frame
by frame dierening. We have shown that the histogram approah is sensitive to
noise. The lustering was possible by employing the k−means algorithm. We have
also shown that the 3D reonstrution does not depend on mis-lustering. The re-
sulting image is always perfet. We have employed Eulidean distane as lustering
measurement. A parameter of 12 has worked orretly for most ases. The use of
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Figure 7.51: Real data set 3 - Simulation of UKF and amera frame rate using frame rate 2;
(a) x-omponent, (b) y-omponent, () z-omponent
dense optial ow as feature traker enabled us to trak as many features as possible.
The traking proedure took less than ve minutes.
The 3D reonstrution program was written in Matlab. As a result, one should
expet the time for the nal result to depend on how many features are being reon-
struted. For instane, for 219 features it takes about fteen minutes, but for 1062
features the proessing time was about 126 minutes of whih 4.85 minutes were spent
traking. We were able to reover the full 3D struture using Unsented Kalman Fil-
ter from 80 frames. For alibration, we take a video sequene of a known ar and
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we measure its speed and the result of 3D reonstrution. We observed where the
UKF onverges and from that point we onsider all 3D data to be orret. Next we
used the orret 3D data to determine the 3D sale fator. As a result, we are able
to ompute the ar's veloity at a given time. We have simulated the relationship
between the frame rate and the onvergene of Unsented Kalman Filter. We found
out that the employment of a higher speed amera ould signiantly improve the
onvergene of Unsented Kalman Filter. Figure 7.41 shows that the system ould
onverge in less that sixty frames. We were not able to verify this using real data
due to the number of frames required in the sequene
3
.
The system alibration is only possible after the orret omputation of 3D data
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Figure 7.52: Clustering using a orret parameter: (a) Original image and (b) Respetive
lusters
struture of the objets.
3
Note that we needed a ar to be visible for at least 300 frames whih is long time.
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Figure 7.53: Clustering using a orret parameter: (a) First luster and (b) Seond lusters
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Figure 7.54: Clustering using a orret parameter: (a) Observation reovering and (b) 3D
reonstrution
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Chapter 8
Conlusion and Reommendations
8.1 Conlusion
There is one main theme running through this thesis: It presents a tra monitoring
system based on a long video sequene.
The main goal of the researh is to asertain the feasibility of Struture-from-
Motion tehniques to solve tra monitoring problems. In this regard, we designed
our system so that it should provide useful information about tra suh as speed
and number of ars.
In order to ahieve our goal we have inluded the following aspets in our approah
 bakground extration,
 features seletion,
 robust features traking,
 employment of noise modelling,
 obtaining aurate 3D information and
 system alibration.
During our researh, we explored Struture-from-Motion tehniques to build a video-
based tra monitoring system. We found that the orthographi model annot be
used to solve our problem due to the fat that it assumes innite foal length only.
Next, we applied the pinhole amera model whih inludes noise modelling.
The bakground extration problem was solved by the use of frame dierening.
It is important to point out that the histogram tehnique did not perform orretly
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over all sequenes.
For the feature seletion, we applied Harris Corner Detetor in order to get
desirable features. We opted for this detetor beause the Kanade-Luas-Tomasi
feature-detetion method does not onsider good features to trak when they are
on the orners and we were partiularly interested in traking orners beause they
desribe an objet better.
A further aspet of the system was lustering. We wanted to ompute the speed
of vehiles and also to ount vehiles. In order to ompute the speed of an objet we
had to trak the features of the objet. We applied dense optial ow for features
traking.
The lustering tehnique failed when vehiles were very lose to eah other. As
a result, the vehile ounting was not performed orretly.
The system ahieved the goal of speed omputation. After feature traking, we
applied a 3D reonstrution model whih employed the Unsented Kalman Filter.
The proposed models for the motion and the struture of the objet orresponded
to the dynami state and stati model of a dual-estimation system, as desribed in
Chapter 5. In these models, noise was modeled and the system omputed both the
struture and the veloity of the objet. When the struture was ahieved automat-
ially we had sueeded in omputing the orret speed.
The last problem in the system was alibration. Calibration onsisted of deter-
mining the 3D sale fator. To ahieve this goal, rst we took the speed of a known
ar. Seondly we omputed its struture using a Unsented Kalman Filter. Finally,
using the knowledge of struture and real speed we ould alulate the 3D sale fa-
tor. This ould be applied to the speed of other vehiles on the same image sequene.
It is important to point out that if the amera moves then a new 3D sale fator
must be determined.
In general, the system takes about eighty frames to onverge. This an be seen
as a long time for real situations. We simulated a higher speed amera using syn-
theti data and the results showed that if we an employ a higher speed amera our
system will onverge at almost half the frames or that we ould redue the system
onvergene time by half. We were not able to test this using real data beause we
did not have a higher speed amera and we did not have an objet for a very long
sequene.
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The system has the following advantages:
1. The sequene may ontain one or more moving objets.
2. The objet must be rigid but an be subjet to perspetive projetion.
3. The system an be used for real-data appliations.
4. The system an easily be adapted for other surveillane systems.
5. The system an be adapted for vehile lassiation.
Although we have just shown some advantages of the system, the system also
has the following onstraints:
1. The sequene must have a minimum of eighty frames.
2. The bakground needs to be updated for every long image sequene.
3. Eah iteration depends on the previous measurements.
Finally, we emphasize the fat that besides our ontribution given in Setion
1.9 the following holds: (i) the adaptability of the system for vehile lassiation
and (ii) the versatility of the system whih means that it an be easily used for other
surveillane systems.
8.2 Reommendations
The system still has some shortomings. Therefore, we make the following reom-
mendations:
 For objet lustering we propose the use of 3D data, but more riteria, suh
as olor and optial ow veloities, should be investigated.
 Robust optial ow was applied to trak features, but it is still expensive.
Therefore other traking tehniques should be explored.
 The system is unable to trak objets under olusion. In order to overome
this diulty it is neessary to inlude a proess of reovering oluded features.
 The frame rate using real data must also be investigated. For this purpose a
higher speed amera should be used.
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Appendies
Appendix A
Mathematial Bakground
A.1 Random Noise
The probability density funtion (pdf) is the statistial funtion that shows how the
density of possible observations in a population is distributed. The pdf has a dier-
ent meaning depending on whether the distribution is disrete or ontinuous.
The pdf (disrete distributions) is the probability of observing a partiular out-
ome.
The pdf (ontinuous distribution at a value) is not the probability of observing
that value. In order to get probabilities we must integrate the pdf over an interval
of interest.
A pdf has two theoretial properties:
 The pdf is zero or positive for every possible outome.
 The integral of a pdf over its entire range of values is one.
We will refer the Gaussian noise or Gaussian white noise as noise whih has a pdf
of the Normal distribution (Gaussian distribution).
White Random Vetor : w is white random vetor if and only if its mean vetor and
autoorrelation matrix have the following properties:
µw = E{w} = 0,
Rww = E{wwT } = σ2I.
(A.1)
That is, white noise has a zero mean, and its autoorrelation matrix is a multiple of
the identity matrix. This implies that noise is unorrelated.
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A.2 Rotation Matrix
Consider Rxyz to be the general (full 3D or of rank 3) rotation matrix. Then it an
be written as: Rxyz=RxRyRz, where Rx is a rotation matrix over the x− axis and
Rx =
1 0 00 cos θx sin θx
0 − sin θx cos θx
 , (A.2)
Ry is a rotation matrix over the y − axis and
Ry =
cos θy 0 − sin θy0 1 0
sin θy 0 cos θy
 , (A.3)
Rz is a rotation matrix over the z − axis
Rz =
 cos θz sin θz 0− sin θz cos θz 0
0 0 1
 . (A.4)
A.3 Review of the Singular Value Deomposition
We briey review the SVD and several of its properties that are important for our
appliations. This disussion is restrited to real matries. Among exellent refer-
enes on SVD are Demmel [45℄, Golub and van Loan [52℄, Trefethen and Bau [143℄.
The SVD of a matrix X of size m× n is
X = UΣV T , (A.5)
where U and V are m×m and n×n orthonormal matries and Σ is anm×n diagonal
matrix with the nonnegative singular values σj , j = 1, . . . ,min(m,n), arranged in
non inreasing order along the diagonal. The olumns of U and V are denoted
by the vetors uj, j = 1, . . . ,m, and vj , j = 1, . . . , n. An important geometrial
interpretation of SVD an be found in Muller et al [103℄. A diret onsequene
of the geometri interpretation is that the largest singular value, σ1, measures the
magnitude of X is a 2-norm:
‖X‖2 = sup
‖x‖2=1
‖Xx‖2 = σ1. (A.6)
Expressions for U, V, and Σ follow readily from (A.5),
XXTU = UΣΣT and XTXV = V ΣTΣ, (A.7)
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demonstrating that the olumns of U are the eigenvetors of XXT and the olumns
of V are the eigenvetors of XTX.
The rank of X is the number of nonzero singular values. Thus if rank(X) = r, it
is possible to rewrite the SVD in its redued form
X = U+Σ+V
T
+ , (A.8)
where Σ+ is the r×r diagonal matrix with the r nonzero singular values ofX, and U+
and V+ onsists of the rst r olumns of U and V , respetively. It is straightforward
to prove that the rst r olumns of U form an orthonormal basis for the olumn spae
of X, the rst r olumns of V form an orthonormal basis for the row spae of X, the
remaining m − r olumns of U form an orthonormal basis for the left null-spae of
X, and the last n− r olumns of V form an orthonormal basis for the null-spae of
X. Thus we arrive at the following important result:
 The olumn and row spaes of X both have dimension r. The null-spae of X
has dimension n− r, and the left null-spae of X has dimension m− r.
 The null-spae of X is the orthogonal omplement of the row spae in Rn. The
left null-spae of X is the orthogonal omplement of the olumn spae in Rm.
The 3D reonstrution depends on SVD to reveal the eetive rank of a matrix.
Note that X an be written as the sum of r rank-1 matries
X =
r∑
j=1
σjujv
T
j . (A.9)
This implies that the zero singular values may be ignored sine they arry no infor-
mation. As it is illustrated in Muller et al [103℄, X an be approximated using the
ν-dimensional ellipsoid as
Xν =
ν∑
j=1
σjujv
T
j . (A.10)
Eah term is assoiated with one of the prinipal diretions uj of the hyper ellipsoid.
Sine the dierene X−Xν is a matrix with singular values σν+1, . . . , σr, the 2-norm
is again given by the largest singular value
‖X −Xν‖2 = σν+1. (A.11)
In this expression σν+1 = 0 if ν > r. Indeed, it an be shown that Xν is the best
approximation to X (in the 2-norm sense) over all matries with rank ≤ ν. If σν+1
is suiently small, it is safe to keep only ν singular values and the rank of X is ν.
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A.4 The Quaternion
The quaternions are members of a non-ommutative division algebra invented by
William Rowan Hamilton. The idea for quaternions ourred to him while he was
walking along the Royal Canal on his way to a meeting of the Irish Aademy. Hamil-
ton disovered the fundamental formula of quaternion algebra, i2 = j2 = k2 = −1.
Quaternions are a single example of a more general lass of hyper-omplex numbers
whih are assoiative. They form a group known as the quaternion group.
Quaternions have been used in omputer vision as early as 1983, Pervin and Webb
[110℄. Faugeras desribes the use of quaternions to represent rotation in Faugeras
[47℄. Wheeler and Ikeuhi desribe an iterative rotation and translation estimation
algorithm whih uses quaternions, Wheeler and Ikeuhi [162℄. Real-world use of
quaternions is popular in omputer graphis and games, sine they allow easy inter-
polation between two rotations, Bobik [22℄. Quaternions form an essential part of
SfM estimation, sine it provides a simple and eient way to desribe the rotation
of a traked objet, Choukroun et al [31℄, Vii [151℄. A normalized quaternion q
has four parameters, but only three degrees of freedom, enfored by the normality
onstraint. It is represented by
q = [s,v] = (s, v1, v2, v3) (A.12)
where
‖q‖ =
√
s2 + v21 + v
2
2 + v
2
3 (A.13)
= 1. (A.14)
A.5 Rotations Using Quaternions
A normalized quaternion is related to the axis-and-angle representation of rotation
by
q = [cos (θ/2), a sin (θ/2), b sin (θ/2), c sin (θ/2)], (A.15)
so that
s = cos (θ/2) (A.16)
v = n sin (θ/2) (A.17)
(v1, v2, v3) = (a, b, c) sin (θ/2), (A.18)
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where n = (a, b, c) is the normalized axis of rotation1, and θ desribes the angle of
rotation about the axis. Therefore, the quaternion representation is very lose to
the minimal axis-and-angle rotation, and an be easily transformed into a rotation
matrix. The 3× 3 rotation matrix R an be omputed from the quaternion as
R(q) =
s
2 + v21 − v22 − v23 2(v1v2 + sv3) 2(v1v3 − sv2)
2(v1v2 − sv3) s2 − v21 + v22 − v23 2(v2v3 + sv1)
2(v1v3 + sv2) 2(v2v3 − sv1) s2 − v21 − v22 + v23
 . (A.19)
A.6 Optial Flow Terms
A.6.1 Lambertian Surfae
Lambert's osine law states that the reeted or transmitted luminous intensity in
any diretion from an element of a perfetly diusing surfae varies as the osine of
the angle between that diretion and the normal vetor of the surfae. As a onse-
quene, the luminane of that surfae is the same regardless of the viewing angle.
A Lambertian surfae is a surfae of perfetly matte properties, whih means
that it adheres to Lambert's osine law.
A.6.2 Luminous Intensity
The luminous intensity is the luminous ux emitted from a point per unit solid angle
into a partiular diretion. The standard unit of luminous intensity (base unit for
light) is Candela (d), also expressed as Lumen per Steradian (lm/sr).
A.6.3 Normal Vetor to Surfae
The vetor perpendiular to a surfae determines the orientation of the surfae. In
the ase of polygons, this diretion is usually determined by the right hand rule. In
omputer graphis, manipulations of the normal vetor are often used as a way to
simulate geometrial detail on planar surfaes.
A.7 Lagrange Multiplier
One of the most ommon problems in alulus is that of nding maxima or minima
(extrema) of a funtion, but it is often diult to nd a losed form for the funtion
being extremized (maximized or minimized). Suh diulties often arise when one
wishes to maximize or minimize a funtion subjet to xed outside onditions or
1
Note that ‖q‖ = 1 implies ‖n‖ = 1 beause sin2 α+ cos2 α = 1.
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onstraints. The method of Lagrange multipliers is a powerful tool for solving this
lass of problems without the need to expliitly solve the onditions and use them
to eliminate extra variables.
An Example of Lagrange Multipliers
What shape should a retangular box with a spei volume (in 3D) be in order
to minimize its surfae area?
Questions like this are very important for businesses and applied industrial si-
enes that deal with problem of money saving on materials and resoures.
Consider the lengths of the box's edges be x, y, and z. Then the onstraint
of onstant volume (V ) is simply ℧(x, y, z) = xyz − V = 0, and the funtion to
minimize is f(x, y, z) = 2(xy + xz + yz). The method is straightforward to apply:
2
 y + zx+ z
x+ y
 = ▽(f(x, y, z)) (A.20)
= λ▽ (℧(x, y, z)) (A.21)
= λ
 yzxz
xy
 . (A.22)
Now just solve those three equations; the solution is x = y = z = 4/λ. We ould
eliminate λ from the problem by using xyz = V .
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Appendix B
Equipment, Data and Code
Diretories
This appendix desribes the hardware and omputer software used in this thesis. We
also desribe the diretory tree.
B.1 Hard- and Software Speiations
The author's system, with the following speiations, was used for feature traking,
lustering and reonstrution:
Computer teak.tw.sun.a.za
Proessor Intel(R) Celeron(R) CPU 1.70GHz and 512Mb RAM
Operating system Redhat Linux (Fedora Core 3)
Kernel version 2.6.8-1.521
Matlab version 6.5.0.10183 (R13)
C/C++ Compiler g version 3.4
Video Camera type Canon Digital Camorder, Model MV550i
B.2 The Diretory Tree: thesis
This diretory ontains all douments, sripts, odes and data used in this thesis.
B.2.1 thesis/odes
This diretory ontains data images, all Matlab and C/C++ soure odes. The odes
and data are stored in dierent subdiretories.
B.2.1.1 thesis/odes/data
The data diretory ontains the data to be used in the experiments.
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B.2.1.2 thesis/odes/matlab
Contains some Matlab programs, suh as bakground extration and region of inter-
est denition.
B.2.1.3 thesis/odes/ttrak
Most subdiretories ontaining soure odes an be found under this diretory. This
diretory ontains the main programs whih all the other routines in the various
subdiretories.
B.2.1.4 thesis/odes/ttrak/oflow
The thesis/ttrak/oflow/ diretory and subdiretories ontain all the Matlab and
C/C++ soure ode used for optial ow omputation.
B.2.1.5 thesis/odes/ttrak/orners
In this diretory are stored C/C++ odes for orner detetion and traking. The
resulting data are stored in a le alled orners whih an easily be aessed by
Matlab read-feature le.
B.2.1.6 thesis/odes/ttrak/orners/sequene
The sequene diretory ontains all the test data for the orner-traker algorithm.
It ontains soure images orresponding ground truth and feature lists for the exper-
iments.
B.2.1.7 thesis/odes/ttrak/klt
This diretory ontains the feature traking software based on the Kanade-Luas-
Tomasi feature-detetion. A traking algorithm was used. The ode was written
as a library of funtions by Stan Birheld and an be downloaded from [15℄. The
version used in this doument has been adapted to our needs and saved in the
diretory thesis/odes/ttrak/klt as track.c. We have enabled feature traking
setup by the user.
B.2.1.8 thesis/odes/ttrak/data
The data diretory ontains all the test data used. It ontains soure images and
orresponding feature lists for the experiments. my objet *.pgm: Soure images
for KLT Tracker. my frame *.png: Soure images for bakground omputing.
feat *.mat (produed by KLT-Traker): Soure images for 3D reonstrution and
lustering. Final feature lists of traked features using KLT Traker. In this diretory
are four important subdiretories;
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 ube: ontains syntheti data used to hek the algorithm
 M01: rst sequene taken of Merriman Avenue in Stellenbosh
 M02: seond sequene of Merriman Avenue
 M03: third sequene of Merriman Avenue
 M04: fourth sequene of Merriman Avenue
 M05: fth sequene of Merriman Avenue
 M06: Calibration sequene taken on Merriman Avenue
 M07: Last sequene taken on Merriman Avenue
 N201: rst sequene taken of the National Highway N2. The sequenes of type
N2[xx℄ were taken about 30 km from Cape Town.
 N202: seond sequene taken of the National Highway N2
 N203: third sequene taken of the National Highway N2
 N204: fourth sequene taken of the National Highway N2
 N205: fth sequene taken of the National Highway N2
 R10201: rst sequene of the National Road R102. The sequenes of type
R102[xx℄ and R310[xx℄ were taken about 15 km from Stellenbosh towards
Somerset-West.
 R10202: seond sequene of the National Road R102
 R31001: rst sequene taken of the National Road R310
 R31002: seond sequene taken of the National Road R310
 R4401: rst sequene taken of the National Road R44. The sequene was taken
near the Stellenbosh train station.
Eah of the above diretories ontains three more subdiretories, namely
 feats: ontains feat *.mat les
 my frame: here my frame *.png les an be found
 my objets: ontains les with moving objets; my objet *.pgm
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B.2.1.9 thesis/odes/data/merriman01/feats
One the images have been proessed with feature traking software, the feature lists
are automatially opied into this pre-dened diretory, so that Matlab sripts an
easily loate and proess them.
B.2.1.10 thesis/odes/ttrak/general
This diretory ontains sripts for the ode shared between dierent SfM algorithm
implementations. Examples inlude the error generating ode, plotting funtions and
other general use funtions.
B.2.1.11 thesis/odes/ttrak/libmat
Matlab ode library for quaternion mathematis and the Unsented Kalman Filter
ode.
B.2.1.12 thesis/odes/kltC
In this diretory there are olletion of C/C++ soure odes and Matlab designed
to trak features inluding boundaries and edges.
B.2.2 thesis/paper
In this diretory, thesis/paper, there are images/gures and other douments soured
for this thesis. It is a standard L
A
T
E
X [83℄ doument.
B.2.2.1 thesis/paper/fig
The Enapsulated Postsript graphis used in the doument are found in thesis/paper/fig.
B.2.2.2 thesis/paper/lib
The styles and Bibliography les used in this thesis are loated in thesis/paper/lib.
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Appendix C
Software Usage and
Demonstration
This appendix desribes the ode used in this thesis. We desribe how to reprodue
the results.
C.1 Software Usage
The user should follow the following steps:
 Aquire a video sequene, if not available
 Compute the bakground
 Compile the programs trak., trak_edge., orner. and gn.
 Trak features using the above programs
 Apply the algorithm
 Separate objets using lustering algorithms (k-means proedure)
C.1.1 Compiling trak Programs
The feature traking programs, trak. or trak_edge., are ompiled by exeuting
$ d thesis/odes/ttrak/klt
$ make
then
$ d thesis/odes/ttrak/oflow/RobustFlow
$ make
and
$ d thesis/odes/kltC
$ make
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at the prompt in the same diretory. If the user wants to trak edges, one should rst
run the program alled edges.m. This will reate les named my_objets_*.edge
in the indiated output diretory, for example,
thesis/odes/ttrak/data/merriman02/edges
C.1.2 Input File Type
The images must be in Portable gray-map format, with lenames of the form base_[x℄.pgm
or base_[x℄.edge where base is a shared pre-x and x is an integer number of the
frame in the sequene. Therefore my_frame_1.pgm is a valid lename, whih is the
rst frame in the my_frame sequene but it does not neessarily have to start at 1.
For example, to trak features in an image sequene with the lenames:
my_frame_1.pgm, my_frame_2.pgm, ...,my_frame_122.pgm
enter the following ommand at the prompt:
./trak merriman02/data/my_objets 1 500 99 data/merriman02/data/feats
merriman02/data/features.txt 2
This will produe the output les
feat_1.mat, feat_2.mat, feat_3.mat, ..., feat_99.mat and
feat_0.ppm, feat_1.ppm, feat_2.ppm, ..., feat_98.ppm
in the diretory thesis/odes/ttrak/data/feats enabling Matlab programs to
nd and use them. In this ommand line, the parameters are:
 my_objets: the diretory ontaining traking data (moving objets),
my_objets_*.pgm;
 1: the start frame;
 500: the maximum number of features to try to nd and trak;
 99: the number of frames to trak over;
 feats: the output diretory for feat_1.ppm and feat_1.mat;
 features.txt: the output text le, if we want to read data from a text le;
 2: the replaement interval between frames. If it is omitted then a default
value of 10 will be assumed automatially (see line 63 of track.c) ;
The images in the thesis/odes/ttrak/data/merriman02 diretory, for example,
are already in PGM and PNG format [114℄.
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C.1.3 Running an Experiment
We rst onvert a video sequene to a series of frames. Then we proess the bak-
ground and modify the initialise.m and buildhist0.m les to meet the required
experiment for instane, dene the region of interest in appropriate lines. The ex-
periment is run using
 main
Matlab program. The output should be similar to
Created by LL MAGAIA, Neil MULLER and Ben HERBST
Stellenbosh, June 2004
Given a sequene of images, this omputes the region of interest.
Proessing! Please wait ...
Loaded 122 frames and proessed in 3.37 minutes
At this point, the region of interest has been extrated and the frames have been
saved. The next sreen,
Created by LL MAGAIA, Neil MULLER and Ben HERBST
Stellenbosh, June 2004
Given a sequene of RGB images, this will extrat bakground.
Reading images! Please wait ...
Now proessing ...
At this stage the user an view the bakground proessing. After the program nishes
omputing the bakground it will save it and automatially begin to nd moving
objets. Again, the user an view/display the omputation proess. At the end the
program will show a message similar to
All 122 frames of moving objets shown in 1.58 minutes
Next, the program will opy the my_objets_*.pgm to the orresponding diretory.
At this point, the user is ready to proess them with KLT or another Tracker. Note
that for ase of edge points, the user should run edges.m and then use trak_edge..
One the images are in the diretory thesis/odes/ttrak/data/merriman02 or
thesis/odes/ttrak/data/merriman02/edges, for example, and they have been
proessed with the trak program, there should be a olletion of feats *.mat les
in the output diretory thesis/odes/ttrak/data/merriman01/feats
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or thesis/odes/ttrak/data/merriman02/edges
Change diretory to thesis/odes/ttrak/ and run the program
 main . This will all other subprograms suh as
main_orners, initialise_flow and main_ukf_opti1 to do the reonstrution.
The program should now start, displaying the following
Filter: Unsented Kalman Filter
Using data from [Unsented Kalman Filter℄ with images of size 576x720
A sequene of 20 onseutive frames seleted --> from [1℄ to [80℄
[25℄ number of features per frame over [80℄ frames
Motion[5.0e-07, 5.0e-06, 1.6e-05℄
Shape [5.0e-08, 5.0e-07, 1.6e-05℄
##################
rms 2d error: 0.0020669044
rms saling error: -1.0000000000
or
Filter: Manual Filter
Using data from [Manual traking℄ with images of size 576x720
A sequene of 20 onseutive frames seleted --> from [1℄ to [20℄
[25℄ number of features per frame over [20℄ frames
Motion[5.0e-07, 5.0e-06, 1.6e-05℄
Shape [5.0e-08, 5.0e-07, 1.6e-05℄
##############################
rms 2d error: 0.0024908123
rms saling error: -1.0000000000
Note that for manual traking the program will prompt the user to selet man-
ually the features. In this regards, the user is advised to speify in initialise.m the
number of frames and number of features to trak. The program should terminate
with a result similar to
Distane between Cars is 14.9070 meters approximately
and
the Veloity of front ar is about 65.37 km/h.
Proessing time is 18.58 seonds.
#############################################
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Thanks!
###-o-###
Loureno, Neil and Ben
>>
where the ed value is given by the rms 2d error value, and the es value is given by
the rms saling error value and −1 means that in the beginning no initial error
information has been given.
As an be seen, the system proessed all the tasks (exept KLT traker timing) in
less than six minutes whih is aeptable sine the programs were written in Matlab.
Contrary to the KLT , the optical f low showed to be more robust in estimating the
motion. The program should begin similar to
Created by Loureno MAGAIA, Neil MULLER and Ben HERBST
Stellenbosh, Otober 2004
Given a video sequene, this trak objets using optial flow.
Proessing! Please wait ...
Number of pixels in the edges to skip: 1
Traking objets using Robust Optial Flow Method
from: 120, to: 199
max_level: 4, min_level: 1
in: ../data2/my_objets_, out: ../data2/objet_out_
l1: 1.000000
l2: 1.000000
S1: 7.071068
S2: 0.707107
s1: 0.707107
s2: 0.070711
stages: 5
nx: 720
ny: 576
sale fator: 0.500000
filter: 0
omega: 1.995000
iters: 10
end: .pgm
skip: 15
alloating memory
initializing u,v,du,dv
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reading first image Stage: 0
s1: 7.071068
s2: 0.707107
nx 720
nx 360
nx 180
nx 90
..........Max u, 0.181266, level 90
projeting (180 144) (90 72)
projeting (180 144) (90 72)
Max p_u (pre projet), 0.181266, level 90
Max p2_u (post projet), 0.362532, level 180
Max u, 0.000000, level 180
..........Max u, 0.296987, level 180
and the last part of the program should be
Stage: 4
s1: 0.707107
s2: 0.070711
nx 720
nx 360
nx 180
nx 90
..........Max u, 0.006677, level 90
projeting (180 144) (90 72)
projeting (180 144) (90 72)
Max p_u (pre projet), 0.006677, level 90
Max p2_u (post projet), 0.013355, level 180
Max u, 0.178167, level 180
..........Max u, 0.061001, level 180
projeting (360 288) (180 144)
projeting (360 288) (180 144)
Max p_u (pre projet), 0.061001, level 180
Max p2_u (post projet), 0.122002, level 360
Max u, 0.432464, level 360
..........Max u, 0.412260, level 360
projeting (720 576) (360 288)
projeting (720 576) (360 288)
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Max p_u (pre projet), 0.412260, level 360
Max p2_u (post projet), 0.824521, level 720
Max u, 0.977597, level 720
..........Max u, 0.922622, level 720
720 576 -0.665527 0.922622 1.000000
720 576 -0.000000 3.613600 1.000000
######################################
Traking time 64.00 minutes.
3D Reonstrution using: Unsented Kalman Filter
Data from [Robust Optial Flow℄ with images of size 576x720
A sequene of 80 onseutive frames seleted --> from [1℄ to [80℄
[219℄ number of features per frame over [80℄ frames
Motion[5.0e-07, 5.0e-06, 1.6e-05℄
Shape [5.0e-08, 5.0e-07, 1.6e-05℄
####
rms 2d error: 0.0010011330
rms saling error: -1.0000000000
#######################################
Speed Analysis:
Objet_1 --> 89.30 km/h.
##o-o##
Proessing time 92.11 minutes.
#######################################
>>
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C.1.4 Output of the Results
The user has several ways to view the results. Using the dierent programs, he/she
an save, print or plot the results:
 main.m: The main program whih alls all others.
 main_orners.m: The sub-main program whih alls programs that implement
the orners traker algorithm.
 main_ukf_opti1.m: The sub-main program whih alls programs that per-
form 3D reonstrution using the Unsented Kalman Filter.
 buildhist0.m: Build the region of interest given a sequene of images. For
dierent sequenes, the user should modify it in order to dene the desired
region.
 buildbak.m: Program used to build a bakground model given a sequene of
images. When the program nishes, it plots the bakground and saves it in
the speied le, i.e. merriman01 bakground. This program uses histogram
information. It is important to point out that this program an fail when the
amera is vibrating.
 buildbak1.m: This program an be used to build an image sequene on-
taining only moving objets using frame by frame dierenes. The program is
intended to be used even if the amera is vibrating.
 bak_moving.m: Build an image sequene ontaining only moving objets using
histogram modeling.
 edges.m: Find edges for a given video sequene and save them as data les,
for example my_objets_[x℄.edge.
 trak. or trak_edge.: Trak features for a given video sequene and save
them in output diretory as separate les, for example feat_[x℄.mat.
 initialise_flow.m: It re-initializes global variables, i.e. working diretories,
default onstants, et. This is neessary beause eah time the program per-
forms the 3D reonstrution it resets all variables.
 initialise.m: The initialise sript in whih most hanges must be done, i.e.
working diretories, default onstants, et.
 init_dir.m: It initializes the working diretories only.
 generate_sample.m: Another important sript in whih the observation data
is ltered. It also displays the driveway and seleted features for reonstrution.
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 setpath.m: The setpath funtion, so that Matlab an easily nd other pro-
grams, data diretories and sripts.
 plot_all1.m: Call the other plotting programs and sripts/routines.
 plot3_objet.m: Shows two graphs; the rst plot shows the atual 3D reon-
struted image at every step; the seond plot shows the moving objets with
sattered observation at that step.
 plot_Rot_Veloity.m: Plots angular veloity over time.
 plot_Trans_Veloity.m: Plots linear veloity against time.
 plot_oord.m: Plots in the rst subplot the speed against time and in the se-
ond subplot shows the hange of oordinates against time in separate subplot.
This enable us to view the onvergene or stability of the system
 plot_rot.m: Plots the estimated rotation in terms of the quaternion values
against time.
 plot_trans.m: Plots the estimated translation against time.
 plot_2d.m: Plots 2D observation and reonstruted motion against time.
 plot_3d.m: Plots estimated motion in 3D against time.
C.2 Software Demonstration
All the programs are alled within matlab, therefore there is no need to ompile any
program. But if the user wants to hange some programs written in C, then the user
should onsult Setion C.1 of this appendix for more details.
C.2.1 Programs Desriptions
The Diretory thesis/codes/DEMO ontains two sub-diretories, namely Track
and Recon. The program demo.m allows the user to selet from all the examples
disussed in the thesis. It will all the appropriate subprograms to trak, reonstrut
and visualize the results.
C.2.2 Programs in Reon Diretory
The Diretory DEMO/Recon ontains many programs or sripts that exeute the
3D reonstrution using either Singular Value Deomposition (SVD) or Unsented
Kalman Filter (UKF). The diretory ontains the following les:
 demo.m: The main program whih alls all others. It sets some default variables
and asks the user to input the neessary parameter values:
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 fig_print is intended for gure printing to le. If only if fig_print = 1,
then the gures will be printed to les (the default value is 0). In this
ase the user is advised to set up the gures names in printing mle
ukf_results_demo.m.
 show_ind_rmse an be used to print the root_mean_square_error of
all estimated parameters if it is set up to one. Again the default value is
set up to 0.
 method selets whih experiment is intended to be proessed. There are
only four possible experiments to run: Cube under rotation, ube under
rotation and translation, syntheti vehile data and real data. The user
is required to selet the method. If the user provides inorret parameter
for three onseutive times, the program will end.
 real_data_on is another variable intended to determine whih experiment
to proess (Simulation using real data set or Simulation using syntheti
data). This is only valid for a pinhole amera model.
 fs is the font size used to print the legend on the gures.
By running this program the user has a hoie of using Singular Value Deom-
position (SVD) or Unsented Kalman Filter (UKF) for the 3D reconstruction
algorithms.
The mle demo.m alls
 title_demo.m whih displays the demonstration title
 run_ube_demo.m is the sript for ube demonstration with rotation only.
This alls title_demo.m, make_obs.m (generate observations), do_reon
(do reonstrution) and it plots the results.
 run_demo_trans.m is the sript for ube demonstration with rotation and
translation. This alls title_demo.m and, depending on the experiment
to be performed, it an all make_obs_trans.m (generates observations
under rotation and translation), do_reon_trans.m (does reonstrution
using SVD) or rot_trans_demo.m (does reonstrution using UKF) and
plot_ube.m (plots ube results).
 run_ar_demo.m alls routines that perform syntheti vehiles demonstra-
tion under rotation and translation.
This alls title_demo.m, vehile_model.m,
plot_veh_model.m (plots results) and, depending on the experiment to
be performed,
it an all make_obs_trans.m (make observations under rotation and
translation), do_reon_trans.m (do reonstrution using SVD) or rot_trans_demo.m
(do reonstrution using UKF).
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 run_real_demo.m is the program intended for real data demonstration. It
alls rot_trans_demo.m that performs 3D reonstrution using Unsented
Kalman Filter algorithm.
 rot_trans_demo.m is a sript for UKF implementation pre-initialization. The
main purpose of this program is to build the data observations using dierent
methods. If the user alls this sript diretly and the data le (real_data_on.mat)
does not exist, only the ube demonstration will be exeuted. rot_trans_demo.m
alls initialise_ukf.m, rotR_demo.m (build rotation matrix), plotube.m,
plot_veh_model.m and loads experiments for real data demonstration. As the
last stage it saves all neessary information to be used in initialise_ukf.m
 initialise_ukf.m initializes the Unsented Kalman Filter 3D reon-
strution algorithm. It begins with loading the data saved in rot_trans_demo.m
under le rot_ube_demo.mat. It sets optimal Gaussian variables α = 1,
β = 2 and κ = 0 and then it alls title_noise_ukf.m where the user will
set up other variables, suh as Gaussian noise and ovarianes. We have
provided some sensible default values for our experiments, but the user is
free to hoose any value.
 title_ukf.m displays the title for Unsented Kalman Filter algorithm.
 ukf_demo.m is the main sript for Unsented Kalman Filter 3D reon-
strution. It alls other funtions suh as, ffun_n_demo.m (observation
model funtion), and ltered output hfun_n_demo.m or hfun_demo.m (es-
timation: proess model funtion).
 ukf_results_demo.m whih plots the results.
 ukf_results_demo.m: This is the main program intended to plot all the demon-
stration results. It alls other plotting routines, suh as plotube.m and
plot_veh_model.m. The results are saved in les, therefore we an just all it
diretly to see the results of the last exeuted experiment.
 plotube.m: Plots a ube and the reonstruted ube. This is used with both
Singular Value Deomposition and Unsented Kalman Filter results output.
 ukf_veh_demo.m: Plots a vehile type and the reonstruted vehile type. This
an be used with both Singular Value Deomposition and Unsented Kalman
Filter results.
C.2.2.1 Running a Demonstration Program
Run the demo sript in Matlab in the diretory DEMO/Recon and the program
should begin as
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Orthographi and Pinhole Camera Models
3D Reonstrution Demo
Stellenbosh, January 2005
Solving the Traffi Monitoring System Problem for moving objets
1: Cube demonstration with rotation only
2: Cube demonstration with rotation and translation
3: Syntheti Vehile demonstration with rotation and translation
4: Real Data
......................................................
Selet:
If we selet Real Data the next sreen will appear,
Orthographi and Pinhole Camera Models
3D Reonstrution Demo
Stellenbosh, January 2005
Solving the Traffi Monitoring System Problem for moving objets
1: Cube demonstration with rotation only
2: Cube demonstration with rotation and translation
3: Syntheti Vehile demonstration with rotation and translation
4: Real Data
......................................................
Selet: 4
Exeuting Real Objet.
..........................................................
Pressing enter will use the given default value
We provide following real data set:
1 - Merriman Avenue data traked using ROF
2 - National Higway N2 data traked using ROF
3 - National Road R102 data traked using ROF
4 - Merriman Avenue data and traked using ROF
5 - Merriman Avenue data and traked using Corner Traker
Selet real data set:
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At this stage the user an input the required variables. Note that we provide some
default values, but the user is free to input dierent ones. If the user does not use
the defaults, the program will proeed as
We need to selet the UKF parameters.
See Chapter 5 of my PhD Thesis or Kalman Filtering and Neural
Networks by Simon Haykin, pages 228-246 for more information.
Defaults may not work orretly for all examples !!
Give Proess noise default=1e-3, varQ = .001
Give Measurement noise default=1e-3, varR = .001
Give State Covariane default= 5e-2, varP = .05
Running UKF on REAL DATA for 80 iterations.
###############
But if we use the automati seletion, the program will proeed as
Using default real data set = 3
We need to selet the UKF parameters.
See Chapter 5 of my PhD Thesis or Kalman Filtering and Neural
Networks by Simon Haykin, pages 228-246 for more information.
Defaults may not work orretly for all examples !!
Add State Covariane, default=5e-2, varP =
Using default varP = 5.000000e-02
Add Proess noise, default=1e-3, varQ =
Using default varQ = 1.000000e-03
Add Measurement noise, default=1e-3, varR =
Using default varR = 1.000000e-03
Running UKF on REAL DATA for 80 iterations.
###############
After the program nishes proessing it will show a message similar to
Plotting results, please wait...
Plotting results are ok!
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#########################
# General Report #
##########################
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-
Output in interval_1
Total of 1 vehile(s) deteted in the sene.
Speed Analysis:
Maximum speed allowed in this area is 80.00 km/h.
Atual speed of the objet is 69.10 km/h.
##o-o##
Thanks for using our demo!
...END...
At this point the user an visualize the ten graphs showing the parameters' estima-
tions and objet's struture (see hapter 7). Next we desribe the Track Directory.
C.2.3 Programs in Trak Diretory
The Diretory DEMO/Track ontains many programs or sripts that exeute the
UKF as an estimator. The diretory ontains the following les:
demo.m is the main program whih alls all others. It sets some default variables
and asks the user to input the neessary parameter values. It sets some default
variables, suh as optimal Gaussian variables α = 1, β = 2 and κ = 0. It is in this
program where the user an hange the above and other variables
 fs is a font size used to print legends on the image gure
 fig_print intended for gure printing to le. If fig_print = 1, then the
gures will be printed to les. In this ase, the user is advised to set up the
gures' names in printing mfile plot_results_ukf.m.
 a indiates whih amplitude we want to use on a pre-setup urve (Simulation
using non-real data).
 real_data_on indiates whih experiment is intended to be proessed. There
are only two possible experiments to run (Simulation using real data set and
Simulation using syntheti data).
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By running this program the user has the hoie of whether to run a Simulation using
real data set or a Simulation using syntheti data set for estimating using Unsented
Kalman Filter. The mfile demo.m alls
 title_demo.m whih displays the demonstration title only.
 title_ukf.m is another title sript for displaying the initial message of UKF
estimator.
 ukf_trl.m: This the main sript for Unsented Kalman Filter implementa-
tion. The ode was written by Simon J. Julier and Rudolph van der Merwe
(rvdmerweee.ogi.edu). It alls other funtion suh as, ukf_ffun_real.m or
ukf_ffun.m (observation model funtion), and ltered output ukf_hfun_real.m
or ukf_hfun.m (estimation: proess model funtion).
 plot_results_ukf.m: This is the main program intended to plot all the results.
C.2.3.1 Running a Demonstration Program
Run the demo sript in Matlab in the diretory DEMO/Track and the program
should begin as
Unsented Kalman Filter and Appliations
Objet Traking Demo
Stellenbosh, January 2005
You an set up your own data or just use provided!
See lines 55-65 or 85-94 of <demo.m> to setup yours.
1: Simulation using real data set
2: Simulation using non-real data
......................................
Selet:
If we selet the Simulation using syntheti data the next sreen will appear asking
the user to provide the number of frames, noise level (if not required, set this to zero)
and ovariane variables. The omplete output should be similar to
Unsented Kalman Filter and Appliations
Objet Traking Demo
Stellenbosh, January 2005
You an set up your own data or just use provided!
See lines 112-133 or 135-144 of <demo.m> to setup yours.
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1: Simulation using real data set
2: Simulation using syntheti data
......................................
Selet: 2
We need to selet the UKF parameters.
See Chapter 5 of my PhD Thesis or Kalman Filtering and Neural
Networks by Simon Haykin, pages 228-246 for more information.
We add some noise (Gaussian white noise with the given variane)
to the data
By pressing enter will use the given default value
Give number of frames to generate data, frames = 90
Add data noise, default=0 noise = 0
Add Proess noise default=1e-3, varQ = .001
Add Measurement noise default=1e-5, varR = .00001
Add State Covariane default= 3/4, varP = 3/4
Running UKF on Syntheti Data for 90 iterations: No noise added
############################################
.......... ok ..........
>>
If the user opted to use all default settings, then the last output should be similar to
We need to selet the UKF parameters.
See Chapter 5 of my PhD Thesis or Kalman Filtering and Neural
Networks by Simon Haykin, pages 228-246 for more information.
We add some noise (Gaussian white noise with the given variane)
to the data
By pressing enter will use the given default value
Give number of frames to generate data, frames =
Using default number of frames = 100
Add data noise, default=0 noise =
Using default data noise = 0
Add Proess noise default=1e-3, varQ =
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Using default varQ = 1.000000e-03
Add Measurement noise default=1e-5, varR =
Using default varR = 1.000000e-05
Add State Covariane default= 3/4, varP =
Using default varP = 7.500000e-01
Running UKF on Syntheti Data for 100 iterations: No noise added
#################################
.......... ok ..........
>>
Using syntheti data with noise added, the output looks like this:
Unsented Kalman Filter and Appliations
Objet Traking Demo
Stellenbosh, January 2005
You an set up your own data or just use provided!
See lines 112-133 or 135-144 of <demo.m> to setup yours.
1: Simulation using real data set
2: Simulation using syntheti data
......................................
Selet: 2
We need to selet the UKF parameters.
See Chapter 5 of my PhD Thesis or Kalman Filtering and Neural
Networks by Simon Haykin, pages 228-246 for more information.
We add some noise (Gaussian white noise with the given variane)
to the data
By pressing enter will use the given default value
Give number of frames to generate data, frames = 90
Add data noise, default=0 noise = .01
Add Proess noise default=1e-3, varQ =
Using default varQ = 1.000000e-03
Add Measurement noise default=1e-5, varR =
Using default varR = 1.000000e-05
Add State Covariane default= 3/4, varP =
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Using default varP = 7.500000e-01
Running UKF on Syntheti Data for 90 iterations: Noise added
############################################
.......... ok ..........
>>
If we run the experiment using real data the nal ode output would be similar to
Unsented Kalman Filter and Appliations
Objet Traking Demo
Stellenbosh, January 2005
You an set up your own data or just use provided!
See lines 112-133 or 135-144 of <demo.m> to setup yours.
1: Simulation using real data set
2: Simulation using syntheti data
......................................
Selet: 1
Selet real data set: <1 or 2> :2
We need to selet the UKF parameters.
See Chapter 5 of my PhD Thesis or Kalman Filtering and Neural
Networks by Simon Haykin, pages 228-246 for more information.
By pressing enter will use the given default value
Defaults may not work orretly for all examples !!
Give Proess noise default=1e-3, varQ = .001
Give Measurement noise default=5e-2, varR = .05
Give State Covariane default= 1e-3, varP = .001
Running UKF on REAL DATA for 100 iterations: No noise added
#################################
.......... ok ..........
>>
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